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ABSTRACT
The formation of fine-grained chondrule rims in unequilibrated ordinary chondrites
by
John N. Bigolski

Advisor: Michael K. Weisberg

Fine-grained rims are ubiquitous, non-igneous, features that completely or partially
envelope the majority of chondrules within the least equilibrated of the unequilibrated ordinary
chondrites (UOCs). A detailed examination of such rims in 4 UOC samples less than petrologic
type 3.2 was conducted in order to 1) characterize the relative distribution of rims within
chondrite samples, 2) inspect differences between fine-grained rims and adjacent matrix
material, 3) petrologically analyze the rims and their relationships with chondrule cores, 4)
characterize an ungrouped UOC, Northwest Africa 5717, 5) conduct a microanalytical
investigation of rim / matrix boundaries to discern relative chronologies of fine-grained material
in UOCs, 6) provide context for the presence of microchondrules as ubiquitous inclusions within
fine-grained rims, as well as provide constraints on the chondrule-forming environment of UOC
chondrules, 7) compare fine-grained rims with well-characterized fine-grained rims from
unbrecciated primary accretionary components of Mighei-like carbonaceous (CM) chondrites, so
as to define different environments of formation for CM chondrules. This thesis brings together a
suite of analytical techniques to address the complex nature of fine-grained rims. The ultimate
goal of this thesis is to provide the first comprehensive study in which multi-analytical
techniques (basic petrology, electron microprobe, transmission electron microscopy, and stable
isotope analyses) have been combined to characterize and understand fine-grained chondrule
rims and the microchondrules within them.
Fine-grained rims record two distinct formation environments in the chondrules of UOCs
and CM chondrites. Despite common mineralogical components among the different grouped
chondrules, from my analysis I infer a single-stage reheating of chondrule surfaces to form finegrained chondrule rims in UOCs. The dust that accreted onto reheated surfaces reacted with the
iv

chondrule core surface to produce predominantly FeO-rich sintered material that envelopes both
type I and type II chondrules. However, the presence of 1) microchondrules preferentially within
the rims of type I chondrules, coupling with their virtual absence from the rims of type II
chondrules, 2) heavily irregular surfaces between type I chondrules and their rims, coupled with
a sintered texture that reveals partial reaction of FeO-rich material with pyroxene-dominant outer
chondrule shells, 3) the presence of disaggregated rim clasts within the matrix, and 4) the
presence of chondrule-like fragments and refractory-like fragment within rims, all suggest that
type I chondrules were reheated to higher temperatures than were the surfaces of type II
chondrules, the latter of which accreted dust less efficiently than their type I counterparts, all
within a pre-accretionary environment that predated final assemblages of the UOC parent body.
CM chondrules are also pre-accretionary and experienced either single or multi-stage accretion
or rim formation. Layering within rims, as the well as reheating products such as
microchondrules, however, would have likely experienced deleterious effects of hydration. Since
such features are not visible in all chondrule rims from CMs, I surmise that CM chondrules
accreted dust in a lower temperature environment than UOC chondrules. Accretion of dust at
farther distances from the Sun than the condensation region of water (the snowline) is the most
probable environment for this process. The presence of hydrated materials as secondary products
in the rims of UOC chondrules leads to the hypothesis that they formed at near proximity to,
though probably within, the snowline. Oxidation of dust-coated surfaces was facilitated by water
vapor that would have elevated oxygen fugacities within microenvironments of the chondruleforming region. Colder accretion of ices with dust around CM chondrules ultimately contributed
to higher degrees of hydration of CM rims than UOC rims. In both cases, the parent body
environment afforded more porous fine-grained material that evolved through fluid-assisted
alteration into the opaque matrix in both chondrite groups. Such asteroidal alteration could also
generate opaque nodules composed of Fe-Ni-metal, sulfides, and Fe-oxides by fluid mobilization
of sulfur, oxygen, and metal.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1. Chondrule rims: Primitive nebular material

The initial materials from which the planets formed must be studied in order to
understand the nature of planet formation. Such materials are presupposed to comprise primitive
asteroids, thought to be minimally processed remnants from planet formation, which are the
oldest Solar System materials available for study. The materials (meteorites) from primitive
asteroids are called chondrites. Texturally, chondrites are unlike any terrestrial rocks. The
primitive nature of chondrites is reflected in 1) their compositions resembling that of the solar
photosphere (excluding the most volatile elements, e.g., H, C, O, N and the noble gases), 2) their
having escaped melting (and fractionation) on their parent bodies, and 3) their very old ages.
As the eponymous chondritic component, chondrules are approximately 500 micrometer
(micron, µm)-sized (Friedrich et al., 2016) crystalline spherules that solidified from molten
droplets in the Solar Nebula. The timing of chondrule formation and the chondrule-forming
environment and mechanism are, however, heavily disputed. Chondrites that have undergone
minimal alteration through thermal metamorphism or aqueous alteration on their parent bodies
preserve chondrules as discrete inclusions embedded in an opaque fine-grained (≈<5 µm) matrix.
The predominant mineralogy of chondrules consists of ferromagnesian and feldspathic silicates.
Additionally, a variety of accessory opaque phases, most commonly Fe,Ni metal alloy and Fesulfides, occur as round blebs embedded in feldspathic glass or included in the mafic silicates.

Matrix in the least-altered chondrites is found interstitial to chondrules, related fragments,
and exogenous lithic fragments, and consists of micron to submicron silicate mineral grains and
amorphous material, sulfide and metal grains, presolar minerals, and presolar and organic
materials. Some matrix also resembles a clastic component (15 – 730 µm) that appears to fit
within a continuous size distribution that includes chondrule fragments, while other matrix is
restricted to a fine-grained size that consists predominantly of phyllosilicates and other hydrated
phases (Ashworth, 1977; Alexander et al., 1989a,b; Nelson and Rubin, 2002; Rubin et al.,
2009). It is this matrix material, together with chondrules, chondrule fragments, and various
types of refractory inclusions and discrete mineral grains, among other clastic or exogenous
fragments, that accreted onto the host meteorite parent bodies from which present day primitive
asteroids (e.g., the S-type asteroid 25143 Itokawa) have survived (Yurimoto et al., 2011).
One of the remarkable features of chondrules in the least equilibrated chondrites is that
they are fully or partially enclosed by fine-grained rims. These rims are less well characterized
than other components in chondrites due to their fine-grained and complex nature. As will be
demonstrated in this thesis, fine-grained rims in UOCs are a distinct chondritic component
chemically and petrologically different from other fine-grained materials, such as the chondrite
matrix. Though petrologically distinct, fine-grained rims and matrix are not mutually preclusive
of having been derived from one another. The ubiquitous occurrence of fine-grained material
rimming chondrules may offer insight towards understanding chondrule formation, the
interaction between chondrules and accreting dust in the Solar Nebula, and chondrite accretion.
Fine-grained rims have several characteristics that make them essential in understanding the
epoch of chondrule formation through early parent body accretion and alteration. The rims have
not been melted like their chondrule hosts and thus may provide insight into the primary nebular
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solids that were present during chondrule formation, i.e., possible chondrule precursors. Their
stratigraphic location (sandwiched between chondrules and matrix) potentially provides a record
of the transitional stage in the early Solar System that postdated chondrule formation, yet
predated the onset of accretion and alteration of chondritic parent bodies. Secondary minerals in
rims can help decipher the alteration history of chondrites, possibly pre- and/or post-accretion.
Finally comparison of rims on chondrules from different chondrite groups can help constrain
similarities and differences in their chondrule-forming environments.

1.2. Classification of meteorites and the importance of chondrites

The current classification scheme of meteorites evolved from the earliest descriptive
schemes that grouped such rocks based on either the relative amounts of metallic and rocky
material (Maskelyne’s 1863 classification of the British Museum collection)—which include
siderites (iron meteorites), siderolites (stony iron meteorites), aerolites (stony meteorites)—or
grouped meteorites into chondrite and non-chondrite groups (Rose’s 1864 classification of the
University Museum of Berlin collection). The current system that is most widely used (as
outlined in Weisberg et al., 2006), is a modification of both of these earlier classification
schemes, but is also grounded in other classification schemes that rely on chemical, petrologic,
and isotopic characteristics (c.f. Farrington, 1907; Prior, 1920; Mason, 1967; Van Schmus and
Wood, 1967). Within the grand hierarchy of meteorite groups and subgroups, common members
of a group share similar genetic relationships that become narrower towards the bottom level
(Fig. 1.1). Ultimately, members of a common group originated from a common parent body, or
from a number of distinct yet similar parent bodies, which are extant in the present day Solar
3

Fig. 1.1 – Schematic for meteorite classification. Only the hierarchies of subdivided chondrites
are shown. Modified from Weisberg et al., 2006, Fig. 1.
System as heterogenous parent bodies (asteroids, planetary surfaces, including the Moon), as
most meteorites, outside fossil meteorites, have fallen to Earth’s surface within the past 1 million
years (Schmitz et al., 2001; 2003).
Chondrites, specifically, can be placed under the umbrella term stony meteorites, even
though some chondritic groups (e.g., CB chondrites) have members that contain >50 vol% metal.
Despite their primitive nature, about 82% of all meteorite falls are chondrites (Grady, 2000). As
sedimentary rocks that accreted free-floating igneous objects (i.e. chondrules), as well as Ca–Alrich inclusions (CAIs)) and nebular dust (i.e. fine-grained matrix), chondrites are fragments of
undifferentiated planetary bodies (i.e. primitive asteroids). Completely or partially differentiated
planetary bodies are the progenitors of all other meteorites, which include all iron meteorites and
other stony meteorites. The chondrites are divided into 3 classes—carbonaceous (C), ordinary
(O), enstatite (E)— which in turn are subdivided into 6 clans and 15 groups, with a couple of
groups further subdivided into subgroups (Fig. 1.1) The abundance of chondrules, as well as
4

matrix, varies between groups, ranging from essentially no chondrules and all matrix (Ivuna-type
C; CI chondrites), to chondrule-rich (~70 vol%) groups with relatively little matrix, such as all
groups within the ordinary chondrites (OCs) and (Renazzo-type C; CR chondrites). Chondrite
groups that have experienced significant aqueous alteration are given a petrologic grade of Types
1 or 2, whereas increasing thermal metamorphism yields Types 4 to 6. Thermal metamorphism
rapidly redistributes elements by diffusive equilibration and gradually recrystallizes chondrules,
CAIs, and matrix (Fig. 1.2). As the least altered, least thermally metamorphosed chondrites,
those that are classified as Type 3 petrologic type preserve primary textures and fabrics of
chondrites. As such, Type 3 chondrites are relatively rare among all chondrite groups, even
though some C-chondrite groups like the CV chondrites are strictly classified as Type 3. For
those groups that do contain Type 3 chondrites, the chondrules themselves are to first order
approximately uniformly distributed throughout chondritic samples and range in size from 0.1 –
4mm (e.g. Scott and Krot, 2014), though some so-called macro(mega-)chondrules can exceed 1
cm (Ruzicka et al., 1998; Weyndach et al., 2012) and microchondrules extend to submicron sizes
(Krot and Rubin, 1996; Krot et al., 1997; Bigolski et al., 2016; Dobrica and Brearley, 2016).
Fine-grained chondrule rims are thus expected to be highly abundant in the least altered OCs due
to the large fraction of chondrules relative to matrix present in these meteorites.

1.3. Chondrule rims: Background

Fine-grained rims have been recognized since the earliest petrographic studies of “kleine
Kugeln” (a.k.a. chondrules) from extraterrestrial rocks as dark shells surrounding a typically
lighter lithic core (Rose, 1864; Connolly and Desh, 2004; Connolly and Jones, 2016). Tschermak
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Fig. 1.2 – Classification system for chondrites. The chemical group and petrologic type for all
chondrites of this study are LL and Type 3, with the exception of the ungrouped ordinary
chondrite NWA 5717. Note that as subtypes < 3.15, all chondrites studied herein represent a
smaller fraction of the shaded portion in the LL3 box of the figure. After McSween and Huss,
2010 (Fig. 6.3; p. 167) and adapted from Van Schmus and Wood (1967) with data from Scott
and Krot, 2004).
(1885) described olivine chondrules as being surrounded by iron and pyrrhotite, as well as dark
shells surrounding chondrules that contain inclusions of these minerals. Merrill (1920)
recognized secondary outer borders about the circumferences of many chondrules from ordinary
chondrites (e.g., Allegan – H5; Bjurböle – L/LL4). He discerned some secondary borders as dark
“shell-like rind or casing” that coated the outer chondrule surface (Merrill, 1920; pl. 1, fig. 1).
Such dark rinds, smooth and lusterless as observed around isolated chondrules, were found to be
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wholly contiguous around the chondrule cores, in some cases filling depressions or draping
deeper pittings in the host chondrule surface. Merrill distinguished these smooth dark rinds from
other secondary borders composed of light minerals similar to chondrule phenocrysts and matrix
minerals, surmising that such light mineral borders (i.e. coarse-grained and/or igneous rims)
were analogous to the matrix of Grosnaja (CV3) studied by Tschermak (1878). Merrill also
recognized that irregular borders of metal or sulfide sometimes surrounded the light-colored
crystalline borders of some chondrules. Finally, Merrill described the occurrence of isolated
“rough” chondrules that lack smooth dark rinds, which he concluded were evidence for different
histories of formation for chondrules within the same stone.
Since Merrill (1920), chondrule rims have been more thoroughly documented and
described; modern investigations have garnered increasingly detailed information regarding rims
that has lead to ever-evolving complexity in explaining the different types of rims and their
relationship to their central, host chondrule core. “Dark-zoned chondrules” were defined by
Dodd and Van Schmus (1971) as chondrules with outer zones of ferrous silicates and troilite.
Kurat (1970) studied one fine-grained opaque rim from Tieschitz (H/L3.6) that closely
resembled carbonaceous enclaves from within the chondrule surrounded by the rim. The
relationship of dark rim material (i.e. black matrix) from Tieschitz to “white matrix” interstitial
to the dark rims was described by Christophe Michel-Levy (1976). The two types of matrices
were both considered to have formed by the leaching of chondrule glass. The submicron nature,
as well as the porosity, of dark rim material studied in Chainpur (LL3.4) by Ashworth (1977)
added further distinction between such fine-grained material and the interstitial matrix. Such
“rims”, synonymous to the dark shells and coatings described by previous authors, however, are
not comparable to rims around other chondritic material, such as the layered rims on Ca–Al-rich
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inclusions (CAIs) in carbonaceous chondrites, as described by Wark and Lovering (1977). With
this distinction in mind, it is crucial to point out that many chondrules in the least equilibrated
chondrites possess both igneous/coarse-grained rims and non-igneous/fine-grained rims of
varying textures and compositions (Fig. 1.3). Although once considered a rarity among
chondrules, in the case of CV chondrites ~50% of chondrules have coarse-grained rims, which
are frequently enclosed by fine-grained rims (Rubin, 1984a; Rubin and Wasson, 1987). Such
igneous-textured rims, as recognized by Rubin et al. (1984a), can occur around several chondrule
textural types, including porphyritic, barred, and radial varieties (Rubin and Krot, 1996).
Secondary shells of coarse-grained material may also envelope the primary chondrule (Rubin
and Wasson, 1987; Krot and Wasson, 1995; Rubin and Krot, 1996; Rubin, 2010). Although
petrologically similar to the primary chondrule, the compositions of coarse-grained rims are
more similar to the bulk chondrule composition than to that of the specific chondrule with which
they are associated, as well as being more compositionally homogenous than bulk chondrules
(Rubin and Wasson, 1987). Such rims observed in OCs are now referred to as igneous rims and
are thought to have formed from the melting of precursor material that surrounded their
chondrule cores in a single heating event (Krot and Wasson, 1995; Rubin, 2010). This precursor
material is speculated to be matrix-like (Rubin and Wasson, 1987). While it is possible that the
precursor material that melted to form igneous rims was similar to the fine-grained material that
formed dark rims, in the later case, the dust did not melt, as evidenced by the non-igneous/finegrained texture of such rims. Indeed, that many chondrules that possess igneous rims, themselves
have an outer fine-grained rim is testament to the formation of dark rims at a later time and at a
temperature lower than for the formation of igneous rims. Quite clearly, fine-grained rims are a
distinct type of non-igneous chondrule rim.
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Fig. 1.3 – Backscattered electron (BSE) images of chondrule rims. (a) An enveloping chondrule
(C36) from Semarkona. The primary chondrule is a type I POP that is surrounded by an igneous
rim containing many metallic blebs composed of Fe-Ni metal and Fe-oxides. The rim contains
Fe-sulfides that permeate into its outer surface, which extend from a sulfide-rich rim that
surrounds the entire object. (b) An igneous rim occurs around a type I BO chondrule (C25) from
NWA 5717. A discontinuous fine-grained rim also surrounds the object. (c) This type I PO
enveloping chondrule (C1 – Watonga-1) has a secondary shell, which is in turn surrounded by a
fine-grained rim with Fe-sulfide-rich portions. (d) An irregular-shaped type I BO chondrules
with an incomplete secondary shell, an outer coarse-grained/igneous rim, as well as a finegrained rim that surrounds the entire enveloped object.
Extensive investigation of fine-grained chondritic material has improved our knowledge
on the varying abundances of this material among all chondrite groups. In particular, UOCs
contain ~10 vol% material <100 µm (Dodd, 1967), though this percentage conceivably drops
when excluding chondrules of diameter <100 µm. Indeed, our knowledge of the varying
abundances and diversity of fine-grained material among all chondrite groups has grown
considerably. When considering only objects and mineral grains on the order of tens-of-microns
and below, two distinct petrographic settings for such fine-grained material have been widely
recognized in UOCs: 1) a porous, clastic material occurring interstitial to chondrules (i.e.
interchondrule matrix, cf., Brearley and Jones, 1998); and 2) a finer-grained, more compact
material rimming chondrules and other macroscopic components (cf., Ashworth, 1977; Allen et
al., 1980; Wlotzka, 1983; Nagahara, 1984; Scott et al., 1984; Alexander et al., 1989; Matsunami
et al., 1990a). Fine-grained rims are common features of many unequilibrated ordinary
chondrites (H, L, and LL UOCs) and Mighei-like carbonaceous chondrites (CM), although they
also occur in the primitive members of other carbonaceous groups such as Ornans-like (CO),
Vigarano-like (CV), and Renazzo-like (CR) chondrites (c.f., Allen et al., 1980; Alexander et al.,
1989; Metzler et al., 1992; Alexander, 1995; Brearley, 1993; Krot et al., 1998; Abreu and
Brearley, 2010). Fine-grained rims are, by contrast, rare to absent in the E-chondrites, although
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matrix is a minor component as well in this meteorite class (Weisberg et al., 2006; Weisberg and
Kimura, 2012).
Many observations suggest that the fine-grained material rimming many chondrules from
UOCs, CMs, and CVs are the result of primary accretionary processes occurring before accretion
into parent bodies (Allen et al., 1980; King and King, 1981, Matsunami, 1984). This is especially
evident in those rimmed chondrules that possess a granular texture with multiple layering such as
are found in CVs (MacPherson et al., 1985; MacPherson and Krot, 2014). Metzler and Bischoff
(1987) recognized in CMs that fine-grained material occurs as rims on nearly every fragment and
inclusion, as well as forming layered rims, and that chondrules and their fragments show much
evidence of abrasion. They dubbed accretionary rims “accretionary dust mantles,” which they
subsequently used to support the hypothesis of chondrite parent body agglomeration by lowvelocity accretion of coarse- and fine-grained material to form the CM parent body. They went
on to identify pristine (a.k.a. primary) accretionary fabrics that withstood the varying degrees of
brecciation evident in many CMs (Metzler and Bischoff, 1987; 1989; 1996; Metzler et al., 1992;
Metzler, 2004). As features that represent a process by which minute dust grains adhered to
nascent chondrule surfaces, crystallographic orientation maps of accretionary rims in Allende
(CV3) suggest that the rims accreted directly onto chondrule surfaces and might preserve the
earliest rock fabric in the Solar System (Bland et al., 2011).
Despite being texturally unique features in certain chondrite groups, (e.g., UOCs, CMs,
CRs) numerous authors have noted the mineralogical and chemical similarities between the finegrained components occurring in interchondrule matrix and in fine-grained rims in primitive
ordinary and carbonaceous chondrites (e.g., King and King, 1981; Matsunami, 1984; Alexander
et al., 1989; Brearley and Geiger, 1991; Metzler et al., 1992; Sears et al., 1993; Brearley, 1993,
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1996). Particular in CM2 and CO3 chondrites, the rims and matrices appear to be
mineralogically indistinguishable (e.g., Zolensky et al., 1993; Brearley, 1993). Fine-grained
material is thus often broadly labeled as matrix (e.g., Alexander et al., 1989; Brearely, 1993;
Ebel et al., 2016), even though fine-grained chondrule rims are often analyzed as a separate
component among the least equilibrated chondrites (e.g., Allen et al., 1980; Huss et al., 1981;
Wilkening et al., 1984; Metzler et al., 1992; Abreu and Brearley, 2010; Bigolski et al., 2012;
2013a; 2015).

1.4. Fine-grained rims in UOCs

In spite of being described as “dark accretionary rims” in the past (King and King, 1981),
fine-grained rims in UOCs are typically FeO-rich and have a more sintered or “fluffy”
appearance around chondrules in UOCs (e.g., Semenenko et al., 2001; Bigolski et al, 2012; Fig.
1.4), as opposed to the more granular appearance of MgO-rich (i.e. forsteritic) accretionary rims
around chondrules and CAIs from CVs and COs (e.g., MacPherson et al., 1985; Krot et al.,
2001). Ashworth (1977) was able to critically discern the petrologic differences between a clastic
matrix deformed by mild shock-lithification on the parent body (LL4 Weston) and a lower
porosity matrix in UOCs that have a lower metamorphic grade (LL3.6 Parnallee; LL3.7-6
Hedjaz; cf., Friedrich et al., 2014). Those UOCs with a very low degree of metamorphism
(LL3.4 Chainpur) retained a petrographically unique non-clastic (i.e. fine-grained) opaque
material as dark chondrule rims around nearly undeformed chondrules, though partly deformed
chondrules also possess dark opaque rims. Such rims contain a heterogenous mix of fine-grained
silicate grains and optically opaque minerals such as troilite (FeS). Lastly, Ashworth noted that
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Fig. 1.4 – BSE image of two fine-grained rims. The top one is from C9 and the bottom one is
from an unidentified chondrule. Both rims sandwich fine-grained matrix in NWA 5717. The
bright gray, FeO-rich groundmasses of both fine-grained rims indicate a more homogenous
mineralogy and composition compared with the more heterogeneous matrix.
although Parnallee and Hedjaz also have dark-rimmed chondrules similar to those in Chainpur,
they were texturally distinct only in the latter. In addition to troilite, other types of opaque
material, such as metals, often exist as accessory components within both settings, though rims
entirely of metal/metal-sulfide occur around some chondrules.
Fine-grained rims from UOCs tend to be composed of finer-grained and more compacted
material than matrix, as well as having striking compositional differences when observed in BSE
images; they appear brighter due their Fe-rich composition relative matrix (e.g., Nozette et al.,
1979; Allen et al., 1980; Alexander et al., 1989a,b; Weisberg and Ebel, 2010; Bigolski et al.,
13

2012; Fig. 1.3). Generally speaking, fine-grained rims tend to be composed of a larger fraction
of un-hydrated silicate material than interchondrule matrix, the former of which contains as a
major submicron component (down to 10 nm) Fe-rich silicate, metal, and sulfide grains
associated with secondary phyllosilicates and amorphous material (Bigolski et al., 2013; 2014).
Although some rims in ordinary chondrites are clastic in nature and closely resemble the finegrained clastic component of interchondrule matrix (Ashworth, 1977; Alexander et al., 1989b),
FeO-rich fine-grained rims are more mineralogically homogenous and form distinct
compositional boundaries that demarcate rim from host chondrule and interchondrule matrix
(Bigolski et al., 2012, 2013b). The rim essentially contains two surfaces: 1) an interior surface
that is in contact with the surface of the host chondrule; 2) an exterior surface that is in contact
with chondrite matrix (Fig. 1.4). By contrast, matrix is much more heterogeneous mineralogy,
and is also rich in smectite and amorphous material, though may also contain exotic material
such as presolar grains, interplanetary dust particles, and organic hydrocarbons, thus representing
a low temperature component of chondritic material as a complimentary fraction of a single bulk
reservoir from which the whole of chondrite formed (e.g., Huss et al, 2005). Fine-grained rims,
by contrast, appear to be higher-temperature phases that have been sintered to produce shells of
heated fine-grained material, unlike matrix which has much more hydrous phases.

1.5. Origin and significance of fine-grained rims

Fine-grained rims, despite sometimes receiving little recognition as distinct chondritic
components, are important components of chondrites and continue to be studied as a unique
component that provide insight into chondrule formation and the nature of nebular dust,
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including chondrule and matrix precursor material. Fine-grained rims continue to be studied
because they may represent a period of time that postdates the high temperature events that
formed chondrules but prior to chondrite accretion.
Fine-grained rims more than likely formed from different processes and under different
conditions than the high-temperature events thought to form coarse-grained igneous rims,
although fine-grained rims may be analogues of the precursors that melted to form the igneous
rims (Rubin, 1984; Rubin and Wasson, 1987; Kring, 1991; Krot and Wasson, 1995). Researchers
have invoked several processes that can explain the presence of fine-grained rims, which include
alternative modes of formation other than accretion (e.g., Allen et al., 1980; Metzler et al., 1992;
Metzler, 2004). For example, it has been posited that rims formed through condensation of
material onto the surfaces of chondrules in the plume of impacted bodies (Kurat, 1970; 1975).
Kurat (1970) posited that the fine-grained component, especially the fine-grained rims, formed as
submicron condensates from impact clouds. Through vapor-grain interactions, second generation
condensates and mineral and lithic fragments could have formed rims around surviving
chondrules as mixtures of dusty coatings and condensed material. The remaining fragments that
did not rim chondrules could have been incorporated at a later stage into the chondrite parent
body, thereby forming the porous interchondrule matrix. Other modes of formation include
weathering in the regolith of a planetesimal/parent body (Richardson, 1981; Sears et al., 1993),
impacting chondrules on asteroidal regolith of parent bodies (Bunch et al., 1991), accretion of
material and alteration of impact-generated debris onto chondrule surfaces (Trigo-Rodriguez et
al., 2006).
Although hypotheses of fine-grained rim formation vary, most contend that such rims
formed from similar fine-grained material. From the accretionary standpoint, Metzler and
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Bischoff (1996) interpreted fine-grained rims in CM chondrites to have accreted onto chondrules
in the nebula. In their model, well-preserved rim/chondrule assemblages represent “primary
accretionary rocks.” Other authors (e.g., Sears et al., 1993) contend that rim materials in CM
chondrites were acquired on either planetesimals or parent bodies and were compacted and
rounded as their host chondrules rolled around in the regolith. Yet, both sides seem to agree that
the rim material was initially derived from nebular dust. The large abundance of fine-grained
rims in some type 3.0 UOCs indicates that dusty submicron particles were present during the
final stages of chondrule formation, and suggests the importance of rims in the earliest stages of
accretion (e.g., Bigolski et al., 2013b; 2014). Finally, analyses of chondrule bulk compositions
suggest that chondrules formed from several chemically discrete precursor components, of which
fine-grained rims may represent the remained, yet thoroughly processed extant remains of
precursor material (Grossman and Wasson, 1983).
One of the most intriguing aspects of chondrule rims is the presence of microchondrules.
Microchondrules (dia. ≤ 40 µm; Krot and Rubin, 1996, compared to chondrules which are 100’s
µm to mm-sized) are a subset of chondrules that are not as well characterized as other chondrule
types. In ordinary chondrites, they occur predominantly as ubiquitous components of finegrained chondrule rims and less commonly within metal nodules (Bigolski et al., 2012, 2013b,
2014). Microchondrule-bearing rim material preferentially occupies irregular and deformed
surfaces of the host chondrule as infill along embayments, scalloped niches, and ruptured edges
(Bigolski et al., 2012, 2013b). Microchondrules have similar textures as the major chondrules
and exhibit considerable compositional overlap with Type I chondrules from unequilibrated
ordinary chondrites (e.g. Krot et al., 1997; Bigolski et al., 2014b). Hence, microchondrules, as
numerous rim-included components, provide records of chondrule re-heating and perhaps
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recycling in a pre-accretionary environment during the chondrule-forming epoch (c.f. Bigolski et
al., 2016; Dobrică and Brearley, 2016).
Depending on the degree of heating experienced during formation, fine-grained rims may
contain the primary nebular solids from which chondrules formed and/or interstellar grains that
coalesced to the midplane of the protoplanetary disk (Haenecour et al., 2013; 2017; Leitner et al.,
2016). Fine-grained rims and matrix are thought to represent a complimentary fraction of a
single bulk material reservoir from which the whole of chondritic components formed (e.g., Huss
et al, 2005). Thus, mineralogic and chemical similarities notwithstanding, fine-grained (sintered)
chondrule rims provide indispensable information on chondrule formation, chondrite accretion,
and processes of early asteroidal regoliths.
To summarize, the study of rims may help elucidate the nature of these precursory solids
as the possible residue of early vapor-solid condensates or interstellar matter that became
incorporated into the parent body. Fine-grained rims may also reveal processes of accretion,
heating and alteration that are not recorded in any of the other materials (chondrules, matrix, etc.)
in chondrites. Fine-grained rims that retain accretionary textures and therefore record
accretionary processes (e.g., the coating and deposition of granular material onto the first solid
surfaces) may thus preserve nebular processes that predate any planetary consolidation of
regolith. However, the presence of secondary minerals in fine-grained rims, such as a range of
phyllosilicates, as well as magnetite, has been interpreted to represent accessory minerals that
formed via asteroidal processes on planetesimals or parent bodies (e.g., Brearley, 2006, and
references therein).
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1.6. Thesis goals and layout

The goal of this thesis is to provide a petrological and geochemical context for the
formation of non-igneous rims around chondrules from UOCs, with particular attention paid to
fine-grained chondrule rims in the least equilibrated UOCs, so as to 1) provide empirical
constraints that provide astrophysical models the conditions that chondrules experienced prior to
parent body accretion, 2) develop a chronology of chondrule formation as it relates to dust
accretion and the re-heating of chondrules, as well as 3) distinguish secondary overprints upon
which fine-grained rims, as well as adjacent fine-grained matrix, record asteroidal processes on
the UOC parent bodies. The detailed analysis of the relationship between chondrules to finegrained rims will serve as a stepping-stone to the comparative analysis of rims from other
chondrite groups, in particular Murchison-like (CM) chondrites, with future comparisons to other
chondrite groups built from this work.
The purpose of this study is to document and compare the petrologic characteristics of
two separate populations of fine-grained rims, those in UOCs and in CMs, which can provide
indispensable information on chondrule formation environments, chondrite accretion, and
processes on early asteroidal regoliths. The thesis is organized to provided a detailed analysis
that can bring together various aspects of our understanding of fine-grained rims and compare
them with matrix material often described as rimming chondrules and chondrule fragments. Such
juxtaposition of different fine-grained material serves to illuminate the problems of interpreting
micron-sized to nanoscale components in primitive meteorites. This work aims to contribute to
the body of work on fine-grained chondrule rims and while offering solutions as to how finegrained material should be analyzed.
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Analytical techniques, methodology, and the theoretical rationale for analyzing the
chondrites of interest are presented in Chapter 2. To complete this work, a variety of analytical
techniques were utilized including the petrographic microscopy, Scanning electron microscopy
(SEM with backscattered electron (BSE) and energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS), electron
probe microanalysis (EPMA), transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and nano- Secondary
Ion Mass Spectroscopy (nano-SIMS). These tools were utilized to characterize the geochemical
and petrologic characteristics of fine-grained chondrule rims and their constituent materials.
After the analytical techniques and methodology are outlined in detail in Chapter 2, the
modal component and bulk petrologic properties of the 4 UOCs studied appear in Chapter 3. The
chapter also focuses on two relatively understudied type 3 chondrites that have preliminarily
been identified to have fine-grained rims, and includes detailed petrographic description of finegrained rims from Northwest Africa (NWA) 5717 (Ung. OC 3.05) and Watonga (LL3.10) as
well as a comparison with rims from two thoroughly documented and studied UOCs: Semarkona
(LL3.00) and Bishunpur (LL3.15), curated from the American Museum of Natural History
meteorite collection. The case will be made for the primitive nature of the understudied
chondrites, as well as the diversity of chondritic components present among these chondrites.
A detailed analysis of non-igneous chondrule rims, including fine-grained rims and
sulfide-rich rims, is presented in Chapter 4. The primary textures and chemical composition of
the fine-grained rims are compared with bulk composition of fine-grained matrix, as well as
documenting the inclusions of fine-grained rims and their relationship to host chondrules. Rim
formation and their genetic relation to chondrules and parent body processes are addressed.
Chapter 5 presents a detailed analysis on the microchondrules and relates these objects to
the fine-grained rims of certain chondrules, as well as connects new observations with literature
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work. The discussion argues for treating microchondrules as records of the processing (or reprocessing) of chondrules that intimately links their recycling to the fluctuating cosmochemical
conditions in a pre-accretionary environment (i.e., presumably the Early Solar System) which
formed at least certain some fine-grained rims.
Chapter 6 details the microanalytical work on the submicron components of fine-grained
rims. The nanometer-sized phases, as well as micron-sized rim inclusions, will be juxtaposed to
the components found in the adjacent interchondrule matrices of NWA 5717 and Semarkona. A
comparison is then made to the well-studied rims and matrices of CM chondrites in Chapter 7.
The last concluding Chapter 8 entails a discussion of fine-grained rims and their
relationship to interchondrule matrix and their host chondrules, which will ultimately allow a
deeper understanding of the astrophysical constraints necessary to robustly model the conditions
required for primitive asteroids to form from precursor material in the nebular epoch of the early
Solar System. While fine-grained rims have not been completely melted, like their host
chondrules, they thus preserve solids that were present in the Solar System prior to chondrule
formation and supply information on the precursors that were melted to form the chondrules.
Ultimately, as well as crucially, placing the formation of fine-grained rims around chondrules is
useful to interpret the astrophysical context of the dissertation research.
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CHAPTER 2
METHODOLOGY AND ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES FOR
UNEQUILIBRATED ORDINARY CHONDRITE ANALYSIS

Chondrule rims can be misunderstood as a blanket term for any petrographic feature that
forms an outer layer around an inner host chondrule. Indeed, there are great varieties of material
that can rim the outer surfaces of chondrules, as well as the surfaces of lithic/chondrule
fragments, and CAIs. However, the lack of distinction between high-temperature igneous rims
(e.g. coarse-grained silicates and opaque phases) and low-temperature accretionary rims (e.g.
fine-grained accretionary dusty mantles) may at times lead to confusion about the type of
material being studied and the proper context in which to place such material. Careful scrutiny of
chondrule surfaces and their relationship to outer rims reveals a wide range of rim types. The
kinds of rims that are herein discussed are not of the igneous variety, nor are they coarsened
through metamorphic recrystallization. The thesis work presented here concerns the fine-grained
silicate chondrule rims that have been, to varying degrees, sintered (but not melted) upon the
outer surfaces of their respective host chondrules. Such rims may or may not contain sulfidebearing and/or metallic phases or may be dominantly sulfide. Such fine-grained rims are
considered to be analogous to opaque shells around chondrules described by Tschermak (1885),
as well as identical to the “rinds” described around armored chondrules from Merrill (1920), the
descriptions of which are often included in the more broadly defined opaque interchondrule
matrix. While such rims are indeed chemically similar to certain times of fine-grained matrix,
many authors throughout the years have contributed work to the literature that well distinguishes
sintered fine-grained rims from matrix, as well as from other types of fine-grained rims.
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This chapter provides context for studying fine-grained rims and lays out the
methodology used to analyze rim material. An overview of the analytical techniques that were
used to study the fine-grained rims, as well as other chondritic components, is also provided as a
foundation for the other chapters of the thesis. This study is a unique multi-analytical approach
(basic petrology, electron microprobe, transmission electron microscopy, and stable isotope
analyses) toward a detailed characterization and understanding of fine-grained chondrule rims
and the microchondrules within.

2.1. Chondrite backgrounds

Figure 2.1 shows the geographic location of the 4 UOCs chosen for study, 2 are falls
from India and 2 are finds, one from the Western Sahara, Africa and the other from the Central
Great Plains, North America. These chondrites are classified as LL3 (Chapter 1, Fig. 1.2), with
the exception of one of the chondrites (see below). The 2 falls have been thoroughly documented
and written about in the meteoritical literature. One of them, Semarkona, is universally
recognized as among the most primitive meteorites available for study. A fall from Madhya
Pradesh, India in 1940, it is one of only 10 meteorites listed as LL3.0 in the Meteoritical Bulletin
Database (MBD), out of over 7000 LL chondrites and the only meteorite known as LL3.00
(Grossman and Brearley, 2005). Although lacking evidence for even mild metamorphism,
Semarkona has experienced mild aqueous alteration evidenced, for example, by hydrous and/or
secondary mineral phases observed within matrix and by bleached chondrules (Hutchison et al.,
1987; Alexander et al., a,b; Krot et al., 1997; Grossman et al., 2000). Low-energy impacts are
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Fig. 2.1 – Global digital elevation map showing geographic locations and the date of fall or find
of the 4 UOCs studied. It is noted that all meteorites were recovered within a ~13.8º latitudinal
band (22.07º N – 35.85º N). [Map taken from the National Centers for Environmental
Information, formerly the National Geophysical Data Center, of NOAA.]
evidenced by the occurrence of undulose extinction in olivine grains (Stöffler et al., 1991), as
well as by parent-body fragmentation of chondrules based on the ratio of chondrule
fragments/chondrules (1.4; Nelson and Rubin, 1999, 2000, 2002). An expansive literature on the
meteorite reveals a plethora of minerals as a testament to the complex formational history of
Semarkona (See Chapter 3). The other Fall, Bishunpur, fell over Utta Pradesh, India, in 1895 and
is perhaps one of the most studied UOCs in the literature. As with Semarkona, Bishunpur has
experienced mild aqueous alteration (e.g., Alexander et al., 1989a,b) and is weakly shocked to
shock stage S2 as evident by undulose extinction in olivine (Stöffler et al., 1991), as well as less
commonly by sets of parallel planar fractures (Rubin et al., 1999; Kojima et al., 2003). In
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addition to the aforementioned shock features of olivine grains, a relatively high chondrule
fragment/chondrule ratio in Bishunpur (4.7) is indicative of low-velocity impacts on the
Bishunpur parent body (Nelson and Rubin, 2000, 2002).
A find from NW of Al Mahbas, Western Sahara, 2006, Northwest Africa (NWA) 5717 is
one of nearly 800 NWA meteorites listed as type 3 OCs in the MBD. The stone was found
blanketed in fusion crust with a small fractured face where the internal structure was exposed
and only slight spots of oxidation; hence, it received a weathering grade of W1/2 and a shock
stage of S2 (Weisberg et al., 2012). Initial reports described 2 distinct lithologies based on light
and dark shading of chondrules and represented by different oxygen isotopic compositions
(Bunch et al., 2010; Weisberg et al., 2012). NWA 5717 is the only 1 of 11 NWA meteorites
classified as a subtype <3.1 and the only such chondrite listed as an ungrouped 3.05. This
petrologic subtype is based on mean Cr2O3 contents (wt.%) in ferroan olivine (>Fa8) of 0.55
(range = 0.23 – 0.91) in the dark lithology (i.e. lithology A) and 0.47 (range = 0.28 – 0.78) in the
light lithology (i.e. lithology B) (Bunch et al., 2010; Weisberg et al., 2012), using the
metamorphic classification scheme of Grossman and Brearley (2005). Subsequent studies,
however, have recognized only one lithology that is characteristic of LL chondrites (Bigolski et
al., 2014a).
Found in Blaine County, Oklahoma, USA circa 1960 as a stone sequestered in the weight
box of a disk plow, Watonga was later classified as an LL3.1 based on ferroan olivine grains
from 9 chondrules having an average chromium content of 0.39 (SD = 0.15), and a low modal
abundance of metal (0.05 vol%) (Ruzicka et al., 2015), which, according to the MBD, makes it
one of only 10 subtype 3.1 out of over 7000 LL chondrites. In addition to its chondritic subtype
classification, subsequent examination revealed that the fusion crust covered ~70 % of the entire
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main mass, though it received a weathering grade of W2 and a shock stage of S2 (Ruzicka et al.,
2015).

2.2. Petrologic and geochemical properties of fine-grained rims and constituent components of
chondrites

One of the main objectives of this research is to characterize and understand the
petrology and morphology of fine-grained chondrule rims among chondrules of the least
equilibrated ordinary chondrites. Hence, subtypes of very low petrologic grade (i.e. Type 3 OCs,
Chapter 1, Fig. 1.2) were analyzed from the meteorite collection of the American Museum of
Natural History (AMNH) in New York, NY, USA. These include a sample of the ungrouped
ordinary chondrite Northwest Africa 5717 (UOC 3.05; AMNH-1) and samples of low metal/low
Fe (LL) ordinary chondrites: Semarkona (LL 3.00; AMNH 4128-5); Watonga (LL 3.1; AMNH1, -3); Bishunpur (LL 3.15 AMNH 532-2). As exemplary UOCs, all four meteorites are known
to have well-defined fine-grained chondrule rims (e.g., Krot and Rubin, 1996; Krot et al, 1997;
Bunch et al., 2010; Weisberg and Ebel, 2010; Weisberg et al., 2010). In addition to the
chondrites being of petrologic type 3, each has experienced relatively low peak metamorphic
temperatures on their parent body (Table 2.1), thus preserving fine-grained material. X-ray
element intensity maps of doubly polished and carbon-coated thin sections, and quantitative
electron-microprobe analyses (EMPA) using the CAMECA SX-100 at AMNH were coupled
with transmitted/reflected polarized light microscopy, and scanning electron microscope (SEM)
analyses using JOEL JSM-6390 at KCC, a Hitachi S4700 field emision SEM (FE-SEM) at
AMNH. These instruments were used to provide petrologic and geochemical context of fine-
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grained rims and their constituent components, we well as that of fine-grained matrix and
chondrules. The X-ray element maps are used as guides for identifying and locating fine-grained
rims, as well as determining modal abundances of meteorite components. Fine- grained rim
thicknesses, sizes of rim inclusions, chondrule diameters, as well as rim textures and
petrographic features were studied in detail using the Bruker Quantax energy-dispersive
spectrometer (EDS) systems mounted on each of the SEMs and the microprobe. Specifically,
thicknesses and diameters of fine-grained rims and chondrules, as well as rim inclusion sizes are
measured directly on the JSM-6390 and Hitachi FE-SEM using software that calculates distances
based on working distance and magnification. Wavelength-dispersive spectrometry (WDS) using
Table 2.1 – Peak metamorphic temperatures of unequilibrated ordinary chondrites (data from
Busemann et al., 2007).
Petrologic subtype
Temperature on parent body (ºC)
3.00

220 (Semarkona)

3.05

220 – 260

3.10

230 – 260

3.15

320 (Bishunpur)

3.20

270 – 290 (Krymka)

the EMPA allows for the chemical quantification of bulk rims and matrices, rim and matrix
inclusions, bulk chondrules, and chondrule phenocrysts. WDS analyses yielded major and minor
element compositions (Na, Mg, Al, Si, P, S, K, Ca, Ti, Cr, Mn, Fe, Ni) of silicates (chondrule
phenocrysts; silicate rim inclusions) and yielded bulk compositions of fine-grained rims,
matrices and chondrules (Table A., while metal and sulfides were analyzed for Fe, Co, Ni, Cr, S,
P and Si compositions. For individual mineral grains as matrix or rim inclusions, or as chondrule
phenocrysts, or for microchondrules, analyses were conducted with a 1 µm beam, both as
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individual points and as line scans, using operating conditions of 15 keV and 20 nA, PAP
correction methods (Pouchou and Pichoir, 1991), and count times of 20 s per peak with 10 s on
the backgrounds, except for Na and K, which used 10 s per peak count times. Standards used for
silicate analyses (Tables A.7, A.8), which include detection limits (wt%) are as follows: McKee
jadeite or albite for Na (0.05), San Carlos olivine for Mg (0.03), anorthite for Al (0.02) (Al
sometimes on spinel or albite), Wakefield diopside for Ca (0.04) and Si (0.03), or sometimes
anorthite for both, berlinite for P (0.03), orthoclase for K (0.04), rutile for Ti (0.03),
magnesiochromite for Cr (0.05), Minas Gerais rhodonite for Mn (0.08), Rockport fayalite for Fe
(0.06), and synthetic Ni-diopside for Ni (0.06), For silicate analyses, sulfur was collected via
EDS and was only used to vet the reliability of silicate analyses by its absence; analyses that
contain S >1 wt% were interpreted as beam overlap with sulfide and were discarded. Bulk
analysis of fine-grained rims, matrix and chondrules use the same suite of standards, as well as
Staunton troilite for S (0.03). For metal and sulfide analyses (Tables A.7, A.9), the following
standards were used: silicon metal for Si (0.03), berlinite for P (0.05), Staunton troilite for S
(0.05), chromite for Cr (0.12), iron metal for Fe (0.12), cobalt metal for Co (0.11) (sometimes
cobalt sulfide), nickel metal for Ni (0.14). Bulk chondrule data was acquired under the same
beam accelerating voltage and current as stated above, except that a de-focused (i.e. broad beam)
spot size of 25 µm was used across gridded transects of the chondrules. For bulk fine-grained rim
and matrix analyses, a smaller, defocused beam of 5 µm was used so as to analyze a
representative portion of fine-grained material with each spot analysis with special attention to
avoid grains > 5 µm, which include both silicates and metal. Voltage and current were also the
same as stated above. While such defocused analyses avoid coarser-grained inclusions and may
not represent true “bulk” compositions, these efforts provide a means to determine the
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composition of the groundmass of fine-grained rims and matrices via EMPA techniques without
such analyses being biased by, for example, large mineral inclusions of similar compositions
commonly found within both types of fine-grained material. Ternary diagrams for both bulk
compositions (wt.%) and mineral solid solutions (mol%) were constructed using an Excel
spreadsheet devised by Marshall (1996).
Bulk oxygen isotope data for NWA 5717 was obtained to test the hypothetical dual
lithology proposed by Bunch et al. (2010). O-isotopic analyses of both lithologies were
conducted using a Thermo Delta Plus XL isotope ratio mass spectrometer (IRMS) coupled to a
laser-fluorination extraction line. Analyses were carried out by Karen Ziegler at the Center for
Stable Isotopes at the University of New Mexico. Additionally, bulk elemental analyses of 53
major, minor, and trace elements in whole rock samples of both lithologies from NWA 5717
were conducted by Jon Friedrich and Mary O’Keefe of the Chemistry Department at Fordham
University using a ThermoScientific X Series II inductively-coupled plasma mass spectrometer
(ICPMS) and following techniques described in Friedrich et al. (2003), Wolf et al. (2005), and
Wolf et al. (2005).
For comparison, the fine-grained rims from CM chondrites were analyzed for their
petrological and geochemical properties. Not all members of the CM chondrite group contain
well-defined fine-grained rims due to pervasive secondary aqueous alteration of many members.
The fine-grained rims from CM chondrites that experienced relatively low degrees of aqueous
alteration were analyzed, in order to most closely match the primitive nature of fine-grained rims
from the UOCs. These CM chondrites with abundant fine-grained chondrule rims include 1)
Yamato (Y) 791198 on loan from the National Institute of Polar Research in Tachikawa, Tokyo,
Japan (NIPR 61-6) and 2) Boriskino (AMNH 4010-1). Additionally, specimens of CM
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chondrites 3) Mighei (AMNH 4156-1) and 4) Murchison (AMNH 4377-3) were examined for
comparison with the relatively less altered CM chondrites. Thin-sections of all CM chondrites
were studied using the same analytical techniques and operating conditions as the thin-sections
of the UOCs.

2.3. Microanalytical analyses of fine-grained rims and fine-grained chondrite matrices

Due to the micron to submicron nature of much of the fine-grained rim material, it was
necessary to employ microanalytical techniques to understand the submicron fraction of sintered
fine-grained rims and fine-grained matrix. This work was carried out at the NASA Johnson
Space Center (JSC) in Houston, Texas, USA. Using a focused ion beam (FIB), ultra-thin crosssections of rim and matrix material surrounding three chondrules from NWA 5717 and two
chondrules from Semarkona were prepared with a Quanta 3D dual-beam field-emission gun at
JSC by Zia Rahman. Petrological and geochemical analyses were carried out using transmission
electron microscopy, the JEOL 200FX ATEM and a JEOL 2500SE 200kV Field Emission Gun
STEM equipped with a Noran thin-window EDX spectrometer at JSC with technical support
from Michael E. Zolensky, David Frank, and Roy Christoffersen.

2.4. Isotopic analyses of rim inclusions and host chondrules

In order to understand the genetic relationships between rim inclusions (greater than one
micron in size) and the host chondrule, oxygen isotopic compositions of rim inclusions (e.g.,
microchondrules), host chondrule phenocrysts, and fine-grained rim groundmass were compared.
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Specifically, the oxygen isotopic compositions of microchondrules in NWA 5717 were measured
using a Cameca NanoSIMS 50 at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory in collaboration
with the late Ian Hutcheon, as well as with Ben Jacobsen. A ~11 pA Cs+ primary beam with a
diameter of 200-300 nm was rastered over 2×2 µm2 areas. Charge compensation on the sample
surface to avoid charging was done using a ~200 nA electron beam. Negative secondary ions
were acquired by simultaneously measuring 16O− on a Faraday cup and 17O−, 18O−, and 28Si− on
electron multipliers. A mass resolving power of ~7000 enabled minimization of the contribution
from

16

O1H− to

17

O−. Instrumental mass fractionation was determined by measuring matrix-

matched terrestrial standards. Isotopic compositions are relative to standard mean ocean water.
Δ17O has been calculated as:
Δ17O = δ17O − 0.52 × δ18O
The propagated uncertainties of our measurements on Δ17O were ~4‰ (2σ).
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CHAPTER 3
BULK PROPERTIES OF UNEQUILIBRATED ORDINARY CHONDRITES

3.1. Introduction

As rocks formed in the early Solar System, chondrites are composed of igneous objects
such as the chondrules and chondrule fragments, lithic and mineral clasts, and refractory
inclusions cemented in a fine-grained matrix considered to be remnant nebular dust. The
chondrite groups are typically characterized by differences in the abundances of three major
components: (1) chondrules, along with chondrule fragments, and lithic clasts; (2) Ca–Al-rich
inclusions (CAIs) and other refractory inclusions; (3) matrix. Ordinary chondrites (OCs) known
to have trace amounts of refractory inclusions (<< 1%), as well as a low matrix/chondrule ratio
compared carbonaceous chondrites (~10 – 15 vol% matrix, >60 vol% chondrules; Huss et al.,
1981) though not as low as in E chondrites (c.f. Scott and Krot, 2005, 2014; Weisberg et al.,
2006). Recent work on UOCs, however, has yielded higher abundances from more well
constrained measurements, for example, 25 vol% for LLs (Grossman and Brearley, 2005).
Recent X-ray element map analysis conducted on Semarkona has yielded a matrix abundance of
27 vol% (Lobo et al., 2014). Matrix is thus expected to be higher in the least equilbrated type 3
OCs (i.e. type 3.2 and below) than for higher subtypes (>3.2). For all OCs, the total Fe content
relative to the abundance of metallic Fe defines 3 OC groups: high Fe abundance (H); low Fe
abundance (L); low Fe and metal abundance (LL). Overall, LLs (low total Fe; low metal)
represent roughly 7.8% of all meteorite falls (Grady, 2000; Scott and Krot, 2014). LL chondrites
that are the least equilibrated (petrologic grades < 3.2) are an even smaller percentage of total
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meteorites (>20,000), with the 27 currently classified low petrologic grade LLs accounting for
~0.1% of the Catalogue of Meteorites.
In order to understand the base components that accreted into the parent bodies of
chondrites, those that have experienced the least amount of thermal metamorphism and minimal
aqueous alteration are best suited for analysis. Three out of the four samples studied in this work
are LL chondrites — Semarkona, Watonga, Bishunpur — and one is an ungrouped OC —
Northwest Africa (NWA) 5717. All samples contain fine-grained, hence optically opaque, matrix
that shows considerable differences in its degree of alteration among the UOCs available for
study, with some exhibiting a range of hydration (e.g. Semarkona, Bishunpur) and lower
amounts of thermal alteration (Hutchison et al., 1987; Alexander et al., 1989b). Even among the
most minimally hydrated chondrites, Semarkona experienced a higher degree of aqueous
alteration of its fine-grained matrix than Bishunpur, which still retains appreciable amounts of
unhydrated amorphous material (Alexander et al., 1989a,b; Bigolski et al., 2015b). Additionally,
in spite of experiencing slightly higher metamorphic temperatures than Semarkona (Rambaldi
and Wasson, 1981; Alexander et al., 1989b; Grossman and Brearley, 2005), Bishunpur’s matrix
also contains presolar grains (Mostefaoui et al., 2004).
Other than being hydrated, previous studies also show that much of the matrix in
Bishunpur is cataclastic, having been derived from the abrasion of chondrules and lithic
fragments that have been broken and comminuted to a greater extent than in many other
chondrite matrices (Ashworth, 1977; Alexander et al., 1989b; Nelson and Rubin, 2002).
Bishunpur, in particular, exhibits a continuous size distribution among grains of clastic matrix
that extends to chondrule fragments, which strongly suggests the comminution of chondrules
during accretion onto the parent body (Alexander et al., 1989a). Similarly, much of the matrix in
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NWA 5717 has been described as cataclastic, having been derived from abraded chondrules and
chondrule rims (Bunch et al., 2010). By contrast, such a comminution is seen to a far lower
degree in Semarkona (Nelson and Rubin, 2000).
Another feature that apparently varies among chondrite groups is the occurrence and
petrologic characteristics of chondrule rims. In UOCs, many chondrules contain fine-grained
rims, which are opaque rinds that fully or partially envelop the chondrules and have been
hypothesized to be the oxidized remnant of dust layers that coated chondrules while they were
still hot, either directly after chondrule formation, or after reheating of chondrules (c.f. Merrill,
1928; Kurat, 1969, 1970; Michel-Levy, 1977; Nozette et al., 1979; Allen et al., 1980; Bunch et
al., 1991). Due to their fine-grained mineralogy, which renders them opaque, traditional
petrographic microscopy provides only limited capabilities for characterizing such rims in detail.
Microanalytical work has revealed that fine-grained rims contain submicron-size silicate and
metallic grains embedded in fayalitic groundmass mixed with hydrated material (Alexander et
al., 1989a,b). Fine-grained rims have been posited to form from the reaction of oxidized metal,
possibly originating from chondrule interiors, or as metal that accreted onto the surfaces of
chondrules, with fine-grained matrix material containing silicate olivine and pyroxene
(Alexander et al., 1989a, b; Bunch et al., 1991; Lauretta et al., 2003). It is the consensus view
that hydrated materials such as phyllosilicates formed via in situ aqueous alteration on the
chondrite parent bodies. The abundance of both hydrated rim and matrix material, however,
varies between the different UOCs, especially between Semarkona and NWA 5717 (Bigolski et
al., 2013a; 2015), suggesting different histories for rim material among UOCs.
The bulk properties of the UOCs studied are discussed in this chapter. I present firstorder modal abundances of each section analyzed, as well as the chemical compositions of
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constituent components that highlight the unequilibrated and primitive nature of the samples
chosen for study. A detailed analysis of chondrules, metallic assemblages, and sulfide-rich
chondrule rims is included here. Inspired by its as of yet ungrouped classification, the bulk
properties of the ungrouped chondrite NWA 5717 are presented and then discussed in terms of
the mixed affinities this chondrite has among the different OC groups. The assignment of
Watonga as an LL3.1, which has received fairly little examination beyond basic classification, is
tested for confirmation; in addition to modal analysis and bulk chondrule compositions, total
metal abundance is presented for this LL3.1. For all sections, attention is paid to the fractions of
fine-grained components, as well as the diversity of such materials observed in each section that
serves as a stepping stone for a more focused discussion on the petrology of fine-grained rims
and their relations to other chondritic materials provided in Chapter 4.

3.2. Chondrite backgrounds

3.2.1. Semarkona

As an LL3.00 Semarkona, which is the only subtype 3.0 to have occurred as a fall, is
often credited with being the least altered UOC despite evidence of aqueous alteration within the
fine-grained matrix, as well as the presence of bleached chondrules which are evidence of a
secondary process (e.g., Alexander, 1989a; Grossman, 1993). Analyses of Semarkona finegrained rims are for nebular processes, including chondrule surface condensation and dust
accretion (e.g., Wai and Wasson, 1977; Grossman and Wasson, 1987; Kring, 1991), as well as
asteroidal processes such as fluid-assisted aqueous alteration on the parent body (e.g., Alexander
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et al., 1989a,b). Semarkona is considered a 3.00 subtype based on the composition of Cr2O3 in
fayalitic olivine chondrule phenocrysts (olivine with >2 wt% FeO), which have relatively high
average Cr2O3 wt% with a low sigma value (0.5 ± 0.1; Grossman and Brearley, 2005). Such a
Cr2O3 composition is evidence of an unequilibrated composition of olivine for this chondrite.
Cr2O3 in fayalitic olivine gradually decreases for high subtypes as metamorphic processes
gradually exsolve Cr into chromite and related phases (Grossman and Brearley, 2005).

3.2.2. Northwest Africa (NWA) 5717

NWA 5717 is a highly unequilibrated (type 3.05) find from the Western Sahara, with a
relatively low weathering grade (W1/2, Weisberg et al., 2012). Described as having unusual
petrology (Bunch et al., 2010), many chondrules in NWA 5717 have remarkable non-igneous
rims (Weisberg and Ebel, 2010). The majority of these rims are microchondrule-bearing finegrained rims (Weisberg and Ebel, 2010; Bigolski et al., 2012, 2013b, 2014a, 2016). NWA 5717
has previously been described as having a dual lithology, yet subsequent analyses suggest
otherwise, the lithologies merely being a weathering overprint (c.f. Bunch et al., 2010; Bigolski
et al., 2014b). The chondrite also possesses mixed affinities with different OC groups, which has
prevented its proper group classification (Bigolski et al., 2014b).

3.2.3. Watonga

A relatively recent find (circa 1960) that has not been thoroughly studied beyond initial
documentation and primary classification, this LL3.1 was noted for having very little metal and a
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low petrologic subtype (cite Met Bull 101). Although it should broadly have petrologic
characteristics quite similar to the other stones, as a find from a potentially humid environment
(Blaine County, Oklahoma, USA), it should have some signs of terrestrial weathering (e.g.
weathering veins). However, since the stone was assigned a weathering grade of W2 (Ruzicka et
al., 2015), avoidance of any terrestrially-derived materials should not be difficult.

3.2.4. Bishunpur

As an LL3.15, Bishunpur has received quite extensive study. The unequilibrated nature
of the stone is apparent by the still extant fractions of fine-grained matrix as well as fine-grained
chondrule rims. However, partial equilibration of chondrule phenocrysts is evident (Grossman
and Brearley, 2005), which is an important signature of thermal metamorphism. The diversity of
matrix, both clastic and non-clastic, hydrated and not, also hints at the conditions on the OC
parent body (Alexander et al., 1989a,b; Nelson and Rubin, 2002). Sulfide-rich rims around
chondrules also suggest gas-solid reactions with material on the surfaces of nascent chondrules
prior to parent body accretion (e.g., Lauretta et al., 2003). Opaque features such as metal-sulfide
veins and nodules suggest potential recycling of asteroidal material, as ephemeral planetesimals
became disrupted. UOCs such as Bishunpur may partly represent re-accreted debris on the laterformed OC parent body (e.g., Kojima et al., 2003).

3.3. Analytical techniques and experimental procedures

Microphotographs of each meteorite sample were taken using the Wild M420 binocular
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microscope equipped with a Nikon Coolpix® 995 camera at AMNH. These were used to
determine the total area of each section. The petrology of each sample was analyzed using light
and scanning electron microscopy, specifically the Nikon Eclipse 50i polarizing microscope
equipped with a Nikon DS-Ri1 camera at AMNH, the JOEL and Bruker SEM/EDS system
package at Kingsborough, and the Hitachi and/or Zeiss SEM/EDS system packages at AMNH.
X-ray element maps, were carried out on the Cameca system at AMNH. The compositions of
chondrule phenocrysts, as well as bulk chondrule and matrix compositions, were also determined
using the AMNH Cameca system.
In all, 5 doubly polished thin sections representing 4 chondrites were analyzed for modal
abundances of chondritic components. Chondrule fragments are defined by their textural
affinities to the completely intact, round chondrules, as well as by the retention of an arc, yet
fragments have been reduced to a smaller fraction of their previous forms (Connolly et al., 2007).
Since these sections of UOCs contain essentially no refractory inclusions (calcium-aluminum
inclusions—CAIs) and only minute amounts of other kinds of objects << 1 % (e.g. amoeboid
olivine aggregates, agglomeratic olivine) it is assumed that all fragmental objects >100 µm
possessing the array of chondrule igneous textures were at one point in their existence intact
chondrules. Fragments >100 µm that are not immediately recognizable as having been derived
from comminuted chondrules are by exclusion deemed to be “lithic” fragments and not
necessarily related to chondrules.
A total of 232 chondrules were selected from these sections for documentation. Matrix,
broadly defined, includes both coarse-grained (~ 10 – 100 µm) material as well as fine-grained
(<10 µm) material that resides interstitial to chondrules and chondrule fragments (Scott and Krot,
2014). Coarse-grained matrix represents both mineral and lithic fragments generally below 100
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µm, which is taken to be the maximum grain size for modal matrix abundance. Modal
abundances were determined by hand in Adobe® Photoshop, from tracing masks over different
chondritic components and then measuring percent areas of each respective component using
either ImageJ image processing software. Masks were drawn over ~500 x 500 µm regions of
each section, or over entire sections for smaller sections. The modes of each sub-area of the total
section were then compared for accuracy and consistency.

All measured modes were in

agreement with each other and none were discarded. Rim thicknesses, chondrule diameters, and
individual grain-size measurements were calibrated under a petrographic microscope using a
segmented reticule.
Bulk chondrule compositions from Semarkona, NWA 5717, and Watonga were analyzed
with a 25 µm broad or “defocused” beam using gridded analyses and traverses. Averages of
these analyses were then nornalized for cross-chondrite comparisons. I have taken care to
exclude Fe-Ni-rich, Si-poor analyses. This affords a best “bulk” composition for comparison
with other material, such as microchondrules, that lack metal or sulfide.
Individual phases were identified using X-ray element maps generated via WDS or EDS.
Using Fiji to calculate area % of individual phases and mesostasis, I was able to estimate relative
abundances of silicates (i.e., olivine, pyroxene, feldspars) and mesostasis. The unequal-densityeffect for the major chondrule mineral phases was corrected for by using the procedure of
Warren (1997), while bulk data was reconstituted using methods described by Berlin et al.
(2006).
In order to address the reported dual lithology of the ungrouped NWA 5717, bulk
elemental compositions and bulk O-isotopic compositions were determined for both dark and
light lithologies. These data are then considered along with other measured properties in order to
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estimate the nearest chondrite group(s) to which NWA 5717 shares affinities. In order to obtain
representative and well-sampled bulk analyses of each lithology, 53 major, minor, and trace
elements in whole rock samples of NWA 5717 were quantified by Jon Friedrich and Mary
O’Keefe of the Chemistry Department at Fordham University following methods described in
Friedrich et al. (2003), Wolf et al. (2005), and Wolf et al. (2012). Five replicate aliquots of each
lithology were analyzed using a ThermoScientific X Series II inductively-coupled plasma mass
spectrometer (ICPMS). Masses (in mg) per aliquot are as follows: dark – 101.5, 90.1, 91.7,
100.2, 117.5; light – 86.6, 87.6, 84.3, 103.1, 115.2. Chips of each lithology were taken for
analysis, ground in a cleaned agate mortar and pestle, and dissolved with microwave digestion
with a mixture of hydrofluoric and nitric acids. The resulting solution was taken to incipient
dryness at 70°C, perchloric acid and water were added to cover the residue, and that solution was
again taken to incipient dryness at 70°C. The residue was then taken up in 2% nitric acid prior to
analysis with the ICPMS as per the references given above.
O-isotope analysis of both lithologies were conducted using a Thermo Delta Plus XL
isotope ratio mass spectrometer (IRMS) coupled to a laser-florination extraction line by Karen
Ziegler at the Center for Stable Isotopes at the University of New Mexico. The ratios of 17O and
18

O to

16

O (δ17O and δ18O, respectively) as well as Δ17O were obtained from 3 acid-treated

samples of each lithology, of which the masses (in mg) per sample that were used are as follows:
dark – 1.6, 2.3, 2.3; light – 1.3, 1.7, 2.3. Variations in O-isotope composition are expressed in
terms of isotopic abundances normalized to the Vienna standard mean ocean water (V-SMOW).
The units used for O-isotopes are as follows: δ17O (‰ V-SMOW) = ([(17O/16O)sample ÷
(17O/16O)V-SMOW] – 1) × 1,000; δ18O (‰ V-SMOW) = ([(18O/16O)sample ÷ (18O/16O)V-SMOW] – 1) ×
1,000; Δ17O (‰) = δ17O – 0.528 × δ18O. In the Δ17O calculation, 0.528 represents the slope of the
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Terrestrial Fractionation Line (TFL) as established by Li and Meijer (1998).

3.4. Bulk properties of UOCs

First order analysis of each of the sections broadly confirm 3 of the 4 meteorites—
Semarkona, Watonga, Bishunpur — to be low petrologic grade LL chondrites; NWA 5717, an
ungrouped OC, appears to be either an L or LL chondrite with a comparably low petrologic
grade as the other chondrites (Figs. 3.1, 3.2, A.1). BSE and X-ray element maps clearly show the
high concentration of chondrules with only moderate amounts of matrix among the 5 sections
analyzed The abundance of silicates (from chondrules, chondrule and lithic fragments, matrices,
fine-grained rims) amounts to a mean area percentage of 92.9 ± 0.9; the abundance of opaques
(metal-sulfide (opaque) nodules, sulfide-rich rims, Fe-Ni metal grains, metallic blebs) amounts to
a mean area percentage of 7.3 ± 0.6. Specifically, the total Fe-Ni metal (from all petrographic
settings) ranges from 1.6 – 2.6 % for all sections. Such first-order modal abundances of
silicate/opaque materials, as well as Fe metal, are consistent with these chondrites being lowmetal meteorites highly abundant in silicates.
Table 3.1 – Normalized modal abundances of chondritic components as area %. Note:
parenthetical % (i.e. fine-grained matrix) represents a portion of the total matrix and is not
factoring into normalization to 100%.
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(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)
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(e)
Fig. 3.1 – Assorted BSE and X-ray element maps annotated with chondrules studied for rim
properties. (a) BSE image of Semarkona (4285-5) with 48 documented chondrules. (b) BSE
image of NWA 5717 (AMNH-1) with 69 documented. (c) X-ray element map of Watonga
(AMNH-1) with 40 documented chondrules, as well as opaque nodules (m01, m02), an
amoeboid olivine aggregate (aoa1), an agglomeratic olivine fragment (AO1), and a barred
olivine fragment (BO1). (d) X-ray element map of Watonga (AMNH-3) with 46 documented
chondrules, as well as 4 opaque nodules (m01-m04), and an amoeboid olivine aggregate (aoa1).
(e) A BSE image of Bishunpur (532-2) showing 21 documented chondrules.
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Fig. 3.2 – Typical regions form NWA 5717 that show rimmed and non-rimmed chondrules. Top
image shows two type II (FeO-rich, MgO-poor) PO chondrules that have thin (<10 µm)
discontinuous rims. This contrasts the type I (MgO-rich, FeO-poor) BO chondrules, which has a
thicker (~30 – 50 µm) continuous rim. Other type I chondrules surrounding them also possess
fine-grained rims. Other chondrules (glassy chondrule, lower left) and several chondrule
fragments do not have rims. Bottom image shows a thick (up to 100 µm) fine-grained rim around
the central type I POP chondrule. The type I chondrule to the upper left has a large portion of
fine-grained material directly on top of itself, which a thinner fine-grained rim coating the
bottom portion. None of the surrounding chondrules, neither type I nor type II, possess finegrained rims.
Chondrules from all UOC samples studied have a range of chondrule diameters that fall
within those sizes reported in the literature (~0.6 – 0.8 mm; Tables A.1 – A.5) (Weisberg et al.,
2006; Scott, 2007, Friedrich et al., 2015). Though the data for NWA 5717 and Watonga might be
slightly biased towards larger chondrules that possess well-defined fine-grained rims, the mean
chondrule size for all sections (~0.7 mm) is close to the average for LL chondrites (c.f. Weisberg
et al., 2006; Scott and Krot, 2014; Friedrich et al., 2015).

3.4.1. Modal abundance of chondritic components

A total of 5 sections of the four UOCs were analyzed for their modal abundances—
reported as percent area—of chondrules, chondrule and lithic fragments, fine-grained rims,
matrix (including fine-grained matrix); among opaque components: opaque nodules, sulfide
rims, metal grains, metallic blebs (Table 3.1). A total of 232 chondrules and chondrule/lithic
fragments were examined and described (Appendix A). Based on the respective areas of study
within each thin section, the UOCs analyzed here contain ~ 70 – 74 % chondrules and chondrule
fragments, ~ 18 – 21 % fine-grained rims and matrix (4 – 7% fine-grained rims; 12 – 15 %
matrix) (Table 3.1). Chondrule fragments may include angular objects with a partly rounded
surface (i.e. the former round surface of an intact chondrule), as well as completely angular
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fragments that still retain typical porphyritic and/or nonporphyritic chondrule textural features
(Fig. 3.3). Nevertheless, this assumption does not rule out the possible alteration and/or
comminution of previously whole chondrules that were accreted along with completely intact
chondrules, nor does it preclude the presence of large (>1 cm) objects representing clasts from
exogenous sources that have different histories from those of primary chondrules (Fig. 3.4). The
matrix/chondrule ratio is roughly 1:5 for all meteorites, though when only considering the ratio
of fine-grained matrix/chondrules (omitting rims), the value drops considerably (1:25) (Table
3.2). These chondrites also contain relatively low abundance of opaque minerals, including ~ 6 –
8 % sulfides and 2 – 3 % metal, which occur as, respectively, opaque nodules, sulfide-rich rims,
and metal grains in matrix, or as blebs within chondrules. For NWA 5717 and Bishunpur, much
of the coarse-grained matrix is confirmed to be cataclastic (Nelson and Rubin, 2002; Bunch et
al., 2010), as well as having continuous size distributions up to larger chondrule fragments as
previously reported (Alexander et al., 1989a, b; Huss et al., 2005). Watonga also appears to have
a large fraction of fragmented chondrules, and exhibits rupture surfaces among several lithic
inclusions. Nevertheless, based on the adopted rubric for estimating modal matrix, sections of
UOCs contain matrix <15 % (Table 3.1). This is much lower than the 27% matrix reported by
Lobo et al. (2014, LPSC #1423) and the 23.1% matrix reported by Grossman and Brearley
(2005), both from analyses of x-ray element maps, and neither distinguishing fine-grained rims
from non-rim matrix. Despite fine-grained matrix containing minute, submicron grains of
metallic minerals, it is composed primarily of non-igneous silicate material (Fig. 3.4e).
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Fig. 3.3 – Chondrule and lithic fragments from NWA 5717. The edge of the section appears in
the upper left and right corners of the BSE image. There are also several rimmed type I
chondrules (See Table A.2). Chondrule fragments may be completely or partially rimmed. A
lithic fragment also appear brecciated with a type I chondrule fragment.
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Fig. 3.4 – Large lithic clast composed of type II pyroxene and olivine. The clast possesses a
discontinuous inner sulfide-rich rim with numerous pyroxene inclusions, which is in turn
surrounded by a continuous fine-grained rim within which are included a wide-ranging suite of
mineral and lithic fragments.
Table 3.2 – Summed percentages and relative ratios of chondrules and chondrule fragments,
fine-grained rims and matrix.

A total of 206 chondrules from 5 sections were analyzed and identified based on
chemical-type (FeO-poor, type I; FeO-rich, type II; Al-rich), textural type, and their average
diameter and their rim type or absence of rim (Fig. 3.1; Tables A.1 – A.5; Fig. A.1 – A.2).
Chondrules show a variety of textures, which include porphyritic chondrules — olivine, olivinepyroxene, and pyroxene chondrules (PO, POP, PP) and non-porphyritic chondrules — barred
olivine (BO), radial pyroxene (RP), barred pyroxene (BP), cryptocrystalline (CC) (Table A5). By
far the most abundant texture is POP, followed by the other porphyritic types (Fig. A1). While
the BO non-porphyritic texture is common to all chondrites, the other non-porphyritic textural
types show more diversity among the different chondrites, such as the complete lack of RP in
Bishunpur or the complete lack of CC in Semarkona, yet relatively large fractions of BP and CC
types in Watonga and Bishunpur (Jones, 2012).
Fe-rich non-igneous rims are identified under reflected light or in BSE as concentric
chondrule-enveloping features. These rims are broadly defined by their bulk groundmass (i.e.
submicron mineralogy) as 1) FeO-rich fine-grained rims, or 2) Fe-sulfide-rich rims. While
reflected light microscopy is a powerful tool for locating metallic opaque minerals, SEM
techniques provide acceptable discovery under BSE, because the relative brightness of Fe-rich
grains, gray to white, allows qualitative identification of fine-grained rims and sulfide-rich-rims
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(Fig. 3.2; 3.5). FeO-rich fine-grained rims are not restricted to any chondrule textural type.
Sulfide-rich rims contain >90% sulfide, and occur as continuous features surrounding host
chondrules, as discontinuous features that incorporate small amounts of sintered material, or as
inner rims containing silicate inclusions that can also be surrounded by a fine-grained rim with a
much lower abundance of sulfide.
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Fig. 3.5 – A region of Semarkona that contains many porphyritic chondrules with sintered finegrained rims and sulfide-rich rims. (a) Reflected light image showing rims that surround
chondrules with interchondrule matrix residing between all mm-sized components. (b) BSE
image of the same region. Fe-rich sintered rims are light gray and conform to chondrule surfaces.
Brighter chondrule rims contain variable amounts of Fe-sulfide. Some chondrules, mostly type
II, have discontinuous rims composed of grains of Fe-sulfide often associated with corroded
metal grains. (c) Close-up of region from blue and red inserts from (a) and (b) that shows in
detail the common components of a Fe-rich fine-grained rim in Semarkona that surrounds C11
(right, type I chondrule). Sub-micron FeO-rich groundmass has embedded within 5 – 10 µm
grains of magnesian pyroxene (px) and microchondrules (µ-chond), as well as sulfide (sul) and
metal grains. Sulfide and metal form a thin (< 5 µm) inner rim along the surface of C11. The left
type II chondrule (C10) has a discontinuous rim of sulfide and corroded metal grains ~40 – 50
µm that form directly on the surface of the host chondrule. C11 also has a discontinuous finegrained rim that preferentially occupies divots along its surface. This rim, unlike the rim around
C11, has lower Fe-content (lighter gray rim) and lacks the abundance of silicate fragments and
microchondrules. It does, however, contain minute (< 3 µm) inclusions of metal blebs. (e) Detail
of the area outlined (yellow box) in (c). This area provides the intersection between rims of type
I and type II chondrules, as well as fine-grained matrix, much of which has a high porosity
(lower right corner).
3.4.2. Opaque nodules

Other than sulfide-rich rims and metal grains that occur as matrix inclusions, Fe-Ni
metal, Fe-sulfides and other metallic components are typically found as opaque nodules or as
metallic blebs. Opaque nodules are found in one of two settings: 1) as independent inclusions
within matrix; 2) as objects situated along the surface of a chondrule or as inclusions within a
fine-grained rim (Fig 3.2b, Fig. 3.3, Fig. 3.6). Typically, opaque nodules as independent
inclusions are larger (up to 500 µm) than opaque nodules within rims (up to 200 µm). The
opaque nodules within matrix often occur within groups of up to 7 nodules (Fig. 3.6a). Corroded
metal nodules along the surface of some type I chondrules may also contribute sulfides to an
otherwise sulfide-free fine-grained rim, though these sulfides are relegated to the areas of the
fine-grained rims in close proximity (i.e. within microns) of the S-rich nodules. Metallic blebs
are round Fe-Ni metal grains found within the chondrules. They are located within chondrule
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mesostasis, or are poikilitically included within chondrule phenocrysts (e.g., C31, Fig. 3.3).
Blebs within mesostasis tend to be larger (up to 150 µm), while poikilitically enclosed blebs are
smaller (≤ 50 µm).
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Fig. 3.6 – Opaque nodules from Semarkona. (a) BSE image showing a cluster of nodules that
surround a highly irregular type I chondrule fragment that is itself highly disrupted with sulfiderich and metallic opaque material. (b) RL image of m03, which shows 7 concentric layers of
metallic and silicate material. The entire nodule is ~325 µm. (c) BSE image at the same scale as
(b). The core and inner layers of the nodules show bright white, bright gray and medium gray
material representing, Fe-Ni-metal, Fe-sulfides, Fe-oxides. Olivine grains decorate the outermost
metallic layer, which consists of lamellar intergrowths of Fe-sulfides and Fe-oxides. The
outermost layer consists of coarse-grained fayalitic olivine, which is also in sharp contact with
inner Fe-Ni metal that permeates into the fine-grained silicate layer.
3.4.3. Relative abundance of silicate chondritic components

Summed component percentages and ratios of non-opaque material, provided in Table
3.2, show that all the LLs studied here are comprised of nearly identical relative amounts of
matrix to chondrules (~0.2), as well as having similar sums of fine-grained rims plus matrix
(18.4 – 21.0 %). There are differences between the relative amounts of fine-grained material
among the meteorites. For example, as a percentage of total fine-grained material (i.e. finegrained rims + fine-grained matrix), Bishunpur has 1) the lowest abundance of fine-grained
material (5.35 %) compared with the other meteorites (~9 – 11 %), as well as 2) the lowest ratio
of fine-grained rim material to matrix (0.25), yet 3) has comparable amounts of matrix to the
other meteorites (Table 3.2). Chondrules, including chondrule fragments, are also slightly more
volumetrically abundant in Bishunpur than other UOCs. The highest relative fine-grained rim
abundance occurs in NWA 5717, with respect to both chondrules (0.11) and matrix (0.55). The
highest ratio of fine-grained rims to fine-grained matrix, however, occurs in Semarkona (0.83)
while the other chondrites have lower ratios (~0.4 – 0.5).
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3.5. The diversity of unequilibrated LL chondrites

Of the 206 chondrules examined in detail (Table A.5), type I chondrules are generally
more abundant in the UOCs studied than type II chondrules (59 % versus 37 %), while Al-rich
chondrules are rare (4 %). Mean chondrule size for type I chondrules is smaller (~650 µm) than
for type II chondrules (~870 µm), with Al-rich chondrules having the smallest mean size (~515
µm). Fine-grained rims are the major type of non-igneous rim (~90 %), while sulfide-rich rims
are the minor type (~10%). With the exception of Bishunpur, average fine-grained rim thickness
is roughly the same for all chondrites (37 – 39 µm). The bulk compositions of chondrules from
Semarkona, NWA 5717, and Watonga show a nearly solar ratio of refractory lithophile elements
(Table 3.3; Fig. 3.7a). There is also a positive trend in the ratio Al/Ca against wt% Na from type
I (and Al-rich) chondrules to type II chondrules, the latter of which reflect higher (>1 wt.%) bulk
Na compositions, indicative of Na-rich mesostasis (Fig. 3.7b).
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Table 3.3 – Bulk broad beam analyses of chondrules from Semarkona, NWA 5717, and
Watonga. Note: care was taken to avoid sulfide-rich blebs, which resulted in bulk S wt.% below
detection (bd) for all analyses.
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Fig. 3.7 – Bulk chondrule compositions of Semarkona, NWA 5717, and Watonga. (a) Al vs. Ca.
The Al/Ca ratio is nearly identical to the solar ratio (1.03; Lodders, 2010). (b) Ratio (im wt.%) of
Al/Ca vs. Na. A slight loss in Ca corresponds with a gain in Ca.
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3.5.1. Semarkona

Although the modal analysis of Semarkona confirms that it has many characteristics
typical of LL UOCs (e.g., low matrix/chondrule ratio, ~630 µm mean chondrule size, ~70 %
chondrules and related fragments, low metal abundance), there are unique aspects of its finegrained fractions. In particular, despite having the lowest amounts of matrix (~13.2 %) among
the UOCs studied herein, as well as the lowest combined modes of fine-grained rims and matrix
(18.35 %), the ratio of fine-grained rims / fine-grained matrix is ~4:5 (Tables 3.1, 3.2).
Semarkona, thus, has a high relative abundance of fine-grained rims to matrix.

3.5.2. Northwest Africa 5717

Based on modal abundance of all chondritic components, the general petrology of NWA
5717 closely resembles that of other LL UOCs. One of the most striking aspects of NWA 5717 is
the relatively large chondrule size, even for the LL group (784 µm; Table A.5). The modal metal
of the analyzed section yields 2.6 % (by area), indicative of an LL chondrite. The relatively low
amount of fine-grained matrix (3.35 %) is much smaller than the relatively high mode of finegrained rims (~7.5 %), the highest for any of the sections studied (Table 3.1).
In order to assess the caveats in assigning NWA 5717 to an OC group, the petrology,
chemical composition, petrologic subtype, and O-isotopes were determined and compared with
the bulk properties of the three OC groups. The bulk geochemical compositions of major, minor,
and trace elements for NWA 5717 are consistent with its identification as either L or LL
chondrite (Table 3.4; Fig. 3.8). NWA 5717 has a double-normalized (X/CI/Mg) lithophile profile
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that closely resembles that for all OCs (0.90 × CI, Fig. 3.8a), as well as a profile for siderophile
elements that falls between the norms for L and LL chondrites (~0.55 – 0.75 × CI, Fig. 3.8b). In
particular, Fe falls between 0.60 – 0.65 × CI. For siderophile and moderately volatile elements,
the dark lithology tends to have, respectively, substantial and moderate enrichments compared
with the the light lithology, while only slight enrichments in lithophile elements occur in the dark
lithology relative to the light lithology (Fig. 3.8c).
Table 3.4 – Bulk composition of major, minor and trace elements of NWA 5717.
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Fig. 3.8 – Bulk geochemical abundances of major, minor, and trace elements normalized to CI
chondrites and Mg. Mean abundances for OCs and H, L, and LL chondrites are from Kallemeyn
et al., 1989. All elements are ordered based on their 50% condensation temperature at 10–4 atm
(McDonough and Sun, 1995). (a) Normalized abundance of lithophile elements (Zr-Ba). (b)
Normalized abundances of siderphile (Re-Pd) and moderately volatile elements (Mn-Bi). (c)
Simple weight normalized comparison of light and dark lithology compositions. Dark lithology
has slightly higher lithophile abundances, substantially higher siderophile abundances and higher
moderately volatile abundances.
Metal grains from NWA 5717 have a wide-ranging composition between Ni-poor and Nirich phases (Fig. 3.9). Excluding metallic blebs from within chondrules, the average (in wt.%)
Co and Ni content of the Ni-poor Fe-metal (i.e. kamacite, <12 wt.% Ni) is 0.82 ± 0.38 and 4.79 ±
1.83, respectively, which plot directly between the fields of LL and L chondrites (Fig. 3.9a). For
Ni-rich Fe-metal (i.e. >12 wt. Ni), the average Co and Ni content, respectively, is 0.11 ± 0.05
and 48.40 ± 2.15. The full range of Ni in these phases, which exclude metallic blebs, is 44.46 –
50.75 wt.% Ni. When metallic blebs are included, the maximum Ni content extends to 51.55
wt.% Ni. Such compositions have ~1:1 atomic Fe:Ni ratios (Fe0.5Ni0.5), which is indicative of
tetrataenite (Table 3.5; Fig. 3.9a). NWA 5717 appears, at first-order estimation, to have fairly
low overall metal content. The relative amount of Fe metal to oxidized Fe (which includes Feoxides, -sulfides and –silicates) can be used to compare Fe abundance relative to carrier phases
as a signature of OC compositional groups (e.g., Hutchison, 2003).
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 3.9 – Fe-Ni-metal compositions (a) Ni and Co compositions (wt.%) for different
petrographic occurrences of metal. Averages exclude metallic blebs. Shaded areas represent the
compositional fields of metal from unequilibrated and equilibrated H, L, and LL chondrites
presented in Afiattalab and Wasson (1980), after McSween and Wilkening (1980). (b) Ni and Co
compositions (mg/g) exclusively of kamacite in NWA 5717 and other UOCs from the literature
(Rubin, 1990).
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Table 3.5 – Compositions (wt.%) of metal grains from 4 UOCs, separated based on petrographic
occurrence as rim inclusions, matrix grains, metallic blebs, or as phases within opaque nodules.
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When considering the average Fe content of all metal grains, including blebs, the
weighted average for 35 kamacite grains and 12 tetrataenite grains is ~2.1 wt% Fe metal. Based
on the overall percentage of metal grains (~2.6 area%), the total amount of Fe from bulk analysis
(18.8 wt.%, converted from the weighted average in ppm of Fe from both lithologies, Table 3.3),
and the mean composition of Fe metal grains (Table 3.4), the relative amount of Fe metal in
NWA 5717 is 2.3 wt.%, which by difference, places all other Fe (oxides and sulfides) at 16.5
wt.% (Fig. 3.10). Such an abundance of Fe neatly corresponds to the relative Fe content of LL
chondrites (~3 wt.% Fe metal).

Fig. 3.10 – Fe abundance (wt%) in NWA 5717, based on modal analysis of native iron (Fe
metal) and oxidized iron (Fe-oxides, which include silicates, and Fe-sulfides). The low
abundance of bulk Fe (18.8 wt%) of NWA 5717 corresponds low Fe metal (2.3 wt%) and clearly
places Fe for NWA 5717 within the region of average Fe for LL chondrites. (After Hutchison,
2003, Fig. 2.3).
Compositions of ferroan olivine phenocrysts can be used to assign a petrologic subtype to
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the least equilibrated chondrites based on the composition (wt.%) and standard deviation (σ) of
Cr2O3 olivine with >2 wt.% FeO (Grossman and Brearley, 2005). Based on analyses of 17
ferroan olivine phenocrysts, NWA 5717 falls very near the region defined for type 3.05 UOCs
(0.48 ± 0.24; Fig. 3.11). The large standard deviation (σ) of wt% Cr2O3 reflects the wide-ranging
composition of chromium in chondrule olivine, an indicator of the least equilibrated chondrites.

Fig. 3.11 – Mean Cr2O3 content of Fe-containing (>2 wt% Fe) olivine phenocrysts from within
chondrules from NWA 5717 (NWA) and Watonga (Wat) plotted with their standard deviations
(red dots). While Watonga (0.40 ± 0.20) plots within the region of petrologic subtype 3.10 for
ordinary chondrites, NWA 5717 (0.48 ± 0.24) plots slightly above the region of petrologic
subtype 3.05. Such values are close to those previously reported for Watonga (0.39 ± 0.15;
MB101, Ruzicka et al., 2015), and are comparable to the wt.% of Cr2O3 reported for NWA 5717
(Lithology A – 0.23-0.91, mean = 0.53; Lithology B – 0.28-0.78, mean = 0.47; MB97, Weisberg
et al., 2010). Modified from Fig. 15 in Grossman and Brearley, 2005.
All isotopic analyses of NWA 5717 clearly indicate a single lithology based on a
common O-isotopic reservoir (Fig. 3.12). While both dark and light lithologies plot within the
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region of H3 chondrites, which extends into the region of L chondrites, the average plots within
the clustered region of equilibrated H chondrites (Fig. 3.12a). The respective slopes, represented
as Δ17O, of dark and light lithologies plotted with average olivine compositions (Fa mol%) show
that both lithologies are of a common isotopic reservoir, although the dark lithology (0.544) is
slightly closer to the terrestrial frctionation line (TFL) (0.528) than the light lithology (0.648).
Matrix olivine grains in NWA 5717 are more ferroan (Fa31, range Fa15.6-52.1; n=34) than olivine
that occurs as chondrule phenocrysts (Fa34.0, range Fa2.3-25.8; n=34) for the set of analyzed grains.
The olivines with the highest mol% fayalite are grains from fine-grained rims (n=10), which
reach Fa35 (range Fa17.5-49.8; n-11). With respect to olivine composition and the bulk H-like
isotopic composition, matrix and rim grains show a more pronounced FeO-content, which is
quite characteristic of olivine in LL chondrites. The wide spread, however, among all olivine is a
testament to the unequilibrated nature of this chondrite.

(a)
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(b)
Fig. 3.12 – O-isotope compositions of NWA 5717 and other ordinary chondrites. Variations in
abundances of isotopes are expressed in terms of isotopic abundances normalized to the Vienna
standard mean ocean water (V-SMOW). Fa (mol%) = [Fe / (Fe + Mg)] × 100. (a) Triple-oxygen
isotope compositions from NWA 5717 plotted along a 3-oxygen isotope plot. Meanings of data
and sources are provided in the keys. O-isotopes for both dark and light lithologies plot in the
range of other H3 chondrites. The average of O-isotopes for NWA 5717 plots within the range
for other H4–6. (b) Δ17O of dark and light lithologies plotted with average olivine compositions
(Fa mol%) showing the relative positions of the slopes for the data representative of dark (0.648)
and light (0.544) lithologies. Matrix olivine grains are more ferroan (mean Fa31) than olivine that
occur as chondrule phenocrysts (mean Fa34.0) for the set of analyzed grains. The olivines with
highest mol% are grains from fine-grained rims (n=10), which reach a mean Fa35.
3.5.3. Watonga

Examination of the petrography of Watonga clearly supports its classification as an LL3
chondrite. Such a first order approximation is afforded with ease by the chondrules, which show
a variety of textures and represent about even proportions of type I and type II chondrules; the
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abundance of ferroan chondrules alone is indicative of a low Fe grouping. The low total Fe metal
content is also apparent. The overall Fe metal abundance in Watonga ranges from (area%) 1.9 –
2.4 % for the sections Watonga-1 and -3, respectively. Given the relative area of each section
(330 mm, 103 mm, respectively), the weighted modal abundance of Fe metal is ~ 2.0 %. Bulk
chondrule Al/Ca compositions generally reflect the solar elemental ratios (Fig. 3.7).
Both sections of Watonga contain exceptionally preserved fine-grained materials, in
particular, well-defined non-igneous rims (Fig. 3.13). Though many objects possess fine-grained
rims composed of Fe-rich silicates (C4 – Watonga-3, Fig.3.13b), some contain strictly sulfiderich rims (C1 – Watonga-3). Chondrule fragments may be completely surrounded by finegrained rims (C3b, Fig. 3.13d), or may be only partially surrounded by rims along curved
surfaces (C1, Fig. 3.13a,b; C3c, Fig. 3.13d). Some chondrule fragments, however, lack any nonigneous rim (Fig. 3.13e). Watonga also contains several compound objects composed of
brecciated lithic fragments partly embedded within chondrule fragments (Fig. 3.13f). In some
instances, fine-grained material is sandwiched between the contacts of the objects.
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Fig. 3.13 – Watonga chondrules with well-preserved fine-grained material and opaque nodules.
(a) A combined reflective light and plane-polarized light image showing a region of Watonga-3
containing chondrule fragments as well as intact chondrules and opaque material. (b) BSE image
of (a). The central chondrule fragment (C1) has a discontinuous sulfide-rich rim. Above and to
the left is C4, which has a well-defined fine-grained rim. It is in contact with a layered opaque
nodule. (c) BSE image from Watonga-1. In addition to FeO-rich fine-grained rims (C24), as well
as fine-grained rims mixed with Fe-sulfide (C26), there are numerous chondrule and lithic
fragments e.g., C26a), as well as mineral inclusions. (d) BSE image from Watonga-3. C3b is a
highly irregular chondrule fragment that is highly permeated with a fine-grained rim material, as
well as contains highly corroded nodules. It resides between a C7, a chondrule with a permeating
sulfide-rich rim as well as a FeO-rich fine-grained rim, and C3c, a chondrule fragment with a
partial mixed FeO–Fe-sulfide-rich rim. Unrimmed objects include mineral inclusions and lithic
fragments (C29). (e) C32 from Watonga-1, a type I BO (primary) chondrule with a partial
igneous rim that has included within numerous large opaque nodules. Smaller nodules also
decorate the outer surface of both the igneous rim and the embayed and broken surface along the
left of the chondrule, the latter of which has the thickest portions of the fine-grained rim.
Chondrule fragments and mineral inclusions reside to the left of the chondrule. (f) BSE image of
C38 (Watonga-1). Type I POP chondrule fragment is compounded by a brecciated lithic
fragment composed of ferroan olivine. Inset shows detail of contact between the two object,
between which is found both fine-grained matrix and FeO-rich fine-grained material that closely
resembles fine-grained rim material, as well as Fe-Ni-metal that is partially sulfidized.
Along with the striking diversity of materials in Watonga, the mean chromium content in
ferroan olivine phenocrysts supports the low petrologic type assigned for Watonga. Analysis of
ferroan olivine phenocrysts from both sections of Watonga indicates that the Cr2O3 olivine
content is within the region of subtype 3.10 (0.40 ± 0.20; Fig. 3.11) defined by Grossman and
Brearley (2005).

3.5.4. Bishunpur

Although the modal analysis of Bishunpur confirms that it has much of the defining
characteristics of LL UOCs (e.g., low matrix/chondrule ratio, ~565 µm mean chondrule size, ~74
% chondrules and related fragments, low metal abundance), there are unique aspects to its finegrained fractions. In particular, Bishunpur contains the lowest combined (matrix plus rims)
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fraction of fine-grained material (~5.35 %), yet still maintains a 0.21 matrix / chondrule ratio.
Bishunpur essentially contains the highest percentage of chondrules (~68 %) as well as matrix
(~15.3 %) while retaining the least amount of fine-grained material (Table 3.1). Bishunpur thus
has the highest amount of clastic matrix (Table .
The paucity of fine-grained material and plethora of clastic matrix is evident in BSE
images of Bishunpur (Fig. 3.14). Throughout the section analyzed, chondrules and chondrule
fragments are embedded in a coarse-grained (up to ~100 µm) matrix composed of angular to
sub-rounded mineral and lithic fragments mixed with metallic components and relatively minor
fine-grained material (Fig. 3.14a,b). Some components of the clastic matrix may resemble
irregularly shaped chondrule fragments that to some degree retain the arc of curvature of
chondrule surfaces. Both type I and type II chondrules possess discontinuous fine-grained rims,
which are typical of non-igneous rims in Bishunpur (Fig. 3.14b). These rimmed chondrules also
have sulfide-rich material that forms blebs or streamers that permeate throughout portions near
their outer edge, at times mixing with the FeO-rich fine-grained material (C12, Fig. 3.14b).
Chondrules and related fragments also have sulfide-rich rims, some of which contain numerous
silicate inclusions (C4, 3.14c), though some of them completely lack silicate inclusions. These
form within embayed surfaces of the host chondrule that are often occupied by opaque nodules
(C3, Fig. 3.14c).
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Fig. 3.14 – BSE images of Bishunpur components. (a) A region of Bishunpur near the edge of
the section (AMNH 532-2) where the fusion crust of the stone is exposed (bottom). Chondrules
and chondrule fragments are adjacent to the clastic matrix (outlined in dashed yellow line)
characterisitc of Bishunpur. (b) C12 and C16, type I and type II chondrules, respectively, each
possess discontinuous fine-grained rims, which are typical of non-igneous rims in Bishunpur.
Note that the rim around C12 contains microchondrules and lithic fragments. This chondrule also
has sulfide-rich material that forms blebs or streamers that permeate throughout portions near the
out edge, at times mixing with the FeO-rich fine-grained material. (c) Discontinous sulfide-rich
rims outline chondrules and related fragments of different compositions and textures. Fusion
crust is exposed at the bottom of the image.
3.6. Discussion and conclusions

3.6.1. Petrology of the least equilibrated LL UOCs

The samples presented here are clearly representative of highly primitive LL chondrites,
although NWA 5717 has mixed affinities with other OC chemical groups. All sections contain
roughly equal proportions of FeO-poor and FeO-rich silicates, either as chondrule phenocrysts or
as matrix inclusions, coupled with very low overall metal abundance. The preservation of much
fine-grained material, including non-igneous rims, indicate an unaltered texture. The wide
ranging Cr2O3 content of ferroan chondrule olivine phenocrysts in the case of NWA 5717 and
Watonga in turn implies a low degree of equilibration in each stone, as well as a low degree of
thermal metamorphism. The diversity of fine-grained material throughout the sections is a
testament to the complex histories recorded by these chondrites. NWA 5717 and Watonga are
also confirmed to be of petrologic subtypes 3.05 and 3.1, respectively.
Although UOCs from the lowest petrologic grades generally have relatively high
amounts of fine-grained material compared with the recrystallized matrix higher petrologic types
(Huss et al., 1981), there appear to be subtle differences in the relative modes of matrix between
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samples. Although Semarkona, NWA 5717, and Watonga possess relatively equal modes of finegrained material, Bishunpur contains a lower modal abundance of matrix, while also containing
the least abundance of rimmed chondrules. Bishunpur also contains the thinnest rims (avg.
thickness 30 µm) while lower petrologic grade chondrites (NWA 5717, 40 µm, and Watonga, 39
µm) contain thicker rims. It is important to note that, although Semarkona is considered to have
the lowest petrologic subtype based on the criteria of Grossman and Brearley (2005), from the
perspective of the fine-grained material, including that of rims, Semarkona is relatively more
aqueously altered the other LL UOCs (Bigolski et al., 2015a,b). The relative abundance of finegrained rims with chondrules and chondrule fragments and total matrix are highest in NWA 5717
(0.11 and 0.55, respectively). Bishunpur, however, has the highest abundance ratio of finegrained rims to fine-grained matrix (2.59) compared with NWA 5717 (2.21) and the others (1.19,
Semarkona; 2.03, Watonga). This is in part due to the relative paucity of fine-grained matrix in
Bishunpur (1.47 %) compared with other LL UOCs (up to 4.52 % in Semarkona), as well as
Bishunpur having the lower limit of fine-grained rim abundance (3.79 %).
A complementary relationship exists in the relative abundance of fine-grained rim to total
matrix. In the case of Bishunpur, high relative matrix (14.91 %) and low fine-grained rim
abundance yield a fine-grained rim/matrix ratio of only 0.25. This may be in part due to the
occurrence of more cataclastic matrix in Bishunpur despite its low fine-grained matrix.
Additionally, its higher petrologic subtype (Type 3.15) reflects higher peak temperatures
experienced on the parent body compared to the other LL UOCs. Lower petrologic subtypes,
such as NWA 5717 and Watonga, have 0.55 and 0.41 fine-grained rim/matrix ratios. Semarkona,
which is the lowest petrologic subtype (Type 3.00), contains the highest abundance of finegrained matrix (4.25 %) as well as the lowest fine-grained rim/fine-grained matrix ratio (1.19) of
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all the UOCs. It also, conversely, contains the second lowest fine-grained rim/chondrule ratio
(0.07), after Bishunpur (0.05).

3.6.2. Properties of Northwest Africa 5717

NWA 5717 is an interesting exception to the other LL UOCs studied. Based on bulk
chemical analysis alone, the notion of this stone containing a dual lithology is contentious. The
dark lithology A is moderately enriched in siderophiles and slightly enriched in moderately
volatiles relative to the light lithology B. Both lithologies, however, contain the same proportions
of FeO-poor and FeO-rich silicates, especially as reflected in the near equal abundances of type I
and type II chondrules. When more closely examining the dark and light patches within the
section under transmitted light, the presumed dark and light lithologies appear to be an artifact of
staining, possibly a terrestrially derived overprint of weathering (Fig. 3.15). If dual lithologies
were to be truly primary, the representative clasts of dark and light rocks could be expected to be
distinquished by chondrules representative of each of the lithologies. What is instead clearly
visible are regions of the rock that are stained with a dark overprint that crosses numerous intact
chondrules, where roughly half of the chondrule is unstained and the other half is darkened (Fig.
3.15b). As a hot desert find, even though the weathering products typical of such an environment
(e.g., Fe-oxide-rich veins, Ca-sulfate growths, oxidized metal grains) are present in relatively
minor to trace amounts, the dark staining superimposed over the fabric of the entire stone is not
surprising. Such staining, however, does not appear to severely adulterate rock chemistry, which
only shows subtle chemical differences between light and dark lithologies as a consequence of
any such overprint. The staining may therefore be the result of siderophilic phases such as Fe-
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sulfides being preferentially leached in dark portions of the sample. Even mild staining would
also mobilize and partly concentrate moderately volatile elements within these regions as well.
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Fig. 3.15 – Transmitted plane light images of NWA 5717. (a) Low-magnification (12.5×) image
of NWA5717 (AMNH-1). The dark region in the center gradually gives way to lighter regions
towards the left and bottom left corner. (b) Detail of red box from (a), showing the dark staining
cutting across numerous chondrules and other silicate-rich inclusions (yellow arrows and insert).
In addition to the bulk composition, which clearly reflects that of LL bordering on L
chondrites, the very low metal content, broad ranging ferroan silicate compositions and large
chondrule sizes are all strongly consistent with other LL chondrites. The stone remains
ungrouped, however, due to its well-constrained grouping with the H chondrites in O-isotopic
composition space (Fig. 3.12a). Such discord among the bulk properties NWA 5717 is
perplexing, though is also a indicative of the primitive nature of the chondrite. That both dark
and light sampled regions contain well-grouped H chondritic O-isotopic data points (Fig. 3.12a)
also supports a single lithology. The wide-ranging olivine compositions for grains from different
petrologic settings not only supports the unequilibrated nature of NWA 5717, but also implies
that the presence of such grains influences the O-isotope compositions vis-à-vis overall olivine
(and probably pyroxene) compositions for more highly metamorphosed members of each OC
chemical group (Fig. 3.12b). Bulk O-isotope compositions are clearly not as well resolved in the
UOCs as in the equilibrated chondrites (Types 4-6). The relatively high abundance of FeO-rich
silicates in LL UOCs compared with H3 chondrites, as well as the fayalitic nature of the finegrained rim groundmass, may therefore greatly contribute to the isotopic and geochemical
characteristics of metamorphosed LL chondrites.
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CHAPTER 4
THE PETROLOGY OF FINE-GRAINED CHONDRULE RIMS
4.1. Introduction

Chondrules are crystalline objects for which their spherical shapes and igneous textures
establish them as having been solidified from molten or partially molten droplets in the solar
nebula. As eponymous features of chondrites, chondrules occur in nearly all chondrite groups
save for the CIs. Chondrites also contain chondrule fragments, mineral and lithic fragments, and
refractory inclusions such as calcium-aluminum-rich inclusions (CAIs) and amoeboid olivine
aggregates, all surrounded by a fine-grained (grain size < 5 µm) interstitial material termed
matrix. Aside from CAIs, chondrules are among the earliest formed objects in the early Solar
System. In some chondrites, the chondrules, as well as other components, are surrounded by
coarse-grained igneous rims, as well as fine-grained non-igneous rims. Features such as rims are
best observed in low petrologic type (i.e. Type 3) chondrites that have experienced low peak
metamorphic temperatures on their respective parent bodies.
Since refractory inclusions are quite rare in even the least equilibrated ordinary
chondrites (OCs), the primary rimmed objects within such rocks are the chondrules and related
fragments. Subsequent to their high-temperature formation, chondrules provided exposed
surfaces for particles (dust) to adhere by way of electrostatic cling during the pre-accretionary
epoch. Reheating of the dust adhered to chondrule surfaces to temperatures above the solidus
resulted in melting and formation of coarse-grained rims (i.e. igneous rims; e.g. Rubin and Krot,
1996). Fine-grained rims, which lack igneous textures, may represent leftover dust from
chondrule formation that accreted onto chondrule surfaces. Previous work on fine-grained rims
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indicate that they are composed of fragments of mafic minerals (olivine and pyroxene) and metal
grains (Fe-Ni metal and Fe-sulfides) embedded in a submicron groundmass of fayalitic olivine,
phyllosilicate and, to varying degrees, amorphous material (see Chapter 3 and references
therein). As such, the fine-grained rims have been referred to as “accretionary rims”. The rims
may contain fractions of unmelted solids that were present in the accretionary disk during
chondrule formation and, thus, possibly are a window into the precursors solids that melted to
form chondrules.
For igneous rims in the UOCs, extensive melting (≥ 80% in the case of type I chondrules;
> 50% for type II chondrules) of material adhering to chondrule surfaces followed by subsequent
cooling would crystallize outer rims mineralogically and compositionally similar to the inner
chondrule core (Rubin, 1984; Krot and Wasson, 1995) but texturally distinct. More extensive
melting of larger dust clumps within which the primary chondrules were entrained could have
likely formed enveloping compound chondrules, although stochastic collisions between molten
chondrules has also been suggested for such compound chondrules (c.f. Gooding and Keil, 1981;
Lux et al., 1981; Wasson, 1993; Connolly et al., 1994; Wasson et al., 1995). Fine-grained rims,
by comparison, do not have igneous textures and are not compositionally similar to their host
chondrules. Instead, they appear sintered and are generally FeO-rich in comparison to type I
chondrules.
Fine-grained rims are crucial to interpreting the chronology of chondrule formation and
their subsequent high temperature processing prior to the onset of accretion of materials onto
parent bodies. Fne-grained rims are thought to represent relatively little (<10 %) melting
(Ashworth, 1977; Allen et al., 1980), which, along with their grain size, are more similar to
interchondrule matrix, in particular Fe-rich matrix lumps, in spite of having lower porosity than
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most matrix material (Matsunami, 1984; Scott et al., 1984, 1988; Alexander et al., 1989b;
Brearley et al., 1989). Fine-grained rims are composed of an unequilibrated mélange of mineral
phases: olivine (wide-ranging compositions, but typically high Fa conent), low-Ca pyroxene, Carich pyroxene, phyllosilicates (predominantly smectite or serpentine), amorphous feldspathic and
ferromagnesian material, Fe-Ni metal and Fe-sulfides (Christophe Michel-Lévy, 1976;
Ashworth, 1977; Allen et al., 1980; Huss et al., 1981; Ikeda et al., 1981; King and King, 1981;
Matsunami, 1984; Nagahara, 1984; Scott et al., 1984; Alexander et al., 1989a, b; Brearely et al.,
1989). For CM chondrules, Metzler and Bischoff (1996) showed a positive correlation between
chondrule diameter and rim thickness, lending support to fine-grained rims having adhered to the
surfaces of chondrules in a pre-accretionary, presumably nebular, environment.
This chapter explores the petrologic, mineralogical, and compositional properties of finegrained rims from some of the least equilibrated OCs (i.e. petrologic type < 3.2). As exemplary
UOCs, all four meteorites in this study are known to have well-defined fine-grained chondrule
rims (e.g., Krot and Rubin, 1996; Krot et al, 1997; Bunch et al., 2010; Weisberg and Ebel, 2010;
Weisberg et al., 2010). Rims in the aforementioned UOCs (Semarkona – LL3.00, NWA 5717 –
Ung. 3.05, Watonga – LL3.1, Bishunpur – LL3.15) are examined in detail. Their bulk
compositions are presented and their relationship to chondrule compositional types (e.g., MgOrich, FeO-poor type I; FeO-rich, MgO-poor type II) and textural types (e.g., porphyritic, barred,
radial, cryptocrystalline/glassy) are explored. In addition to bulk rim properties, Mineral and
lithic inclusions in the rims are studied in order to relate this material to the host chondrules and
matrix material. The formation of rims as related to the chondrule-forming epoch is then linked
to the earliest stages of accretion when chondrite parent bodies first began to form. Finally, the
relationship between different chondrule types and their associated rims are explored in order to
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ascertain the astrophysical conditions and processes during chondrule formation and provide
empirical constraints on dynamic models relating to the early solar nebula.

4.2. Analytical techniques

Fine-grained rim thicknesses, sizes of rim inclusions, chondrule diameters were measured
on BSE images and rim textures and petrographic features were studied in detail using the SEMmounted Bruker Quantax energy-dispersive spectrometer (EDS) systems for all SEMs. Due to
the Fe-rich nature of rims, a suite of compositional maps, including Fe-element maps and RGB
(Fe-Ni-S) composite maps, as well as backscattered electron (BSE) maps were used to locate and
identify rims across each sample and to distinguish rim from matrix. Element maps of discrete
chondrule rims, as well as adjacent matrix, provided context for chemical differences between
various fine-grained materials. X-ray element maps were collected either through the Cameca
system at AMNH or through the JEOL SEM system at Kingsborough. The general petrology of
rim inclusions, as well as chondrule phenocrysts, was determined either through the JEOL
system at Kingsborough, or the Hitachi and/or Zeiss systems at AMNH. Chondrule rim
thicknesses and chondrule sizes are represented as averages, respectively, of individual
thicknesses measured at 60º intervals around the chondrule core, and of maximum and minimum
chondrule diameters (Fig. A.3)
Elemental compositions for all objects analyzed were determined via WDS using the
Cameca SX100 electron microprobe at the AMNH. Mineral grains within fine-grained rims,
chondrules and matrix were analyzed using a 1 µm focused electron beam. Both as point
analyses and as line scans were collected, using an accelerating voltage of 15 keV and beam
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current of 20 nA, PAP corrections (Pouchou and Pichoir, 1991), and count times of 20 s per peak
with 10 s on the backgrounds, except for Na and K, for which 10 s per peak count times were
used. All analyzed points with totals between 98.0 and 101.5 wt.% were accepted; stoichiometric
analyses were grouped together based on representative discrete mineral phases, while nonstoichiometric analyses were grouped separately. Bulk fine-grained rim and matrix data were
acquired under the same beam voltage and current as stated above, except that a de-focused
beam of 5 µm was used so as to obtain representative analyses of portions of fine-grained
material with each spot analysis, with care taken to avoid inclusions >5 µm. This beam size was
chosen based on the submicron nature of the groundmass of the fine-grained material, as well as
the thicknesses of the rims themselves (~40 µm avg. from previous studies; cf. Ashworth, 1977;
Allen et al., 1980; Matsunami, 1984; Nagahara, 1984; Scott et al., 1984; Alexander et al.,
1989a,b; and many others). Accelerating voltage and beam current were the same as above.
WDS analyses yield major and minor element compositions (Na, Mg, Al, Si, P, S, K, Ca,
Ti, Cr, Mn, Fe, Ni) of silicates (chondrule phenocrysts; silicate rim inclusions), and bulk
compositions of fine-grained rims, matrices and chondrules. For metal and sulfides Fe, Co, Ni,
Cr, S, P and Si were analyzed. For EPMA analyes, TAP, PET, LPET and LLiF spectrometer
crystals in conjunction with a suite of natural and synthetic standards. Standards used for silicate
analyses, which include detection limits (wt%) are as follows: McKee jadeite or albite for Na
(0.05), Wakefield diopside for Ca (0.04) and Si (0.03), or sometimes anorthite for both, anorthite
for Al (0.02) (Al sometimes on spinel or albite), San Carlos olivine for Mg (0.03), Rockport
fayalite for Fe (0.06), Minas Gerais rhodonite for Mn (0.08), synthetic Ni-diopside for Ni (0.06),
magnesiochromite for Cr (0.05), rutile for Ti (0.03), orthoclase for K (0.04), berlinite for P
(0.03). For silicate analyses, sulfur was collected via EDS and was used to vet the reliability of
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silicate analyses by its absence; analyses that contain S >1 wt% were assumed overlap with
sulfide and discarded. Bulk analysis of fine-grained rims, matrix and chondrules use the same
suite of standards, as well as Staunton troilite for S (0.03). For each element analyzed, the
relevant detection limits and standard deviations are given in Table A.8.

4.3. Results

As discussed in Chapter 3, fine-grained rims are ubiquitous components of the least
equilibrated UOCs. They are distinct from coarse-grained rims and secondary shells (e.g., Rubin,
2010) in that they 1) have sintered textures, 2) exhibit Fe-enrichment, replacement of primary
magnesian minerals with secondary ferroan material, or 3) are sulfide-rich rims. Henceforth,
these non-igneous rims are referred to as fine-grained rims, and can be broadly separated into
FeO-rich rims and Fe-sulfide-rich varieties. These include fine-grained rims that are composed
predominantly of FeO-rich silicate material and have, at most, sulfides of ~10 % (by area) of the
total rim material (Fig. 4.1). In other instances, sulfide-bearing rims are defined as those that
contain >10 % Fe-sulfides with varying amounts of FeO-rich silicate material. Such rims are
broadly assigned as either mixed-sulfide silicate rims (10 – 60 % sulfides)(Fig. 4.2) and Fesulfide (S-)rich rims (>60 % sulfides) (Fig. 4.3).
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Fig. 4.1 – BSE images of FeO-rich silicate rims that surround type I chondrules (a – e), type II
chondrules (f – i), and compound chondrules (j – l). Chondrules and chondrites are as follows:
(a) – C17, Semarkona; (b) – C9, NWA 5717; (c) – C35, Watonga-1; (d) – C20, Watonga-3; (e) –
C2, Bishunpur; (f) – C19, Semarkona; (g) – C44 (center), NWA 5717; (h) – C31, Watonga-3; (i)
– C9, Bishunpur; (j) – C14, NWA 5717; (k) – C17, Watonga-1; (l) – C12, Bishunpur.
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Fig. 4.2 – BSE images of mixed-sulfide silicate rims surrounding type I (a – c) and type II
chondrules (d – f). Chondrules and chondrites are as follows: (a) – C41, Semarkona; (b) – C37,
Semarkona; (c) – C22 (lower right), Semarkona; (d) – C19, Watonga-1; (e) – C23, Watonga-1;
(f) – C28, Watonga-3.

Fig. 4.3 – BSE images of sulfide-rich rims. The varieties of sulfide-rich rims occur around type I
chondrules (a, d, f) and type II chondrules (b, c, e). Chondrules and chondrites are as follows: (a)
– C26, Semarona; (b) C3, NWA 5717; (c) – C4, Bishunpur; (d) – C32, NWA 5717; (e) – C47,
Semarkona; (f) – C41, Semarkona.
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4.3.1. Fine-grained rim types and their abundance

As discussed above, the fine-grained rims can be divided into 3 primary groups: 1) FeOrich silicate rims (Fig. 4.1); 2) mixed-sulfide silicate rims (Fig. 4.2); 3) sulfide-rich rims (Fig.
4.3). Table 4.1 provides a summary of the all rim types from the UOC sections. While
Semarkona has the highest abundance of chondrules with rims (90 %), the abundance among
other sections ranges from 71 – 77 % with a mean abundance of 79 % among all chondrules (n =
215). The FeO-rich silicate rims are the most common type of rim (Chapter 3, Table 3.1), found
around ~60 – 79 % of all chondrules with Semarkona also having the highest abundance of this
Table 4.1 – Average chondrule size for 215 total chondrules from 5 UOC thin-sections with
corresponding percentages of rimmed chondrules (bold) and rim subtypes, which are all out of
total number of chondrules (n) analyzed in each section. Parenthetical values (mixed-sulfide
silicate rims, sulfide-rich rims) add up the percentage of sulfide-bearing rims. Note: with the
exception of Bishunpur, all sections have instances of chondrules having both a FeO-rich silicate
rim and a sulfide-bearing rim, hence the percentage of rim subtypes do not add up the percentage
of total rimmed chondrules.

rim type. In backscattered electron (BSE) images, FeO-rich silicate rims appear as gray material
that surrounds both type I and type II chondrules, as well as compound chondrules (Fig. 4.1).
The FeO-rich material that composes such rims are discernable from Fe-sulfides in BSE images
since the later appear as brighter gray due to the lack of Si in such material, as evident from EDX
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spectra and microprobe analyses (see Appendix A).
In the case of mixed-sulfide silicate rims, they either have minute sulfide grains dispersed
among FeO-rich silicate material (e.g. Fig. 4.2 b,c,d), or sulfide-rich regions within an otherwise
FeO-rich silicate rim (e.g. Fig. 4.2 a,e,f). Sulfide-rich rims occur around some chondrules as
singular rims (Fig. 4.3a,b,e), as inner rims coupled with outer FeO-rich rims (Fig. 4.3c, Fig. 4.4),
or as sinuous rims that permeate throughout the host chondrule core, often up to tens-of-microns
within the outer surface of the chondrule core (i.e. permeating sulfide-rich; Fig. 4.3d, Fig. 4.5). It
should be noted that all rim types are not mutually exclusive of each other, and many chondrules
of both type I/II populations can have inner sulfide-rich rims or permeating sulfide-rich rims and
outer FeO-rich silicate rims or mixed-sulfide silicate rims (Fig. 4.4bcf, Fig. 4.5d-f). Finally, there
are rare examples of permeating rims that contain relatively little sulfides and, instead, are
composed of FeO-rich silicates (Fig. 4.5a,c). These permeating FeO-rich rims, may contain
inclusions and/or nodules of sulfide despite FeO-rich silicates composing the bulk of the
material.
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Fig. 4.4 – Inner sulfide-rich rim from C10a in Semarkona. (a) The inner S-rich rim occupies
large embayments along the chondrule’s leftmost surface and is nearly continuous save for the
lower host chondrule surface. The inner S-rich rim also forms borders with a pyroxene
phenocryst jutting out from the inner chondrule core along its upper surface, resulting in a
peninsula with S-rich material residing on opposing sides of the host chondrule phenocryst. (b, c)
Fe-rich fine-grained material rims the S-rich layer, the later of which contain micron-sized
inclusions of magnesian (dark gray) and ferroan (light gray) silicates within groundmass
composed of troilite (dull white), as well as patches of metal (bright white). The fine-grained
rim is partly surrounded by a second zone of darker gray material (c) that is often in contact with
sulfides, which in turn are in contact with fine-grained matrix. Matrix, relatively Fe-depleted visa-vis fine-grained rims, also has relatively high porosity compared with that of the matrix.

Fig. 4.5 – BSE images of permeating sulfide-rich rims and fine-grained rims. Chondrules and
chondrites are as follows: (a) – C7, Semarkona; (b) – C36, Semarkona; (c) – C7, Bishunpur; (d)
– C35 (right), NWA 5717; (e) – C7, Watonga-3; (f) – C48, NWA 5717.
4.3.2. Identification of fine-grained rim types

Although all fine-grained rims are opaque in transmitted light, rims are readily
discernable in BSE images and X-ray element maps. In particular, Fe element maps, and Fecontaining Red-Green-Blue (RGB) mosaics are key in discerning the range of fine-grained rim
varietals. Below I explore the 3 rim types.
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4.3.2.1. FeO-rich silicate rims

Fine-grained rims, as previously recognized within the literature, are composed
dominantly of FeO-silicate-rich. These rims possess a sintered texture encompassed by micronscale Fe-rich material that appears to be fayalitic olivine and/or Fe-bearing phyllosilicates, based
on composition, spread among “fluffy” aggregates of silicates. Within RBG, Fe-Ni-S element
mosaics, fine-grained rims can readily be identified as reddish coatings surrounding chondrules
and chondrule fragments, distinguishable from Fe-sulfide rims that are purple in hue (Fig. 4.6c).
Although the matrix generally has lower Fe content than fine-grained rims, Fe-rich patches that
compositionally resemble rims are present in some matrix areas (Fig. 4.7). However, the Fe-rich
patches in the matrix differ from rims material in that they lack evidence of sintering, instead
consisting of mineral inclusions ranging < 1 – 5 µm with diffuse FeO-rich zoning (Fig. 4.7b). In
some cases, such inclusions are completely replaced by Fe-rich material, yet are still embedded
within lower-FeO submicron matrix material.
The maximum thickness of fine-grained rims is 120 µm, with the highest average
thickness for a single rim up to ~80 µm (e.g., Watonga-1, c9, Table A.3) and an average of ~ 36
µm for all sections (Table A.6). FeO-rich silicate rims are more abundant than sulfide-rich rims,
the former constituting ~4 – 7.5 area % of the UOC thin sections compared with ~1.5% for the
latter (Chapter 3, Table 3.1).
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(a)

(b)

(c) _Fe-Ni-S_
(d) _Mg-Al-Si_
(e) _Si-Ca-Fe_
Fig. 4.6 – A typical type I magnesian POP chondrule (C9) from NWA 5717 that has a welldefined Fe-rich fine-grained silicate rim (a). Its fine-grained rim is nearly uniform in thickness
(avg. thickness 28 µm), though not wholly continuous around the host chondrule core, and has
an inner surface conformed to the outer chondrule surface, as well as an outer surface that is in
contact with interchondrule matrix. The rim is thickest along deformed chondrule surfaces (e.g.,
embayments, divots). The top of the fine-grained also contains a large sulfide grain as well as FeNi-metal that has been partly corroded (i.e. sulfurized). (b) The fine-grained rim of another
chondrule sandwiches matrix material between the fine-grained rim of C9. Fine-grained rims are
readily identified in RGB composite X-ray element maps (c–e, field of view in each is 256 µm).
The FeNiS map (c) shows the two fine-grained rims from (b) as bright red components that trace
the perimeters of their respective host chondrules, which the matrix material that is sandwiched
between the two fine-grained rims appears as a dark red material owing to the lower relative Fecontent. Matrix is also discernable from fine-grained rims due to the relative enrichment in Mg
and Si, as evident from the purple grains in the MgAlSi map (d), which represent pyroxene. This
contrasts the dark appearance of the rims, which are depleted in the aforementioned elements.
The SiCaFe map (e) clearly shows the rims as blue violet, owing to the enrichment in Fe relative
to the matrix, which is instead enriched in Si relative to the rims.
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Fig. 4.7 – BSE images of Watonga-3 featuring C13 and C13a, both type I chondrules with
sintered rims. (a) C13 is a POP chondrule with dusty (relic) olivines, as well as a layered finegrained rim. (b) Detail of the insert outline in red from (a), which shows Fe-rich matrix patches
that occur between chondrules and matrix mineral inclusions. For comparison, Fe-poor matrix is
shown at the bottom of the image, below a sections fragment of sintered rim material.
4.3.2.2. Mixed-sulfide silicate rims

Although all fine-grained rims contain at least minor amounts of S, predominantly in the
form of Fe-sulfides, mixed-sulfide silicate rims are heterogeneous mixtures of FeO-rich silicate
and Fe-sulfides. The modal abundance of sulfides exhibited by such rims ranges ~10 – 60 % of
the rim. At the lower range (~10 – 30 % S), sulfide occurs as ≤1 µm grains dispersed throughout
part of or the whole of rims as a mixture with FeO-rich silicate groundmass (Fig. 4.2a,b,d). Rims
in the higher end of the range (~40 – 60 % S) generally have silicate material overgrown by
sulfide-rich material, or have Fe-rich silicate inclusions within sulfide groundmass (Fig. 4.2e,f).
They can also surround permeating sulfide-rich rims (Fig. 4.8).
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Fig. 4.8 – BSE images of C21 from Semarkona. (a) This chondrule has a nearly continuous rim
with variable thickness (20 – 80 µm) and a highly divoted surface. The chondrules is also
peppered with many metal blebs (< 10 mm) that reside in both phenocrysts and within glassy
mesostasis. An inner rim of detached amoeboid sulfurized and oxided metal grains decorates the
chondrule at its surface and permeates to a few tens-of-microns underneath, up to ~70 µm at its
farthest. (b) A higher magnification image showing the interior rim of sulfurized blebs. The
outer sintered rim is a mixed-sulfide silicate rim.
4.3.2.3. S-rich rims

Sulfide-rich rims, which are found around both type I and type II chondrules, can occur
as thin strips at or near the surface of its host chondrule (Fig. 4.3e), or as thick rims composed of
Fe-sulfide, Fe-Ni-metal, and patches of corroded/oxidized metal (Fig 4.9). Unlike FeO-rich rims,
the sulfide-rich rims do not typically completely surround the chondrule core, with rare
exception (Fig. 4.3a,c; Fig. 4.4). Sulfide-rich rims around type I chondrules tend to be thicker
(~70 – 160 µm; avg. ~50 µm) than Fe-silicate rims, they contain corroded metal, as well as both
Ni-rich and Ni-poor Fe-metal and are generally devoid of silicate inclusions. Sulfide-rims around
type II chondrules (Fig. 4.3c,e), as well those that occur as inner sulfide rims (Fig. 4.4), are
composed almost exclusively of fine-grained sulfide with minor Fe-Ni-metal that serve as the
groundmass for angular to sub-rounded silicate and lithic inclusions. Large lithic fragments also
possess inner, silicate-bearing sulfide-rich rims (Chapter 3, Fig. 3.4). There are also sulfide-rims
that permeate through chondrules that tend to be thinner (~20 µm) than other sulfide-rims and
generally accompany chondrules that also have a FeO-rich silicate rim (e.g. C35, NWA 5717;
Table A.2).
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(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)
Fig. 4.9 – BSE images of C3 from NWA 5717. (a) This chondrule is a type I RP chondrule with
a thick sulfide-rich rim that has 3 sibling chondrules along its perimeter. (b) FeNiS map that
reveals the metallic nature of the rim. The bottom portion of the rim is more highly concentrated
in Fe-oxides (red) and corroded Ni-bearing metal (dark green). The top portion is more highly
concentrated in Fe-sulfides, nominally troilite, and also has well-formed Ni-rich metal grains
(bright green) that are also well defined under BSE as bright white grains (c).The only silicates
present in the rim are the trio of smaller sibling chondrules (d). This trio has a similar texture to
C3, has nearly identical composition (En93-98), and are in direct contact or situated < 20 µm from
the host chondrule surface.
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4.3.3. Fine-grained rims as complete and discontinuous features

Fine-grained rims can be continuous or discontinuous. Discontinuous rims are those that
occur around 40-80 % of the host chondrule; continuous rims surround >80 % of the host
chondrule in thin section (Table 4.2). In the case of FeO-rich rims, for Semarkona and NWA
5717 and Watonga, the percentage of chondrules with continuous rims is ≥80 %, for Bishunpur
(69 %) it is lower (Table 4.2). However, the sampling size for Bishunpur is smaller (n=26, n=13,
respectively). The thickest FeO-rims, on average, occur around chondrules from Watonga (up to
41 µm). It should be noted, however, that other sections (Semarkona, NWA 5717, Watonga-3)
have a narrow range in average rim thickness (31 – 34 µm). In addition to having the thinnest
rims, Bishunpur also has the lowest percentages of rimmed chondrules (59 %) and continuous
rims (38 %).
Table 4.2 – Average rim thickness for FeO-rich silicate rims and sulfide-rich rims. Percent
continuous rims, as well as inner sulfide-rich (s-) rims relative to the total number (n) of each rim
type from respective chondrite thin-sections. Note: mixed-sulfide rims are included in averages
and percentages for FeO-rich silicate rims.

Sulfide-rich rims, which have essentially no silicate material within the submicron
groundmass, are far less common than FeO-rich rims (~5 – 15 %). These rims, unlike their FeO97

rich counterparts, are less commonly continuous, falling from ~50 % for Semarkona chondrules
to 25 % for Bishunpur chondrules. Bishunpur also has the lowest average rim thickness (38 µm).
Although the sample size is smaller than for FeO-rich, roughly 50 – 60 % of sulfide-rich rims
occur as inner rims surrounded by an outer FeO-rich silicate rim, the latter of which can include
mixed-sulfide silicate rims.

4.3.4. Fine-grained rim petrography

Fine-grained rims often have fine-scaled topographic features along the contact between
the chondrule core to which rim material conforms. Fine-grained rims essentially have two
surfaces: 1) inner surface that is in direct contact with the host chondrule; 2) outer surface in
contact with interchondrule matrix (e.g. Fig. 4.10a). At higher magnification, fine-grained rims
are easily discernable from matrix by examining elements maps that highlight their Fe-rich
compositions. While matrix, by contrast, is less Fe-rich, matrix also tends to have larger mineral
inclusions than those of rims (Fig. 4.10a,b). The outer surface of the rim in contact with finegrained matrix material is often decorated with silicate mineral fragments or has Fe-sulfide
outlining it.
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Fig. 4.10 – Typical features associated with FeO-rich silicate rims. C11a from Watonga-3 is a
compound type I BO chondrule (inset, a). Inner and outer surfaces of rim conform to the host
chondrule’s surface. Rim material permeates slightly within the chondrule surface, and contains
minute inclusions throughout. Ferroan olivine (fay) occur along the outer rim surface (a,b).
Divots and peninsulas form along other parts of the chondrule surface (b). A fragmented rim,
presumably a mixed-sulfide varietal, is imbedded within adjacent matrix, with Fe-rich patches
within the later material.
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Fig. 4.11 – Protrusions and protuberances within embayments of a FeO-rich silicate rim from
C35 in NWA 5717. (a) Protrusions of the permeating sulfide-rich rim are found just within the
host chondrule surface. A very-thin (<1 µm) sulfide rim extends along the contact of the
chondrule core and the FeO-rich silicate rim, with extensions that propagate perpendicular to the
chondrule surface towards the exterior fine-grained matrix. (b) Peninsulas and protrusions within
an embayment from C9 in Bishunpur. These protrusions are discontinuously distributed around
the chondrule and are associated with opaque, sulfide-rich material.
Fine-grained rims are often associated with irregular chondrule surfaces. Many of these
chondrules show what appear to be topographic depressions commonly filled with the FeO-rich
rim material (Fig. 4.10c, Fig. 4.11). Such surfaces may form small divots or depressions along
the outer host chondrule surface, up to larger topographic depressions and embayments, the latter
of which develop the thickest portions of rim. In some cases, the embayments are associated with
corroded opaque nodules on the edge of type I chondrules (Fig. 4.10c). In other cases, the
embayments commonly appear among chondrules with an irregular surface (Fig. 4.11b).
Other common features include protrusions, protuberances, and peninsulas. Protrusions
are features of the rims themselves and occur in inner and/or permeating rims, extending away
from the host chondrule into the outer fine-grained rim. Protuberances, by contrast, are features
of the host chondrule in which a portion of the chondrule surface extends into the outer finegrained rim, the latter of which is commonly an FeO-rich rim, although it can also be a sulfiderich rim in rare cases (Fig. 4.11). In some cases, numerous embayments extend far enough into
the chondrule core such that peninsulas of the outer chondrule surface project themselves into the
fine-grained rim. Peninsulas are, like protuberances, extensions of the chondrule surface, yet
typically form parallel to sub-parallel to the chondrule surface, whereas protrusions are roughly
perpendicular or angled obliquely to the chondrule surface. Protuberances of low-Ca pyroxene
on the order of tens-of-microns, are also present. Unlike the peninsulas, which are by comparison
larger extensions of the host chondrule, these smaller protuberances are not always connected to
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the surface of the chondrule core. Instead, detached protuberances may be pinched from the
silicate material of the underlying chondrule and thus be completely separated from the
underlying chondrule, forming islands of host chondrule within the rim (Fig. 4.11a). However,
these observations are limited to the surface of the thin section.
Broken and ruptured chondrule surfaces may also be filled with fine-grained rim
material. Both FeO-rich silicate and Fe-sulfide-rich material can fill chondrule ruptures (Fig.
4.12a,b). In some cases, the fine-grained rim-chondrule core assemblage may have broken
surfaces that are not rimmed and instead are in direct contact with matrix. (Fig. 4.12e,f). There
are also examples of fragmented fine-grained rim chondrule core assemblages, in which the finegrained rim is fragmented along with the host chondrule in a conformable manner (e.g.
chondrule fragment, fig. 4.12f). Thus, rimming and breakage predates the final assemblage of the
host chondrite. There are also curved fragments of fine-grained rim that presumably preserve the
roundness of their former host chondrules along concaved surfaces. Such clasts are found as
embedded inclusions within interchondrule matrix (Fig. 4.12h).
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Fig. 4.12 – BSE images of rim infill along ruptured chondrule surfaces, ruptured rimmed
chondrules with the ruptured surface exposed to matrix, broken chondrule fragments that host
broken rims, rim material hosted by highly irregular chondrule fragments, and fragmented rims
that occurs as clasts within matrix. (a) Surfaces of 2 broken chondrules from NWA 5717. Inset
shows a broken surface filled with fine-grained material and mineral fragments. (b) Broken
surface of a radial pyroxene chondrule form NWA 5717 filled with sulfides. (c) Region of
Watonga-3 showing regions of chondrule fragments (inset, d). (d) Detail from inset in (c)
showing highly irregular chondrule fragment (center) with FeO-rich rim material permeating
through, a fragment with partial rim above, as well as a large angular fragment of low-Ca
pyroxene (upper left). (e) Regions form Watonga-1 showing a type II chondrules with a ruptured
surface on top. The chondrule has a S-rim that is disrupted along with the upper rupture surfaces
(f). (f) Detail of ruptures chondrules surface, with a partially-rimmed chondrule fragment. (g) A
compound chondrule from NWA 5717 with a fine-grained rim and surrounds both primary and
secondary (upper right) chondrules. (h) Detail of matrix to the left of the rimmed chondrule in
(g) that shows a disaggregated fine-grained rim clast to the left of the fine-grained chondrule rim.
4.3.5. Rim thickness and chondrule diameter

Both small (~100 µm) and large (~1 mm) chondrules, as well as both type I (including
Al-rich chondrules) and type II chondrules, possess fine-grained rims. Despite numerous rims
occurring along divots and embayed chondrules surfaces, there is a weak positive correlation
between chondrule size and rim thickness that is evident for Semarkona. This relationship is less
evident in other UOCs (Fig. 4.13). All data points and representative regression lines indicate
large scatter among data.
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Fig. 4.13 – Rim thicknesses plotted against chondrule diameter for Semarkona (a), NWA 5717
(b), Watonga (c), and Bishunpur (d).
Although the rim thicknesses for both populations of type I and type II chondrules are
highly scattered and overlap each other, there are some subtle distinctions. For NWA 5717 and
Bishunpur, the data for fine-grained rims around type I chondrules form a regression line above
the average for all chondrules, which includes type II. The opposite is true for Semarkona, where
the data for fine-grained rims around type II chondrules form a stronger trend than for rims
around the type I chondrules. The similarity of scatter in the data for both type I and type II
chondrules, however, is clearly evidenced by the relatively flat slope of the regression lines for
both type I and type II chondrules from Watonga (Fig. 4.13c). Thus, based on these data there is
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no clear relationship between rim thickness and chondrule diameter for chondrules in UOCs.
This may, in part, be due to measurements on two dimensional thin section surfaces.

4.3.6. Bulk elemental properties of fine-grained rims

Tables 4.3 – 4.6 show bulk compositions for FeO-rich silicate rims. Since virtually all
rims contain at least 1 wt.% S, S content is used to delineate the different rim types. From such a
compositional basis, FeO-rich silicate rims are defined by bulk S <10 wt.%. Sintered rims are
generally Fe-rich and relatively Si-poor, with Fe abundances typically above 30 wt. %, while Si
abundances are rarely above 20 wt% and only in the case of Semarkona rims, reflecting their
olivine-rich nature (Fig. 4.14). This relationship is most recognizable among rims from NWA
5717 and Watonga, in which 73% and 81%, respectively, of analyzed rims have compositions
with ≥ 35 wt.% Fe. Moreover, 90 – 95% of all analyzed rims from these two meteorites have
bulk Fe concentrations ≥ 28 wt. %. This contrasts the bulk Fe concentration of Semarkona
sintered rims, of which only 60% of rims have ≥ 28 wt.% Fe. The Si concentrations of average
rim analyses from NWA 5717 and Watonga are 12.5 – 18.3 wt.% Si. This somewhat contrasts
the bulk rim concentrations of Si in rims from Semarkona, where only 80% of analyzed rims are
≤ 20 wt.% Si. Although bulk elemental abundances from Bishunpur appear more similar to those
of NWA 5717 and Watonga, the small sampling size (i.e. only 3 rims) prevents a statistically
robust comparison. Nevertheless, although sintered rims are generally Fe-rich and Si-poor, this
distinction is less apparent in rims from Semarkona than in rims from other UOCs.
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Table 4.3 – Bulk rim compositions for FeO-rich silicate rims from Semarkona.

Table 4.4 – Bulk rim compositions for FeO-rich silicate rims in NWA 5717.
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Table 4.5 – Bulk rim composition for FeO-rich silicate rims in Watonga.
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Table 4.6 – Bulk rim composition for FeO-rich silicate rims in Bishunpur.

Fig. 4.14 – Bulk composition of fine-grained rims of Semarkona, NWA 5717, Watonga, and
Bishunpur. Each rim datum point represents an average of defocused (5 µm beam) rim analyses
for a single chondrule rim, avoiding mineral inclusions >5 µm. The number of analyses for
average matrix data are noted. Solar abundance is from Lodders, 2010.
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4.3.6.1. FeO-rich silicate rims

The bulk rim compositions (normalized to 100%) between the 4 UOCs analyzed herein
are broadly similar to each other, although the elemental distribution for Bishunpur (normalized
to Mg and CI chondrite) is flattened to a larger extent, showing less variation, than for the other 3
chondrites (Fig. 4.15). Although the average elemental composition for both FeO-rich rims and
matrices are generally similar, there are distinctions when examining the overall range of rim
compositions. For the FeO-rich silicate rims from all chondrites, the refractory elements show a
narrower distribution than bulk matrices, while conversely having a higher range in their
siderophile elements (Fe, Ni), and S (Fig. 4.15). In particular, the compositional fields for rims
and matrix begin to decouple for moderately volatile elements, with rims exhibiting enrichment
relative to matrices (Na, K, Fe, Ni, S, Fig. 4.15a). Rims also seem to have a subtler enrichment in
Si, Cr, and Mn relative to matrices, though the total range for both do strongly overlap.
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Fig. 4.15 – Bulk rim (blue field) and matrix (black field) compositions normalized to the element
Mg and CI chondrites for Semakrona (a), NWA 5717 (b), Watonga (c), and Bishunpur (d).
Elements are arranged in the order of condensation temperature at a pressure of 10–4 atm.
Fine-grained rims are generally low in Mg, Al, and Ca, while other elements such as
moderately volatile Mn and K are virtually absent; some Semarkona rims contain minor Na, P
and Cr, though such elements are lower in abundances in the rims from the other UOCs. FeOrich rims have variable amounts of S, ranging from at or near detection limit (0.06 wt.%) to
nearly 8 wt. % for some Semarkona rims.
The bulk compositions of FeO-rich silicate rims extend away from bulk matrix in the Fe
apex on ternary diagrams normalized to 3 major elemental end members: Fe, Si + Al, Mg, Fig.
4.14). Bulk major elements of rims reflect their Fe-rich compositions; for all rim data, Mg
abundances range from ~4 – 16 wt% and Fe ranges from ~44 – 78 wt%. The combined
abundance of Si + Al for rims has a maximum value of ~41 wt.%, which is nearly identical to the
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mean value for average matrix in all chondrites (range: ~39 – 43 wt.%; Fig. 4.14a,c,d). The
exception to this is NWA 5717, which has rim analyses that reflect lower Si + Al and higher Fe
(Fig. 4.14b). Indeed, for all chondrites, the lowest average Fe composition for rims plot very near
the respective average matrix composition. Matrix, thus, pegs a continuum of Fe-rich bulk
compositions from that of matrices, which is especially evident in Bishunpur (Fig. 4.14d). The
lone exception to this is the average bulk rim composition of C18 from NWA 5717 (red circle,
Fig. 4.14b). This object, however, is actually a large lithic fragment (Chapter 3, Fig. 3.4) with an
outer fine-grained rim with a bulk major element composition that most closely resembles solar
compared to all average rim and matrix data points.
Fine-grained rims around type I chondrules have higher concentrations of Fe than rims
around type II chondrules. Average Fe wt.% of rims around type I chondrules is ~40 wt. %,
whereas the same average for rims around type II chondrules ranges 25 – 30 wt. %. While this
distinction of rim composition is evident in NWA 5717, in Watonga, and Bishunpur, the rims
around both type I and type II chondrules in Semarkona have much closer average Fe
concentrations. In the case of Semarkona, the minimum Fe abundance of type I chondrule rims is
29 wt. %, yet the maximum Fe abundance of Semarkona type II chondrule rims is 28 wt. %. For
NWA 5717 and Watonga, the same relative overlap in Fe abundance is less pronounced, with ~ 7
wt. separating the minimum and maximum Fe content between the rims of type I and type II
chondrules as opposed to only about 1 wt. % difference in Semarkona. As such, the
compositional distinction between fine-grained rims among UOC chondrules is not as robust for
rimmed Semarkona chondrules as for rimmed chondrules from other UOCs.
The bulk compositions of FeO-rich rims are clearly enriched in Fe relative to fine-grained
matrix material. The composition of the majority of fine-grained rims in Semarkona (Fig. 4.14a)
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more closely resembles matrix, than in the other UOCs, the majority of which (> 50%) have at
least 60 wt% Fe (Fig. 4.14b-c). By contrast, rim compositions from NWA 5717, Watonga, and
Bishunpur are more evenly distributed between lowest and highest Fe values. As such, the
compositional trend for all fine-grained rims, including those from Semarkona, extends from
near the bulk matrix compositions towards the Fe apex of the ternary diagram. The most Fe-rich
analyses, however still contain Mg, Si + Al abundances amounting to ~20%. Although matrices
are, generally, within the same range of Fe-content as solar composition, they are also depleted
in Mg and enriched in Si and Al relative to solar composition.

4.3.7. The mineralogy and petrology of fine-grained rims

Both FeO-rich and S-rich rims have highly unequilibrated mineral assemblages that are
petrographically unique. For FeO-rich and S-rich rims, respectively, numerous objects (minerals,
lithic fragments, and microchondrules) are included within a groundmass of fluffy FeO-rich
silicate material (Fig. 4.1), or Fe-sulfide-rich and/or Fe-oxide material (Fig. 4.3). The fluffy FeOrich material appears sintered with submicron intergrowths of groundmass within (Fig. 4.6, 4.7,
4.9a,b, fig. 4.16b,c). In some mixed-sulfide silicate rims, Fe-sulfide grains are interspersed
among the sintered ferroan groundmass. The composition of the FeO-rich groundmass, though
not stoichiometric, is fayalite-normative. S-rich rims are divided between those that exhibit a
dense packing of inclusions and those that contain a paucity of inclusions. The S-rich rims that
are rich in inclusions typically have mineral and lithic fragments (described below) included
within a mono-sulfide groundmass, which is usually troilite, and commonly forms an inner Srich rim associated with FeO-rich rims. The other group of S-rich rims, which typically occur as
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singular rims without an outer fine-grained rim, generally lack inclusions and have a more
complex heterogenous mixtures of metallic phases (Fe-Ni-metal with wide ranging Nicompositions), sulfidic phases (troilite, pentlandite), and Fe-oxides, generally magnetite.
Similarly, permeating S-rims typically lack inclusions, though some contain minute metal grains
(Fig. 4.11a).
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Fig. 4.16 – C11 from Semarkona and its fine-grained rim. (a) BSE image shows C11 is a type I
PO chondrule that possesses a continuous rim. that has as inclusions. (b) Rims of C11 (right) and
C10 (left) in direct contact with each other, as well as an adjacent lithic fragment and matrix.
Rims of both C11 and C10 conform to the surface of their respective host chondrules and wrap
around each chondrule to accommodate space for porous, fine-grained matrix material. The
matrix is dark gray, indicative of lower Fe-content than for either of the fine-grained rims, and is
more porous than the fine-grained rims. Note that matrix material fills the space between the two
fine-grained rims. (c) Mineralogy of the Fe-rich fine-grained rim (f.g.r.) surrounding C11,
juxtaposed to the Fe-poor f.g.r. of a type II chondrule (C10; Fig. 3.2b). Rim inclusions include:
silicate fragments of olivine and pyroxene (px), microchondrules (µ-chond), Fe-sulfide (sul) and
Fe-Ni-metal grains and corroded metal. Metallic grains show up as bright inclusions in BSE.
Type I chondrules (C11) have a greater abundance of inclusions that rims of type II chondrules
(C10). Rims around type I chondrules, however, lack the coarse-grained sulfides and corroded
metal grains that occur along the surface of type II chondrules.
4.3.8. Rim inclusions

Fine-grained rims have a largely diverse array of inclusions ranging from mineral
fragments to monomineralic and polymineralic lithic fragments, as well as metal-sulfide-rich
(opaque) nodules (Fig. 4.16c, 4.17). FeO-rich rims have inclusions encompassing 5 – 20 % of the
total rim area, while inclusion-rich inner S-rich rims have inclusion encompassing 25 – 45 % of
the total rim area. In the latter, metal grains make up to ~7 % of the total rim area, while in the
former, metal grains are typically ≤1 %. Inclusion-poor S-rich rims are usually completely
devoid of inclusions, but some exceptionally thick examples contain small secondary chondrules
(Fig. 4.3b).
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(a)

(b)
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(c)
Fig. 4.17 – BSE images of rim inclusions from NWA 5717. (a) Several rim inclusions from the
FeO-rich silicate rim of C14, which include mineral fragments and a microchondrule. Mineral
fragments range from angular to rounded olivines and pyroxenes, as well as metal and sulfide
grains, all of which range from 1 – 20 µm. Numerous submicron grains are also dispersed within
the fayalitic groundmass. (b) Rim inclusions from C1, which has an inner S-rich rim and an outer
FeO-rich rim. The inner rim is heavily embayed and often has many divots throughout the
contact with the outer rim. Fine-grained Fe-silicate-rich material form the outer rim also
permeates inwards towards and is in contact with the surface of the chondrule core. Mineral
inclusions include angular low-Ca pyroxene and sub-rounded to rounded olivine, all of which
exhibit robust zoning of more Fe-rich compostions. The composition of the outer zone of one
such olivine grain (Fa62.7) is Fe-enriched by ~140% relative to the composition of the grain core
(Fa26). The vast majority of inclusions in the outer rim are apparently submicron in size. (c) C47
from NWA 5717 showing a highly irregular chondrule surface of C47 as well as a plethora of
inclusions within the fine-grained rim. The white arrow points to a founded chondrule fragment
(avg. dia. 83 µm) that is composed of tens-micron-sized low-Ca pyroxene, some of which have
zoned Ca-rich pyroxene along the edges of phenocrysts, as well as micron-sized Fe metal blebs.
The 23 µm CC-microchondrule (c47-73 in Table 1, black arrow) provides a size comparison
with larger rounded chondrule and lithic fragments.
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4.3.8.1. Mineral inclusions in FeO-rich rims

Fig. 4.18 – Mineral analyses of chondrule pyroxene, along with pyroxene and olivine mineral
inclusions within fine-grained rims.
Embedded within the sintered groundmass of FeO-rich silicate and mixed-sulfide silicate
rims are inclusions of olivine and pyroxene, as well as Fe-Ni-metal and sulfide grains (Fig.
4.16c). Olivine and pyroxene show a wide range of compositions even within the same rim (Fig.
4.18). Rims contain magnesian olivine with wide-ranging compositions (Fa6-30) with some FeOrich olivine up to Fa80 (Fig. 4.18c). Pyroxene grains include enstatite (En90-99), low-Ca pyroxene
(Wo2.8 Fs11), and Ca-rich pyroxene (Wo36 Fs5.3)(Fig. 4.18a). Rare Ca-rich plagioclase grains are
also found within FeO-rich rims. Compositions for mineral fragments included within rims are
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within the range of mineral phenocrysts from within chondrules (Fig. 4.18, Table 4.7, 4.8). Some
grains have distinct dual-mineralogy as evident in the outer FeO-rich zones and magnesian cores
(Fig. 4.17a).
Fine-grained rims contain minerals that are similar to the major phases contained within
type I chondrules. However, their sizes are typically smaller than those of porphyritic
chondrules, the maximum limit possibly controlled by rim thicknesses. Additionally, the mineral
phases may also contain secondary overgrowths. Most silicate rim inclusions, thus, formed from
the same precursor material as the mineral phenocrysts of chondrules, but experienced secondary
mineralization evident in the ferroan olivine overgrowths. Rounded grains that are zoned have
thicker overgrowths than angular fragments (Fig. 4.17a,b). The overgrowths have compositions
that strongly resemble the bulk of the surrounding FeO-rich groundmass of the silicate rims.
Such FeO-zoning (diffusion) is also evident among microchondrules (replacement) and other
monomineralic inclusions. Not only did this secondary process affect rounded grains more
efficiently than angular grains, it is possible that the secondary process directly contributed to the
rounding of formerly angular grains, though the process is not fully understood. Large (>40 µm)
inclusions of chondrule and lithic fragments within rims are often associated with the Fe-sulfiderich material that is either affixed to the edge of the inclusion, or occur as wisps of sulfide that
permeate around the inclusion within the fine-grained rim (Fig. 4.17c, 4.19). Some smaller
monomineralic inclusions, however, are associated with Fe-sulfides within their approximate
vicinity of the fine-grained rim (Fig. 4.17a).
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Table 4.7 – Representative olivine compositions of chondrule phenocrysts, including Mg# and
end member fayalite (Fa).
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Table 4.7 continued – Representative olivine compositions of chondrule phenocrysts, including
Mg# and end member fayalite (Fa).
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Table 4.8 – Pyroxene analyses of chondrule phenocrysts from NWA 5717, which include Mg#
and end member compositions: enstatite (En); ferrosilite (Fs); wollastonite (Wo).
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Fig. 4.19 – BSE image of non-igneous rims around part of C18 form NWA 5717. An inner Srich rim contains numerous angular to sub-rounded inclusions of mostly pyroxene, with fewer
amounts of olivine and Fe-Ni-metal. An outer FeO-rich silicate rim contains inclusions of
mineral fragments, as well as rounded lithic fragments. Fe-sulfide is also included in the outer
rim. Certain rounded lithic fragments have wisps of Fe-sulfide that surrounded them.
Most of the rims studied contain microchondrules, which range from 1–40 µm in size,
though are mostly <20 µm with cryptocrystalline textures (as also noted by Krot et al., 1997 and
Bigolski et al., 2016). Microchondrules with microporphyritic textures are also present,
containing olivine phenocrysts less than 1µm in size (Fig. 4.16c, 4.17a). In many cases, the
microchondrules contain sharply bound FeO-rich rinds. These rinds are generally not completely
concentric, and often occupy a crescent-shaped portion of the microchondrule. In some cases, the
microchondrules have similar compositions and texture to the host chondrule. These
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microchondrules clearly crystallized from molten droplets compositionally similar to the host
chondrule and most likely experienced the same igneous history and formed contemporaneously
with their host chondrules (Bigolski et al., 2016; Dobrică and Brearley, 2016). Microchondrules
are discussed in greater detail in Chapter 5.

4.3.8.2. Mineral inclusions in S-rich rims

Chondrules that contain inner S-rich rims typically have mineral fragments included
within. These include magnesian pyroxene and lesser amounts of magnesian olivine and Fe-Nimetal (Fig. 4.4, 4.9, 4.17b, 4.19). Such inner S-rich rims can also form peninsulas that have
mineral fragments equally distributed throughout. S-rich rims have similar inclusions on the
micron-scale as their FeO-rich silicate counterparts (Fig. 4.17b, 4.19). As in FeO-rich silicate
rims, mineral fragments can be zoned with FeO-enriched material relative to the more magnesian
core (Fig. 4.17a,b). The groundmass, however, tends to lack the submicron inclusions common
in FeO-rich silicate rims, though some inner S-rims have ferroan olivine inclusions ≤1 µm (Fig.
4.17b). Inner S-rich rims can also contain other types of monomineralic inclusions, such as
fayalitic olivine that resembles the Fe-silicate rich groundmass of outer FeO-rich rims, or zoned
mineral fragments that are commonly found within FeO-rich silicate rims (Fig. 4.4c, 4.17).
Inclusion-rich rims range in their concentration of mineral inclusions from a low range of ~15 –
25 % of the rim (Fig. 4.4c, 4.17b, 4.22a) up to ~45 % (Fig. 4.19). S-rich rims tend to lack
inclusions, outside of the rare exceptions (Fig. 4.9).
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4.3.8.3. Lithic fragment and chondrule fragment inclusions

Some rims also contain lithic fragments, as well as rounded chondrule-like inclusions
within exceptionally thick portions of fine-grained rim (Fig. 4.17c, 4.19). Sulfide-rich opaque
nodules, common features along the surfaces of type I chondrules, are also found as independent
inclusions within fine-grained rims (Fig. 4.20). In certain cases, whole chondrules are present in
FeO-rich rims (Fig. 4.21) and S-rich rims (e.g., C3, NWA 5717, Fig. 4.9).

While such

chondrules may be considered microchondrules, they are too large and are above the 40 µm
maximum size limit (see Chapter 5). Such chondrules are not only of the same textural type as
their primary counterparts, but also share similar mineralogy and compositions (i.e. type I RP
chondrules).
Other types of rare inclusions include amoeboid-olivine aggregates (AOAs). A particular
AOA inclusions occurs around C1, a type II PO chondrule from NWA 5717 that contains an
inner S-rich rim surrounded in turn by an outer FeO-rich silicate rim (Fig. 417b, 4.22). Located
at the contact of the two rim types, the AOA contains mineralogy typical of AOAs: magnesian
olivine grains associated with a Ti-bearing Ca-rich pyroxene (Fig. 4.22b). The object is broken
along ~50 % of it’s surface, as evident by the discontinuous outer zone of low-Ca pyroxne, as
well as FeO-rich rim material extending within the object. Ni-rich Fe-metal grains also are found
within the objects, as well as decorating the surface of an intact portion of the low-Ca pyroxene
(Fig. 4.22b).
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Fig. 4.20 – Sulfide-rich opaque nodules within the rims of C1, and Al-rich chondrule from
Semarkona. (a) BSE image showing the chondrule and surrounding fine-grained rim containing
an opaque nodule as an independent inclusion within the rim. C1 contains numerous metallic
blebs ranging in size from 1 – 80 µm. These blebs are mostly embedded outside of olivine
grains, though some small blebs are poikalitically included within phenocrysts. The opaque
nodule measures ~100 µm and has a rim that ranges ~20 – 40 µm. C1 also has a corroded nodule
affixed to the bottom region of its surface ~40 µm from a corroded internal bleb and is ~80 µm
to the left of the rim-included nodule. Two plucked blebs are also apparent. (b – e) X-ray
element mosaics of (a), which correspond to Red-Green-Blue elements as follows: (b) Mg-CaAl; (c) Si-Mg-Ca; (d) Mg-Al-Si; (e) Fe-Ni-S. C1 contains euhedral forsteritic olivine phenocrysts
within a mesostasis that consists of needle-like Ca-rich pyroxene intergrown with Al-rich glass.
Also present are spinel, which along with the Ca-rich pyroxene, is more abundant towards the
chondrule’s surface. (f – i) X-ray element mosaics of the opaque nodules and surrounding
material, which correspond to Red-Green-Blue elements as follows: (f) Mg-Al-Si; (g) Fe-Ni-S;
(h) P-S-Fe; (i) P-Ca-Cr. The nodule has a Fe-rich core with variable Ni that decreases way from
the center towards the rim. Ni hotspots are evident towards the outer portions of the nodule’s
core along the contact with a complex outer zone of Fe-sulfide and Fe-oxide. P and Cr are also
present as grows emanating from the outer zone of the nodule into the nodule’s core, with more
complex distribution throughout the outer zone itself. P and Cr hotspots also occur as minute
grains within the interchondrule matrix. Additionally, a zoned sulfide grain occurs below the
opaque nodule. This grain has a core of rounded magnesian silicates at its core, which is
surrounded by monosulfide (i.e. FeS in troilite) as an inner zone, which is in turn surrounded by
an outer zone of pyrite. The outermost zone is coarse-grained Fe-oxide.
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Fig. 4.21 – C17 from Watonga-1 and inclusions within its FeO-rich fine-grained rim. (a) BSE
images of C17, a type I RP chondrule with low-Ca-pyroxene exhibiting Ca-rich pryoxene
overgrowths, as well as euhedral olivine and submicron-sized metallic blebs. The rim contains a
multitude of inclusions, many of which are microchondrules, though some are rounded, porous
mineral fragments. (insert). This chondrule also have a secondary type I RP chondrule
embedding within the fine-grained rim. It is flattened on the side facing it’s larger primary
chondrule counterpart. Note that FeO-rich veins rim through both primary chondrule and the
fine-grained rim itself. (b, c) SE image (b) and Fe-Ni-S element map (c) of the FeO-rich silicate
rim and the inclusions therein, as well as the adjacent fine-grained matrix and inclusions therein.
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Fig. 4.22 – BSE images of C1 form NWA 5717, with inner sulfide-rim and outer fine-grained
rim. A) Upper portion of C1 sulfide/fine-grained rims that show numerous inclusions. B) Minute
AOA-like object (20 x 12 µm) included along the contact between the sulfide-rich and FeO-rich
rims. It is composed of central Ti-bearing calcium-rich pyroxene (Ti-cpx) surrounded by
euhedral olivine (ol), which are both in turn zoned by low-calcium pyroxene (low-Ca px). Nirich Fe-metal grains occur outside and within the object. Fe-rich veins also permeate through the
AOA and form along grain boundaries.
To summarize, fine-grained rims are features that surround all types of chondrules and
are common in the least equilibrated UOCs. They are composed of a fine-grained groundmass
with numerous inclusions, Such rims are broadly divided between FeO-rich rims, which have a
Fe-silicate-rich groundmass, and Fe-sulfide-rich rims, which lack Fe-silicate-rich groundmass
outside of fayalitic inclusions.
In the case of FeO-rich silicate rims, the distinguishing characteristics include: 1) the fine
grain-size (≤ 1 µm) of their groundmass; 2) their Fe-rich composition identifiable in BSE maps
as light gray coatings surrounding a chondrule core; 3) the sintered appearance of groundmass
and Fe-rich overgrowths that surround rim inclusions. they have ≤10 % S-rich material.
Mixed-sulfide silicate rims are a subset of FeO-rich silicate rims owing to their 1)
silicate-rich groundmasses; 2) common petrographic features as observed in FeO-rich silicate
rims; 3) similar outer layering with respect to inner sulfide-rich rims. These rims contain ~10 –
60 % S-rich material.
S-rich rims are defined by a groundmass dominated by sulfides, though may be mixed
with Fe-oxide. Petrographically, S-rich rims occur as 1) singular rims that lack appreciable
mineral inclusions; 2) inner rims that often have included numerous silicate inclusions, among
others; 3) permeating rims that propagate through the outer portions of chondrules. These rims
contain >60 % S-rich material, though may also contain appreciable amounts of Fe-oxide in
some such rims.
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4.3.9. Compositional zoning within fine-grained rims

Line transects of 5µm defocused beam (EMPA) spots show that compositions for single
fine-grained rims generally do not deviate strongly from chondrule surface to rim edge (Fig.
4.23). However, some rims do show a gradual decrease in Fe farther away from the chondrule
core surface, with less prominent increases in Si, and in rare cases, Al. Some rims from NWA
5717 and Watonga, have an even sharper decrease in Fe as compositional line transects approach
outer layers of fine-grained rim material. These outer zones are not continuous layers, are usually
in contact with metal and / or sulfide grains along the inner boundary with the continuous finegrained rim, and are absent in Semarkona and Bishunpur.
Although sintered rims are generally Mg-poor, several cases in Watonga have inner rims
with lower Fe and increased amounts of Mg and Si, and in some instances, minor amounts of Ca
(Fig. 4.24). Such portions of these sintered rims occur as inner regions of material found along
divots and depressions ~5-10 µm in relief compared with the surrounding fine-grained
rim/chondrule surface (Fig. 4.24b,c). Such relatively Fe-depleted rim material is nonetheless
more Fe-rich than surrounded fine-grained matrix (Fig. 4.25c). Inner portions of rims along
chondrule surface depressions (e.g. divots, embayments, etc.), record a reaction relationship with
the inner chondrule core. By contrast, Fe-rich grains within the matrix record smaller-scale
diffusion of Fe on a grain-by-grain case and completely lack evidence of sintering.
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Fig. 4.23 – Compositional transects across the fine-grained rim of C11 from NWA 5717 (c11rim3), as well as parallel to the chondrule core (c11-rim5). The plot shows mild zoning, with ~5
wt. % increase in Fe from the rim’s edge to the chondrule core’s surface, while there is no
compositional variation observed in the parallel transect along the chondrule surface.
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Fig. 4.24 – BSE images of C18 (PP) from Watonga-1 (a) and details of fine-grained rims (b-e).
Compositional transects annotated in (c – e) are plotted in Fig 3.16). (a) The fine-grained rim
surrounding this chondrule is continuous and fill divots and embayments along the highly
irregular surface of the chondrule core. Many of these embayments are filled with a sintered Ferich material that permeates within the host chondrule. These inner embayments of sintered
material also contain submicron inclusions of more Mg-rich silicates, minute wisps of sulfide
and rounded aggregates of FeO-rich material. The rim that resides outwards of the embayment
lacks such minute Mg-rich silicate inclusions and is this more Fe-rich. (c) Transect through inner
rim to pyroxene phenocryst of C18.
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Fig. 4.25 – Compositional transects through the sintered rim around C18(a, b) as well as through
adjacent matrix (c).
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Compositional transects of FeO-rich silicate rims show varying degree of Fe-enrichment
of the rim groundmass (Fig. 4.23 – 4.27). Relatively minor elements such as Mg and Al may
occur at higher concentrations nearer the chondrule core surface, typically as inner layers of the
fine-grained rim or as material that fills embayed surfaces or divots along the chondrule core
surface (Fig. 4.24, 4.25). This material forms sharp contacts between the underlying host
chondrule, while a subtler yet nonetheless petrographically and compositionally recognizable
boundary with outer quintessential Fe-rich sintered rim material (Fig. 4.24b-d). Such inner zones
of fine-grained rim material are always associated with the surfaces of irregularly shaped host
chondrules that often have corroded opaque nodules situated along them. The silicates are minute
(i.e. submicron) and appear to be often overgrown with Fe-silicates. As is evident in the
compositional trends, both Mg and Al, and to a lesser extend Ca, increase at the expense of Fe
(Fig. 4.25, 4.27). Such a relationship occurs as transects move away from the host chondrule
surface. It is important to note, however, that portions of the fine-grained rim in contact with an
inner S-rim appear to have higher Fe than portions of the central rim material, though such an
occurrence has only been observed in C11 and C18 of NWA 5717 (Figs. 4.23, 4.26e, 4.27f).
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Fig. 4.26 - BSE images of C18 from NWA 5717, which is a large fractured chondrule, or a lithic
clast, that has 1) an inner sulfide rim; 2) outer fine-grained rim that is zoned.
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Fig. 4.27 – Compositional transects across fine-grained rims from C18. All transects were
collected from the inner portion of the rim towards the outer boundary, with the exception of the
single transect across fine-grained matrix.
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4.4. Summary and Discussion

4.4.1. General petrology of fine-grained rims.

The fine-grained chondrule rims in the UOCs analyzed are a testament to the primitive,
unequilibrated nature of these meteorites and indicate low degrees of metamorphism (c.f. Kurat,
1970; King and King, 1981; Christophe-Michel Levy, 1976; Allen et al. 1980; Alexander et al.
1989a,b; among many others). Their ubiquity as shells of material at least partly, if not
completely, surrounding all chondrule textural types establish these rims as having formed at
least during the cooling stage of chondrule formation, if not long thereafter (Alexander et al.
1989; Lauretta et al. 2003).
Fe-rich silicate (sintered) fine-grained rims are ubiquitous in all UOCs of the least
equilibrated OCs (petrologic subtype < 3.2). The rims have a sharply defined outer surface in
contact with chondrite matrix and the outer surface of the host chondrule. They occur as
continuous rims that completely surround the host chondrule, or as discontinuous and/or partial
rims that surround the host chondrule. With the exception of Bishunpur, which contains the least
amount of continuous rims (38%), for the UOCs studied here, 64 – 69 % of the rimmed
chondrules have continuous rims inducating a low degree of breakage during chondrite
accretion.
While patches of FeO-rich fine-grained material, compositionally similar to the rims,
may occur in some portions of interchondrule matrix, texturally they are different and do not
appear sintered like the rims. Some rim material does appear to be isolated in the matrix.
However, such material may in fact be the edge of a fine-grained chondrule rim exposed during
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thin sectioning.
The data do not show a strong relationship between chondrule diameter and rim thickness
in UOCs (Fig. 4.13). This relationship, unlike for rims around chondrules from other chondrite
groups (e.g., CMs), suggests a singular event that produced the fine-grained rims from UOCs, as
opposed to a continuous process such as the accretion of dust in stages that adheres to the surface
chondrules in the solar nebula (Metzler 1992, 2004) or cyclic sedimentation of varying mineral
components in CVs (i.e., Allende – MacPherson et al., 1985). It is clear, however, that the
sintering of Fe-rich silicate rims upon the surfaces of respective chondrule cores postdates the
emplacement of inner sulfide-rich rims, especially for those silicate rims that contain mixedsulfides and corroded sulfides that form outwards-grown veins from inner sulfide-rim rims (e.g.
C35, NWA 5717, Fig. 4.11a). Such a relative chronology, however, does not necessarily
preclude a simultaneous formation for certain complex sulfide- and FeO-rich rims (e.g. fig.
4.5e,f).

4.4.2. Fine-grained rim types

As outlined above, rims can be divided into sulfide-poor and sulfide-rich varieties with
transitional types that have varying mixtures of FeO-rich silicate and Fe-sulfide material. For
convience, the rims are divided into 3 major types: 1) the FeO-rich silicate rims (S <10 %); 2)
mixed-sulfide silicate rims (S 10 – 60 %) and 3) S-rich rims ( S >60 %). S-rich rims can be
further subdivied into three subtypes: 1) singular S-rich rims (rims without monomineralic
inclusions); 2) inner S-rich rims (rims rich in monomineralic inclusions); 3) permeating S-rich
rims.
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4.4.3. Comparative petrology of FeO-rich rims and fine-grained matrix

The FeO-rich silicate rims and mixed-sulfide silicate rims are sintered aggregates
composed of a groundmass of interlocking ferroan olivine that supports numerous mineral
fragments on the micron-scale, as well as larger mineral fragments up to tens-of-microns,
extending up to and including microchondrules, and in some cases lithic and mineral fragments
that resemble rounded portions of the host chondrule (Fig. 4.16c, 4.17, Bigolski et al., 2016). The
fayalitic groundmass of the rims typically shows low electron probe totals either due to porosity
or the presence of hydrous minerals (see Chapter 6, Bigolski and Weisberg, 2015). Matrix is
more porous and does not appear to be sintered like the rims. Fine-grained matrix has lower Fe
concentrations compared to the fine-grained rim material and matrix appears to have a higher
abundance of hydrous phyllosilicates.
When comparing fractions of fine-grained material, interchondrule fine-grained matrix is
much more heterogeneous than fine-grained rims (Bigolski et al., 2013b; 2015a). However,
among the fine-grained material in UOCs, aqueous alteration is the most pervasive in Semarkona
(Hutchison et al., 1987; Scott et al., 1988; Alexander et al., 1989b). In the case of Semarkona,
matrix is composed predominantly of a porous aggregate of submicron-sized grains of silicate
mixed with metallic Fe-Ni, troilite, magnetite, maghemite, spinel, and calcite (Huss et al., 1981;
Nagahara, 1984; Matsunami, 1984; Hutchison et al., 1987). Interstitial spaces between such
grains have been filled with smectite and fayalitic material during secondary alteration,
presumably within a hydrated parent body setting (Hutchison et al., 1987; Alexander et al.,
1989b), thus reducing the initial porosity of such aggregated submicron-sized grains. The
relatively compact nature of fine-grained rims compared with matrix material, the latter of which
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also has higher percentages of phyllosilicates (Bigolski et al., 2013a), suggests a lower degree of
alteration in the rims compared to matrix. In addition, secondary processes evident in rims, such
as enrichment in FeO of silicate inclusions (e.g., mineral fragments, microchondrules), with
predominantly fayalitic material distinguish it from matrix (Bigolski et al., 2016). Thus rims
show a different alteration history than adjacent matrix, suggesting pre-lithification alteration for
the rims. Compositional differences between fine-grained rims and matrix, such as differences in
FeO and Al2O3 contents, may also reflects variable mixing of primary and secondary minerals.
Reaction of FeO with silica, either derived from chondrule mesostasis (Alexander et al., 1989a),
or delivered as dust adhering to chondrule surfaces (Bigolski et al., 2016), could be responsible
for the formation of fayalitic olivine within fine-grained rims as well as matrix.
The elemental compositions of fine-grained materials (rims and matrices) of all the
meteorites studied show wide-ranging compositions that reflect the unequilibrated nature of
these meteorites (Fig. 4.15). Compositionally, fine-grained rims tend to be less enriched with
respect to the most refractory elements than matrix, though this is not always the case in all
UOCs. In all cases, however, the rims are clearly more Fe-enriched relative to matrix. The wide
spread of elemental abundacnes, relative to CI chondrite, in NWA 5717 and Watonga (Fig.
4.15b,c) confirm that they are highly unequilibrqted chondrites. These are UOCs of low
metamorphic grade and show lower degrees of hydrous alteration than Semarkona.

4.4.4. Fine-grained rims as records of the erosion of chondrule surfaces

Inner contacts between fine-grained rims and chondrule core show evidence of reaction
between FeO-rich rim material and the outer magnesian (mostly pyroxene) shell of type I
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chondrules. The reaction represents the weathering of the chondrules surface concomitant to the
formation of the fine-grained rim itself. Plastic deformation through heating may have formed
such reaction textures. In most cases, the process would go to completion when oxidizing agents
that formed the FeO-rich silicates were completely consumed. However, many type I chondrule
surfaces preserve a partial reaction along the surface. This is often associated with embayments
and protuberances. I infer that the reheating of chondrules occurred simultaneously with
accretion of dusty coatings. This resulted in formation of irregular surfaces of type I chondrules
and produced the inner reaction textures, the protuberances and protrusions, and likely the
ubiquitous microchondrules in the fine-grained rims of type I chondrules. Microchondrules may
the result of protuberances and protrusions that completely detached from the surface of the
chondrules.
Many fine-grained rims show evidence of abrasion and disaggregation. There are broken
chondrule surfaces that contain no rim material. I surmise that these are chondrule fragments that
formed rims prior to breakage and final accretion on the parent body. Broken chondrules and
clasts of fine-grained rim material could have formed through the disruption of early-formed
aggregates of rimmed chondrules that became broken up though low-velocity collisions. This,
once more, points to rim formation and alteration prior to final accretion.

4.4.5. The formation of sulfides

S-rich rims are considered to have formed quite rapidly prior to the formation of FeO-rich
rims based on their textural location inner to the FeO-rich rims. The formation of ~1 mm-thick
sulfide-rims resulting from reaction of H2S gas and metallic Fe surfaces have been modeled to
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form ~101 years at 700K (~425 ºC) (Lauretta et al., 1996b). Sulfide-rich rims around chondrules
have previously been linked to layers of sulfide-rims around metal grains in the Allan Hills
(ALHA) 76004 LL3.3 chondrite; in both cases sulfide formation may have resulted during a post
accretion heating event within the LL parent body (Lauretta et al., 1996a). However, lower
petrologic type chondrites, such as Semarkona, NWA 5715 and Wotanga were not heated these
temperatures in an asteroidal setting. Lauretta et al., (2001) studied Bishunpur sulfide-rich rims
and concluded that the sulfides formed from corroded metal within a dust-rich environment
following the chondrule-forming event. In this scenario, rim formation may have proceeded from
migration of interior metal grains after equilibration with a chondrule under high temperature
and reducing conditions. The expulsion of metal blebs from within the chondrule interior would
have also lead to simultaneous formation of fayalitic material within FeO-rich rims. Some
precursor material in the form of metallic Fe grains could have also accreted as dust preceding
sulfidation to form S-rich rims. Alternatively, due to the evidence of low shock-grade (S2) for
Bishunpur, as well as the presence of cataclastic matrix (Nelson and Rubin, 2002), S-rich rims
could have formed from mobilization of pre-exisitng sulfide into the interstitial spaces in an
ephemeral parent body that was subsequently disrupted to form the sulfide-rimmed chondrules
(Kojima et al., 2003). The formation of FeO-rich rims would have presumably occurred after
such asteroidal break-up. However, all sulfide rims probably did not form in the same way.
Sulfide mobilization seems more likely to form inner sulfide-rich rims containing mineral
inclusions, presumably incorporated into the rim from the chondrule core, rather than mixedsulfide rims or the permeating rims present around many chondrules, since the later rim types
show evidence of reactions with gaseous phases. Sulfide mobilization would presumably react
with some of the silicate material along chondrule surfaces, thus facilitating Fe-enrichment of
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silicates. In other cases, the complex rimming of sulfide-rich material that intrudes some
chondrules, coupled with inclusions of secondary chondrules within the rim, implies a rapid
process involving collisions of free-floating objects (e.g., C3, NWA 5717, Fig. 4.9).
Chondrule formation has been posited to have proceeded from impact of early generation
planetesimals (e.g. Johnson et al., 2015) and such presumed impacts are hypothesized to have
formed the sulfide- magnetite inclusions within the outer portions of type I chondrules in CV3s
(Kaba and Vigarano) (Marrocchi et al., 2016). Sulfide-rich rims with associated magnetite are
rare in UOCs and have only been observed in Semarkona. The reaction of sulfide with FeO-rich
rim material could also be explained by increased dust injected within the chondrule-forming
environment in the aftermath of impact plumes (Fedkin and Grossman, 2013; Visscher and
Fegley, 2013). It remains unclear, however, whether such posited events could form corroded
metal to form inner sulfide-rims en masse while preferentially forming outer FeO-rich rims
around type I chondrules as observed in UOCs. It seems likely that precursor metal would have
instead reached the chondrule surface by 1) expulsion from within the chondrule as they passed
along mesostasis-guided conduits between pyroxene and olivine phenocrysts, or 2) as grains
settled onto the surface of the chondrule that was cooling after a heating event. Sulfur gas would
have preferentially been consumed before oxidation of silicates via reaction with O2 and/or water
vapor. Either scenario has sulfide-rich rims forming in a pre-accretionary environment within the
solar nebula. I surmise that the formation of sulfide-rich rims would have occurred within the
snowline, while migrating chondrules were reheated and accreted ice-coated dust grains beyond
the snowline at slightly greater AU, thus reacting with the reheated pyroxene-dominant outer
shells of type I chondrules, or accreting onto the surface of type II chondrules at even lower
temperatures.
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4.4.6. The physical conditions of fine-grained rim formation environments

Based on the characteristics of the rims, the conditions of rim formation included dust
and ice adhering to each chondrule surfaces to form fine-grained rims and for rims to trap
inclusions within a small-scale (i.e. micro-) environment in order to account for the ubiquity of
chondrule-rim assemblages, as well as microchondrules formed by re-melting of chondrule
surfaces. Sintering of rims and heating of the ice to form phyllosilicates and oxidize the finegrained rim assemblage to varying degrees followed this. Such secondary reactions would also
serve to decrease the porosity of the rims. Although not all chondrules have fine-grained rims,
the majority do, which is nontrivial and posits a dust (and ice)-rich environment and chondrule
reheating was common.
Although not all chondrules may have experienced a reheating event, the vast majority
(60 – 90%) did, based on the observed distribution of chondrules and chondrules fragments, as
well as other components (e.g. lithic fragments), having fine-grained rims. Thus, rimming was
widespread during the chondrule-forming epoch. Type I chondrules, however, are more
frequently rimmed with the FeO-rich silicate rim type, which infers a separate chronological
pathway of rim-formation than for type II chondrules. The lower frequency of rims around type
II chondrules implies a less dust-rich environment for these populations of chondrules than for
type I chondrules. Additionally, the heretofore absence of certain rim inclusions within the finegrained rims of type II chondrules that are ubiquitous in the rims of type I chondrules (i.e.
microchondrules; Chapter 5) suggests variance within the environment that produced finegrained rims from each population of chondrules. The fine-grained rims that formed around type
II chondrule cores may have experienced shorter intervals of heating, hence the absence of
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microchondrules). This may indicate a later formation for type II chondrules compared to type I
chondrules, thus consistent with the conclusion that type II chondrules formed as a result of
melting of type I chondrules plus their FeO-rich silicate rims (Bigolski et al., 2016).
As much evidence described herein points to an environment predating that of the parent
body and rimming may be considered a part of the chondrite accretion process in the early
protoplanetary disk. Chondrule rims that have both troilite and fayalitic material imply gas-solid
reactions with metal and gas phases. I presuppose that the sulfide is not primary based on
corrosion textures associated with such rims, and thus strongly points towards Fe-Ni metal
reacting with nebular gas. Troilite production is relatively straightforward:
2Fe(s) + S2(g) = 2FeS(s)

(1)

Fayalite can form in one of two ways, or a combination of these, involving oxygen gas:
2Fe(s) + SiO2(s) + O2(g) = Fe2SiO4(s)

(2)

2Fe(s) + SiO(g) + 1.5O2(g) = Fe2SiO4(s)

(3)

Equation 2 can produce fayalite in the presence of elevated oxygen gas and Fe-metal in close
proximity (within several microns) to silica (i.e. normative-quartz). Equation 3 occurs when
silica reaches the vapor phase and recondenses in the presence of Fe-metal. Both equations
require elevated oxygen fugacity, while Equation 1 requires elevated sulfur fugacity. In the later
case, much metal is left unsulfurized. Corrosion of metal at chondrule surfaces involved
dissolved Si in the metallic phase or silica inclusions within metal, or Si condensed from the gas
phase to corrode metal to produce fayalite. These simultaneous reactions require temperatures of
900 – 980 ºC at pressures of 10 -5.0 – 10-4.1 bars and dust/gas ratio of 300 – 350× solar, as
previously discussed for fine-grained rims in Bishunpur (Lauretta et al., 2001).
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Fayalite production can also occur as reaction between water and Fe metal:
2Fe(s) + SiO2(s) + 2H2O(g) = Fe2SiO4(s) + 2H2(g)

(4)

This reaction requires water ice coating dust grains that react with metal adhered to the surfaces
of chondrules. The presence of silica within enstatite buffers the corrosion of Fe metal to
magnetite and yields fayalite, which would consequently increase the hydrogen fugacity. Water
would either be delivered with ice-coated grains and vaporize upon reheated chondrule surfaces,
or else the accreted dust on chondrule surfaces would reacted as the chondrule passed through a
water vapor-rich layer.
The formation of fine-grained rims clearly predates the assembly of chondrite
components onto the parent body as evidenced by the ubiquity of fine-grained rims, complete
rimming of compound chondrules and secondary (sibling) chondrules that are completely
contained within fine-grained rims, and the sharp compositional and textural difference between
rims and matrix. Both FeO-rich silicate rims (e.g., C17, Watonga-1) and sulfide-rich rims (e.g.
C3, NWA 5717) can contain within microchondrules formed by re-melting of host chondrule
material. Breakage of rims prior to accretion also is evidenced by discontinuous (i.e. incomplete)
rims, disaggregated clasts of fine-grained rims as matrix clasts, and brittlely deformed rimmed
objects (e.g., broken surfaces that cut through chondrule core and fine-grained rim). Thus, the
environment of rim formation was most likely the early protoplanetary disk prior to parent body
accretion as outlined above.
As an alternative explanation, rim features could also be a record of a primary
accretionary rock that was subsequently brecciated before final accretion on the parent body, as
previously suggested for CM chodnrites (e.g., Metzler et al., 1992; Metzler, 2004). This stage of
accretion would have occurred during a time when increased temperatures approached that of the
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solidus for chondrule formation, hot enough for plastic deformation, as evidenced by the
presence of fine-grained rim material between compounds (e.g. C3 in NWA 5717; Connolly and
Hewins, 1995), and within cluster chondrites (Metzler, 2012). Fine-grained rims could thus be
linked to the rapid succession of chondrule formation followed closely by hot accretion of
material, possibly onto ephemeral planetesimals, or directly onto the surface of the parent body,
where deformation occurred followed by brecciation to produce primary accretionary rocks that
would later accrete onto the parent body.
Such a chronology of multiple generations of parent bodies has also been suggested for
the formation of sulfide-containing metallic nodules and for S-rich rims for Bishunpur (Kojima
et al., 2003). That many chondrules contain inner S-rich rims with outer FeO-rich silicate rims
may therefore coincide with rim formation within at least 2 previous generations of ephemeral
bodies that were subsequently disrupted and re-accreted. However, invoking Occam’s Razor, the
multiple lines of evidence for the recycling and reheating of chondrules disfavors the multiple
generations of parent body formation and disruption. More likely given our model of formation,
secondary processes that formed hydrated material on rims, as well as sintering, more likely
occurred in the early protoplanetary disk prior to accretion onto an asteroidal body. Low-velocity
collisions of aggregated, dust-coated chondrules may have contributed to chondrule reheating, as
well as other potential heat sources (e.g., shock wavers, current sheets). Collisions of reheated
dusty-chondrule aggregates would not only form pervasive fine-grained rims around chondrules,
but may have also promoted the formation of cluster chondrites and thus the onset of chondrite
accretion.
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4.5. Conclusions

Fine-grained rims are quite common and a definitive feature of UOCs of the least
equilibrated types. They can be continuous or discontinuous features that envelope chondrules,
as well as chondrule and lithic fragments, and rare AOAs. Fine-grained rims (avg. ~30 µm) are
more common around type I chondrules and Al-rich chondrules than around type II chondrules.
Chondrule fragments can be completely rimmed. Partial fine-grained rims are also associated
with chondrule fragments with broken surfaces that crosscut both the chondrule core and its finegrained rim. Such fragments are interpreted as once whole, rimmed chondrules that were
fragmented through brittle deformation after rim formation. No mineral fragments are found to
have fine-grained rims.
Fine-grained rims are divided into those that contain predominantly Fe-rich silicate and
those that contain predominantly Fe-sulfide material. There is, however, a continuum of rims that
are dominated by silicate material to those dominated by sulfide material. Some rims of all types
can also exist as permeating varietals that form peninsulas between divots and embayments
along chondrule surfaces and outer portions of the rim.
The production of fayalitic olivine in fine-grained rims may have occured during elevated
oxygen fugacities (Eq. 2, 3), and/or as ice-coated grains reacted with accreted Fe metal. The
presence of phyllosilicates (i.e. smectite) in fine-grained rims (see chapter 6) favors water ice
and/or water vapor as the primary oxidizing agents, though the potential for SiO gas exchange
with the chondrule core, even after pyroxene production, remains. Therefore rims are records of
dust and ice mixtures that accreted onto chondrule surfaces in the chondrule-forming regions
OCs.
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In conclusions, fine-grained rims formed by accretion of dust and ice in the early
protoplanetary disk. They are records of reheating of chondrule surfaces as well as sulfidation,
oxidation, and hydration, all prior to parent body accretion. The reheating of chondrule surfaces
may have coincided with the initial accretion of chondrites into primary accretionary rocks
recognized as cluster chondrites. Thus, rims may also be a record of the onset of accretion.
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CHAPTER 5
MICROCHONDRULES AND FINE-GRAINED RIMS
5.1. Introduction

The unequilibrated ordinary chondrites (UOCs) contain many chondrules that are rimmed
with FeO-rich fine-grained material. Additionally, UOCs are generally thought to have a narrow
range of chondrule sizes (90 – 1700 µm; King and King 1978, 1979), but a population of
chondrules < 90 µm has been previously reported (e.g., down to ~75 µm, Christophe MichelLevy, 1981). This subset of smaller-sized chondrules found in ordinary chondrites (OCs), as well
as carbonaceous chondrites (CCs), that are not as well characterized as mm-sized chondrules has
often been labeled “microchondrules,” a term which at times has received ambiguous and varied
usage during the past several decades, typically mentioned only in passing (e.g., Parkin and
Hunter, 1962, pp. 139). As an exception, however, Mueller (1962; 1963a,b) found that certain
Ivuna-type CCs (CIs) (i.e. type I’s and type II’s of Wiik’s 1956 classification) contain 5 – 50 µm
globular particles that occur as isolated objects or as aggregates embedded within a submicron
silicate groundmass, which are composed of high-temperature minerals (e.g., magnetite, olivine,
troilite, Fe-Ni-metal, and glass) that were interpreted to be specific kind of “chondri” exclusive
to those CCs analyzed; they were later dubbed “microchondrules” by Mueller (1967). Shortly
thereafter, Levi-Donati (1969, 1970) also invoked the microchondrule label when describing
chondrules ≤ 250 µm that occur in some OCs (e.g., Mezö-Madaras – L3.7; Soko-Banja – LL4).
Microchondrules in UOCs have since been more thoroughly documented. A
microchondrule-bearing clast in Piancaldoli (LL3.4) was initially reported to contain radial
pyroxene microchondrules ≤ 100 µm (Rubin et al., 1982). Rubin (1989) later reduced the upper
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limit for microchondrules to diameters ≤ 40 µm after discovering an olivine-microchondrulebearing clast in Krymka (LL3.2). (In this study I adhere to the definition of Rubin (1989) that
microchondrules are chondrules having diameters ≤ 40 µm.) Several other OCs were later found
to possess microchondrule-bearing rims, and the “clasts” in Piancaldoli and Krymka were
reinterpreted to be fine-grained chondrule rims that intersected the surfaces of the thin sections
(Rubin, 1989; Krot and Rubin, 1994). Chondrules from Bishunpur (LL3.15) were reported to
also have fine-grained chondrule rims containing radial and cryptocrystalline microchondrules of
two compositional varieties: abundant low-FeO, low-Ca pyroxene microchondrules, as well as
rare high-FeO olivine (Fa52

± 9)

microchondrules (Krot and Rubin, 1996). Nagahara (1984)

reported that spherical objects resembling microchondrules (dia. up to 5 µm), each with a
pseudo-barred-olivine texture, within the matrix of Sharps (H3.4), had compositions very similar
to pyroxene of mm-sized radial chondrules; Nagahara, however, did not observe such spherical
objects in the matrices of other type 3 OCs (e.g., Semarkona – LL3.00; Krymka – LL3.2;
Chainpur – LL3.4; Allan Hills (ALH) A77015 – L3.5; Khohar – L3.6; Tieschitz – H/L3.6;
ALHA77278 – LL3.7; ALHA77299 – H3.7).
Microchondrules found in CCs occur in CO3 chondrites (e.g., ALHA77003, Kainsaz,
Lancé) and the Vigarano CV3 chondrite (Rubin et al. 1982), as well as dark inclusions in CR
chondrites (Weisberg et al., 1993). Additionally, the chondrules in CH chondrites have an
average diameter of ~20 µm (c.f. Grossman et al., 1988; Scott, 1988; Weisberg et al., 1988),
which match previous size ranges of microchondrules. More recently, microchondrule-sized
refractory inclusions, composed of diopside, Ti-bearing and Al-rich pyroxene, and spinel were
found within an exotic clast in Semarkona (Ebel et al., 2016; Dobrică et al., 2016). Finally, the
chondrule-like fragments, as well as refractory inclusions, found in the cometary samples
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returned by Stardust are also micron-sized objects despite not being whole objects (Nakamura et
al. 2008; Zolensky et al. 2008).
The relationship of microchondrules associated with fine-grained chondrule rims to those
occurring outside of fine-grained rims, as well as to the larger, mm-sized chondrules is not well
understood. Initial reports on the fine-grained (dusty) rims that surround chondrules in UOCs
(Bigolski et al., 2012), which led to the discovery of the common occurrence of microchondrules
embedded in the rims around the type I chondrules and UOC matrices, though rarely associated
with ferroan type II chondrules (Bigolski et al., 2013, 2014). Previous authors have suggested
that microchondrules could have formed from the budding of material from the surfaces of
chondrules, or as molten dust clumps that cooled within close proximity to nebular dust adhering
to chondrule surfaces (Krot and Rubin, 1997; Bigolski et al., 2016); an alternative hypothesis
involves the rapid cooling of droplets released as spall in the aftermath of a splattered molten
chondrule that collided with a solid or partly molten chondrule (Dobrică and Brearley, 2016).
Microchondrules remain an important component of UOCs that provide insight on the evolution
of chondrule populations and provide a rare chronological record of the chondrule-forming
epoch and documents the early Solar System before the onset of accretion onto extant parent
bodies, or on ephemeral planetesimals prior to major brecciation events (Bigolski et al., 2016).
This chapter focuses on the petrographic characteristics of microchondrules in the least
equilibrated UOCs, including major and minor element chemistry, so as to decipher their
formational and accretionary histories.
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5.2. Samples and Analytical Techniques

Three UOCs were selected and studied in thin sections: Semarkona LL3.0 (AMNH 41285); Northwest Africa (NWA) 5717 ungrouped OC 3.05 (AMNH-1); Bishunpur LL3.15 (AMNH
532-2). All three meteorites were selected for investigation because they are either known to
possess microchondrules (Alexander et al., 1989; Krot and Rubin, 1996; Krot et al., 1997;
Weisberg et al., 2010), and in all cases have well-defined fine-grained rims (Krot and Rubin,
1996; Krot et al, 1997; Bunch et al., 2010; Weisberg and Ebel, 2010; Weisberg et al., 2010).
X-ray element intensity maps and backscattered electron (BSE) maps were produced for
each thin section using the Cameca SX 100 electron probe micro-analyzer (EPMA) at the
American Museum of Natural History (AMNH) and/or the JEOL JSM-6390 LV/LGS scanning
electron microscope (SEM) at Kingsborough Community College. The maps were used as
guides for identifying and locating chondrules for study. A total of 81 microchondrules were
identified in 20 chondrule rims and in the matrix of the three chondrites. Their sizes were
measured and their textures and petrographic features studied in detail using the following SEMmounted energy-dispersive spectrometer (EDS) systems: the JEOL SEM at Kingsborough
College, the Hitachi S4700 field emission FE-SEM and the Zeiss EVO SEM at AMNH, all
equipped with Bruker Quantax EDS. Chondrule and microchondrule apparent maximum and
minimum diameters were measured directly on the FE-SEM using Hitachi software that
calculates apparent diameters based on working distance and magnification. SEM-measured
diameters were normalized to chondrule sizes measured in transmitted light on the petrographic
microscope using a calibrated reticule.
Chemical data for microchondrules, as well as chemical data for the larger host
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chondrules, were collected via wavelength-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (WDS) with the
Cameca SX 100 at the AMNH. Operating conditions for all analyses were an accelerating
voltage of 15 kV and a beam current of 20 nA. Standards used include: San Carlos olivine,
Rockport fayalite, Kakanui augite, Wakefield diopside, McKee jadeite, Minas Gerais rhodonite,
synthetic Ni-diopside, MgCr2O4, TiO2.
Microchondrules were analyzed using a 1 µm point beam and a dwell (peak) time of 20 s
(10 s on backgrounds) for all elements (Mg, Al, Si, P, Ca, Ti, Cr, Mn, Fe, Ni) with the exception
of Na and K, which were collected using a 10 s peak dwell time. Owing to their volatility, Na
and K were analyzed before any of the other elements for each spot analysis. Due to the small
size of the microchondrules, several 1 µm spots were systematically measured as straight
traverses or square grids for each microchondrule and averaged to yield a representative bulk
composition. Analyses of silicates having exceptionally large amounts of Fe or Ni (> 30 wt.%)
with unusually low Si (< 30 wt.%) were discarded due to the potential of nearby metal affecting
the result of the analyses through secondary fluorescence. In such a way, our analyses, although
not necessarily based on single-phase objects, afford a best approximation to the actual chemistry
of the microchondrules.
Oxygen isotope analysis was performed at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
using a Cameca NanoSIMS 50 under collaboration with the late Ion Hutcheon and Ben Jacobsen.
A ~11 pA Cs+ primary beam with a diameter of 200-300 nm was rastered over 2×2 µm2 areas.
Charge compensation on the sample surface to avoid charging was done using a ~200 nA
electron beam. Negative secondary ions were acquired by simultaneously measuring

16

O− on a

Faraday cup and 17O−, 18O−, and 28Si− on electron multipliers. A mass resolving power of ~7000
was used to minimize the contribution from 16O1H− to 17O−. Instrumental mass fractionation was
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determined by measuring matrix matched terrestrial standards. The propagated uncertainties of
our measurements on Δ17O were ~4‰ (2σ)..
Analytical constraints and operating conditions for analyses other than those presented
for microchondrules are provided for as follows: bulk chondrule and chondrule olivine analyses
in Chapter 3; mineral fragments and rim inclusions in Chapter 4.

5.3. Results

5.3.1. Petrography of microchondrules

The size-limit of predominantly silicate microchondrules is confirmed to be spherules ≤
40 µm in diameter (Rubin, 1989; Krot and Rubin, 1996; Krot et al., 1997). The rim around C47
from NWA 5717 offers an example of a microchondrule-rich fine-grained rim (Fig. 5.1). The
primary chondrule has a secondary shell consisting of coarse-grained lobes of pyroxene that
protrude into the outer fine-grained rim, the former of which are demarcated from the central
primary chondrule by a thin discontinuous layer of Ni-poor Fe metal blebs (Fig. 5.1a). The
primary chondrule itself is composed of enstatite (En98.1), subhedral olivine (Fo82.8-98.9) and small
amounts of mesostasis. The chondrule’s lobate secondary shell is composed of coarse-grained
low-Ca pyroxene (Fs3.5-7.3 Wo1.0-2.0) and Ca-pyroxene (Fs1.9-4.1 Wo21.7-52.7) overgrowths. Beyond
the coarse pyroxene is the fine-grained rim composed silicates on the order of microns to tens-ofmicrons in size, as well as lithic fragments, numerous microchondrules, Fe-sulfide, and Fe-Nimetal grains, all embedded in a submicron FeO-rich silicate groundmass. Such fine-grained
material also fills depressions and divots along the surface of the coarse-grained layer, as well as
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embayments that protrude within the primary chondrule (Fig. 5.1b). The coarse-grained lobate
shell also contains two large nodules composed of Fe-sulfides with minor amounts of Fe-Nimetal (left side of chondrule, Fig. 5.1a).
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Fig. 5.1 – Backscattered electron (BSE) images of mm-sized chondrules in NWA 5717,
Semarkona, and Bishunpur that contain microchondrule-bearing rims. (a) C47 from NWA 5717
is a Type I POP chondrule that has a very irregular surface along what appears to be an outer
coarse-grained rim that is demarcated from the interior primary chondrule by a sparse rim of Femetal. (b) Detail of inset from (a) that shows part of the outer surface (coarse-grained rim) of
C47 that has been scalloped into two embayed regions filled by fine-grained rim with copious
inclusions. This outer surface of C47 is inundated with Fe-sulfides and, less commonly, Fe-Nimetal. (c) Detail of the left insert from (b) that shows microchondrules and rounded mineral
fragments. Several microchondrules show FeO-rich haloes and/or rinds. The microchondrule
(c47-05) shown by the dashed line has a microporphyritic (MP) texture with sub-micron size
phenocrysts. Solid line circles an FeO-rich CC-microchondrule interpreted to have gone through
Fe-enrichment. (d) Right inset from (C) that shows a collection of 4 MP-microchondrules
(dashed lines) and a single CC-microchondrule (solid line). Microcrysts from MPmicrochondrules range <0.1-5 µm. (e) C35 (larger chondrule on right) is an Al-rich chondrule
that is composed of forsteritic olivine (Fo94.8-99.2) and Ca-rich pyroxene, as well as glassy
mesostasis. (f) Detail of C35’s fine-grained rim that shows an area containing numerous
microchondrules as well as rounded mineral grains (sample number I-04). Many of the CCmicrochondrules are partially enriched in FeO and have a fayalite-normative composition
(arrows). One microchondrule (sample number I-02) is solely fayalitic. Thus, the
microchondrules appear to have undergone various degrees of partial to complete FeOenrichment. (g) C1 is an Al-rich chondrule from Semarkona. Forsteritic olivine appears as dark
phenocrysts while Ca-rich pyroxene, as well as Ca-Al-rich mesostasis, are variably gray. Seen as
white, rounded inclusions within C1 are Fe-metal blebs, the surfaces of which cut across both
olivine grains and glassy mesostasis. The rim contains a metallic inclusion (~ 100 µm) that is
composed of Fe-Ni-metal rimmed with Fe-sulfide and has an RP-microchondrule attached to
sulfide rim (arrow). (h) Enlargement of the RP-microchondrule (C1-15) that shows radial blades
that appear to be growing from the contact surface of the sulfide. (i) C13 is a POP (porphyritic
olivine-pyroxene) chondrule from Bishunpur with a highly irregular surface. The two large light
gray areas that protrude into the chondrule’s interior are composed of massive troilite that
contains Fe-Ni-metal inclusions. The rim is discontinuous with variable thickness (5 – 50 µm).
(j) Detail of C13’s fine-grained rim that contains an RP-microchondrule (c13-01). (k) C14 is a
Type I POP chondrule with a smaller secondary chondrule attached to its surface (upper right).
This compound chondrule possesses a nearly contiguous fine-grained rim. Within a region of the
rim, containing Fe-sulfide and Fe-Ni-metal, is c14-01, a glass-rich microchondrule (arrow). (l)
Enlargement of c14-01 showing that it is a glass-rich object containing 0.5 – 2 µm size skeletal
Ca-pyroxene microcrysts within its interior and along its edge.
Microchondrules are present in NWA 5717 (Fig. 5.1a-f,k,l), Semarkona (Fig. 5.1g,h; Fig.
5.2) and Bishunpur (Fig. 5.1i,j; Fig. 5.3a,b). Microchondrules are found in two petrographically
distinct settings: (1) the vast majority (96%) are located within FeO-rich fine-grained rims
around type I (MgO-rich, magnesian) chondrules (e.g. Fig. 5.1a,i,k; 5.2a) and less commonly Al-
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rich chondrules (Fig. 5.1e,g); (2) a small minority (4%) located outside of fine-grained rims
occur as inclusions within complex metal-sulfide assemblages (i.e. opaque nodules, Fig. 5.2; Fig.
5.3c,d). I did not find microchondrules associated with the fine-grained rims of type II (Fe-rich,
ferroan) chondrules. In NWA 5717, Semarkona, and Bishunpur, 23%, 25%, and 13% of type I
chondrules have microchondrule-bearing rims, respectively. Microchondrules in fine-grained
rims are often found among inclusions of sub-angular to rounded mineral grains (Fig. 5.1c), and
in some instances metal and sulfide (Fig. 5.1d). All rim inclusions are embedded within a
submicron FeO-rich silicate groundmass that comprises the bulk of fine-grained rims.
There are four different primary textural types among the 81 total microchondrules
studied. The most common textural type is cryptocrystalline (CC; 72%), with less common
microporphyritic (MP; 17%), radial pyroxene (RP; 6%) and glassy (6%) textures. Some CCmicrochondrules, as well as mineral inclusions, appear to have either acquired rinds of
submicron FeO-rich material, or experienced secondary Fe-enrichment as evident from haloes
along their outer edges (Fig. 5.1c,f). Each MP-microchondrule may contain up to several dozen
micron-sized phenocrysts (≤ 2 µm) surrounded by a submicron mesostasis (Fig. 5.1c,d). RPmicrochondrules have radiating fanlike crystals. C1 is an Al-rich chondrule from Semarkona that
contains forsteritic olivine (Fo97.2-99.3) and intergrowths of Ca-rich pyroxene, both of which are
separated by Ca-Al-rich glassy mesostasis (Fig. 5.1g). A nearly continuous rim surrounds C1,
average thickness 15 µm. The rim contains a metallic inclusion (~ 100 µm) that is composed of
Fe-Ni-metal rimmed with Fe-sulfide and has an RP-microchondrule attached to the outer surface
of the sulfide rim (Fig. 5.3b). The microchondrule is flattened on its side that is in direct contact
with the sulfide rim. The sulfide rim itself forms lips that “kiss” the microchondrule at the upper
and lower periphery of the contact. CC- MP- and RP-textural types all occur exclusively in fine-
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grained rims.
Glassy microchondrules (>50 % glass) are found in Semarkona (Fig. 5.2) and NWA5717
(Fig. 5.3c, d), though none have been observed in Bishunpur. This textural type, unlike the
others, occurs petrographically in both fine-grained rims as well as in metal-sulfide assemblages
(i.e. opaque nodules). For example, C14 from NWA 5717 is a compound chondrule that also has
a glassy microchondrule (c14-01) embedded within Fe-sulfide-rich material that forms part of
the chondrule rim (Fig. 5.1k,l). Additionally, unlike other glassy microchondrules, c14-01 hosts
angular micron-size Ca-pyroxene “microcrysts” that are supported by Si-Al-rich glassy material.
These microcrysts occur both as inclusions and on the inner surface of the microchondrule. None
of the MP-microchondrules contains such phenocrysts. Glassy microchondrules are thus far the
only textural type found to exist as inclusions within metal-sulfide assemblages (Fig. 5.2). Some
of these microchondrules are exceptionally glass-rich (>90 % glass), as well as Al- and Si-rich.
Figures 5.2b and 5.2c show two such glassy microchondrules from Semarkona that are
embedded within metallic nodules composed of Fe-Ni-metal, Fe-oxide phases, and minor troilite.
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Fig. 5.2 –BSE images of glassy microchondrules from Semarkona (a) that occur within complex
assemblages of metal and sulfide. Bright regions (a) are composed of mostly Fe-Ni-metal with
less common Fe-sulfide as troilite. (b) Enlargement showing one area containing a glassy
microchondrule (m-01) embedded within Fe-sulfide. (c) A glassy microchondrule (m-02) from
the metal nodule in the lower left of (a). The microchondrule appears to be fractured and faulted
to produce two halves, yet both are compositionally uniform.
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Fig. 5.3 – Porous microchondrules from Bishunpur (top images) and NWA 5717 (bottom
images). (a) A barred pyroxene chondrule that has a highly subrounded irregular surface that is
partially embayed with FeO-rich, fine-grained silicate rim and corroded Fe-sulfide. Some of
microchondrules in this rim are porous such as c6-07 (b, arrow), 18 µm in diameter. (c) A
metallic nodule (center) composed of outer layers of troilite that surround Fe-Ni-metal. (d) A 44
µm glassy, porous microchondrule. The microchondrule (NWA 5717 m-01) has an indented
edge. Light and dark gray material in contact with it is Fe-Ni-metal and kamacite, respectively.
A peculiar population of microchondrules appears to have numerous submicron to
micron-size pores or vesicles and are found in both rims and as inclusions in metal nodules (Fig.
5.3). For instance, Figure 5.3b shows that the rim-microchondrule c6-07 from Bishunpur exhibits
submicron pores throughout the 18 µm spherule. The microchondrule itself has a composition
that resembles enstatite. In another case, a glassy Si-rich microchondrule embedded within a
metal nodule (NWA 5717_m-01) contains larger pores (≤ 2 µm) than c6-07 from Bishunpur.
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Both of these microchondrules appear to be similar to the spherical objects described in the
matrices of MET 00526 (L3.05) and Semarkona by Dobrică and Brearley (2012, 2013) as glassy
vesiculated and “smooth” microchondrules, yet I consider these to be cryptocrystalline or glassy
textural varieties with concomitant vesicles. TEM work conducted on microchondrules found in
matrices of UOCs has also revealed the crystalline texture of such microchondrules at the
nanoscale (Dobrică and Brearley, 2016). For purposes of this thesis, however, I only focus on the
rim-microchondrules, as well as the aforementioned minority population occurring as unique
inclusions within metal/sulfide assemblages (Fig. 5.2; 5.3c,d). As such, only 3% of all
microchondrules from our dataset represent a porous texture, though I surmise that their
abundance is perhaps greater among microchondrules within the matrix of primitive chondrites
(Dobrică and Brearley, 2016). Based on the bulk composition of such vesicular microchondrules,
I have placed them with either the cryptocrystalline varietals (those that exhibit pyroxenenormative bulk compositions) or glassy varietals (those that exhibit Al- and Si-rich bulk
compositions).

5.3.2. Size distribution of microchondrules

Table 1 lists the apparent maximum diameters of all the microchondrules studied with
their corresponding textural type. A comparison of the microchondrules with the host chondrules
in each UOC shows a sharp bi-modal distribution (Fig. 5.4). Even though this range of average
diameters for microchondrules extends from 2 – 44 µm (avg. ~ 11 µm; n = 78), I did not collect
data for microchondrules < 1 µm in diameter. As such, a sampling of submicron
microchondrules would skew the size distribution of microchondrules towards the right (i.e. to
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higher phi values) in Fig. 5.4a. Despite our admitted bias, a bimodal distribution that clearly
marks a gap in sizes is strongly supported by our sampling of rim microchondrules.
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Fig. 5.4 – Histograms showing size distribution of macroscopic mm-sized chondrules and
microchondrules from NWA 5717, Semarkona, and Bishunpur. (a) Size distribution of
microchondrules 1–44 µm (red, n=84) and mm-size chondrules > 100 µm (blue, n=91) according
to a log-normalized phi scale. Microchondrule and mm-size chondrule apparent diameters were
measured from NWA 5717, Semarkona and Bishunpur. Avg. dia. for microchondrules are 11.6
µm, 14.3 µm, 8.4 µm, respectively. Avg. dia. for mm-size chondrules are 880 µm, 550 µm, 580
µm, respectively. All are from direct measurements of apparent dimensions, measured in thin
section. (b) Histogram showing the size distribution of the 4 textural types of microchondrules
(CC = cryptocrystalline; MP = microporphyry; RP = radial pyroxene; gl = glass-rich). Many
submicron (app. dia. < 1 µm) CC-microchondrules are not included in the figure, which would
have phi values higher than 9. The trio of RP-microchondrules from C3 in NWA 5717 are also
not included, which are not microchondrules according to the definition and would have phi
values of 2. (c) Size distribution of chondrules and microchondrules from each of the studied
UOCs. The bulk of macroscopic chondrules have phi values of 0 and 1, while a phi value of 7 is
most typical for microchondrules.
Figure 5.4b shows that the CC-microchondrules, the most common textural type, are also
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generally the smallest, ranging from 2 – 23 µm (avg. 8; n = 58). MP- (n = 10) and RPmicrochondrules (n = 8) are generally larger than CC-microchondrules, with the
microporphyritic type ranging from 9 – 32 µm and radial type ranging from 15 – 25 µm (Table
5.1, Fig. 5.4b). Both MP- and RP-microchondrules average 18 µm. Larger microchondrules tend
to be glass-rich (23 – 44 µm). Microchondrules from Semarkona (avg. dia. 14 µm; n = 15) are
generally larger than those from NWA 5717 and Bishunpur (avg. dia. 12 µm; n = 50 and 8 µm; n
= 16, respectively) although this may be due to sampling. The largest microchondrules include a
glassy microchondrules from Semarkona (m-01, 44 µm; Fig. 5.2) and a glassy vesiculated
microchondrule from NWA 5717 (m-01, 40 µm, Fig. 5.3d).
Table 5.1 – Diameters of microchondrules and their corresponding textures from Northwest
Africa (NWA) 5717, Bishunpur, and Semarkona. Phi (–log2d) for each microchondrule is
calculated based on the average of maximum and minimum diameters in centimeters and is lognormalized.
chondrite
NWA 5717

µchond
c2-01
c2-02
c2-a
c2-b
c14-01
c14-02
c18-39
c18-49
c18-72
c18-74
c18-75
c35-01
c35-02
c35-03
c35-04
c35-05
c35-06
c39-01
c42-01
c47-01

texture
CC
CC
CC
CC
MP
MP
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
MP
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
MP

d (µm)
4.3
8.8
10.0
11.7
28.0
11.4
20.0
18.2
13.0
10.0
15.0
12.0
8.0
3.2
2.8
3.2
3.2
18.0
6.1
16.7

d (mm)
0.004
0.009
0.010
0.012
0.028
0.011
0.020
0.018
0.013
0.010
0.015
0.012
0.008
0.003
0.003
0.003
0.003
0.018
0.006
0.017

φ
8
7
7
6
5
6
6
6
6
7
6
6
7
8
8
8
8
6
7
6
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Bishunpur

Semarkona

c47-02
c47-05
c47-05a
c47-05b
c47-09
c47-09a
c47-10
c47-12
c47-19
c47-37
c47-40
c47-41
c47-48
c47-58
c47-73
c47-a1-01
c47-a1-02
c47-a1-03
c47-a2-01
c47-a2-02
c47-a2-3
c47-a2-4
c47-a2-5
c47-a2-6
c47-a2-7
c47-a2-8
m-01
c3-01
c6-05
c6-06
c6-07
c6-07a
c6-10
c6-12
c6-16
c6-17
c6-20
c6-22
c7-01
c9-01
c9-02
c9-03
c13-01
c1-08

CC
MP
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
MP
MP
MP
MP
MP
CC
CC
CC
gl
RP
CC
CC
MP
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
RP
CC
CC
CC
RP
CC

4.0
12.0
2.1
3.9
6.0
3.5
6.0
9.0
6.0
3.6
2.8
2.2
5.6
8.9
23.1
2.0
1.7
2.7
32.2
23.8
20.8
13.4
8.9
7.9
7.9
6.2
40.0
6.3
8.8
7.0
18.3
3.0
6.5
7.6
8.2
7.1
7.1
2.2
9.2
5.9
4.7
7.7
25.0
6.0

0.004
0.012
0.002
0.004
0.006
0.004
0.006
0.009
0.006
0.004
0.003
0.002
0.006
0.009
0.023
0.002
0.002
0.003
0.032
0.024
0.021
0.013
0.009
0.008
0.008
0.006
0.040
0.006
0.009
0.007
0.018
0.003
0.007
0.008
0.008
0.007
0.007
0.002
0.009
0.006
0.005
0.008
0.025
0.006

8
6
9
8
7
8
7
7
7
8
8
9
7
7
5
9
9
9
5
5
6
6
7
7
7
7
5
7
7
7
6
8
7
7
7
7
7
9
7
7
8
7
5
7
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c1-09
c1-15
c1-16a
c2-03
c6-01
c7-01
c7-02
c9-01
c9-02
c9-04
c9-05
c9-06
m-01
m-02

CC
RP
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
CC
gl
gl

5.5
21.9
2.0
3.0
11.1
4.0
22.0
16.0
8.0
13.0
6.5
15.0
44.4
31.8

0.006
0.022
0.002
0.003
0.011
0.004
0.022
0.016
0.008
0.013
0.007
0.015
0.044
0.032

8
6
9
8
6
8
6
6
7
6
7
6
4
5

Among the three UOCs studied, NWA 5717 possesses the largest macroscopic
chondrules, with apparent diameters ranging up to 2 mm (avg. dia. 800 µm). Semarkona and
Bishunpur, however, have similarly sized chondrules (avg. dia. 550 µm and 580 µm,
respectively). These averages reflect phi values of 0 for NWA 5717 and 1 phi for Semarkona and
Bishunpur, though Bishunpur appears to have chondrule size more evenly distributed along 0
and 1 phi than NWA 5717 and Semarkona (Fig. 5.4a). I surmise, however, that the average
chondrule diameter for NWA 5717 chondrules should be lower than what I report due to bias
against smaller chondrules, and therefore peak size should extend to higher phi values. Typical
size range for microchondrules from all UOCs appears to reflect 7 phi values for NWA 5717 and
Bishunpur, yet slightly larger phi value of 6 for Semarkona microchondrules (Fig. 5.4a). Once
more, this peak in size distribution should probably extend to higher phi values (i.e. smaller
sizes) if datasets include microchondrules < 1 µm (phi > 9).

5.3.3. Bulk composition
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Fig. 5.5 – Compositions of microchondrules and bulk chondrules from NWA 5717 and
Semarkona. Microchondrules are sorted based on textural type, while chondrules are form NWA
5717 and Semarkona. Mg# is in atm. % and is plotted against elemental wt. % for (a) Ca, (b) Al,
(c) Mn, and (d) Cr.
The average bulk compositions for 30 CC-microchondrules are given in Table 5.2. The
average bulk compositions for 9 MP- and 6 RP-microchondrules are given in Table 5.3, and the
compositions for 4 glass-rich microchondrules are given in Table 4. Compositional ranges in
Mg# (in atm.% - Mg/(Mg + Fe) x 100) and major and minor elements plotted in Figure 5.5 show
that most CC- and all MP- and RP-microchondrules have similar average bulk compositions, yet
glassy microchondrule are dissimilar in composition than all other textural types. The
composition of CC-microchondrules are mostly magnesian and silica-rich with Ca and Al ≤ 2.0
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wt. % (Fig. 5.5 a,b), yet some are more calcic (up to 4.2 wt. % CaO) as well as moderately FeOrich (3.1 – 12.0 wt. % FeO). Rare CC-microchondrules have forsteritic olivine-normative
compositions, such as c18-72 (1.0 wt. % FeO; 56.6 wt. % MgO; 43.0 wt. % SiO2; Mg# = 99) and
c47-58 (8.2 wt. % FeO; 52.6 wt. % MgO; 40.1 wt. % SiO2; Mg# = 92), both of which are in
NWA 5717 (Table 5.2).
Table 5.2 – Average bulk compositions (wt. %) of 28 cryptocrystalline microchondrules. Mg# =
(in atm. % , [(Mg / (Mg+Fe) × 100)].

Most (~95 %) MP- and RP-microchondrules are relatively magnesian (Mg# > 0.9). MPmicrochondrules (12.9 – 35.1 wt. % MgO; 2.3 – 12.4 wt. % FeO; 49.4 – 56.6 wt. % SiO2) and
RP-microchondrules (29.5 – 35.4 wt. % MgO, 1.6 – 7.3 wt. % FeO; 55.2 – 58.8 wt. % SiO2) also
compositionally overlap the range of CC-microchondrules. The RP textural variety also has
similarly low calcia (0.8 – 3.4 wt. % CaO) and alumina (0.4 – 2.7 wt. % Al2O3) as CC173

microchondrules. MP-microchondrules, however, have a wider range of calcia (0.6 – 9.4 wt. %
CaO) and alumina (0.3 – 8.6 wt. % Al2O3) than RP- and CC-microchondrules, likely reflecting
the presence of mesostasis (e.g. Fig. 5.1l). The glass-rich microchondrules are Si- and Al-rich
(52.9 – 73.5 wt. % SiO2, 7.0-23.0 wt. % Al2O3) with 0.1 – 15.0 wt. % CaO. One glassy
microchondrule from NWA 5717 (c25-01; Table 4) has unusually high sodium (4.9 wt. % Na2O)
yet <1.0 wt. % CaO, unlike the other glassy microchondrules. Both host chondrules and many
microchondrules, with the exception of those with Fe-rich compositions, share a similar scatter
of Mn and Cr compositions (Fig. 5.5c,d, respectively).
In addition to the magnesian majority, some CC-microchondrules are FeO-rich (18.0 –
54.2 wt. % FeO) with certain compositions resembling fayalitic olivine (e.g., c35-I02 in NWA
5717 — 54.2 wt. % FeO; 11.2 wt. % MgO; 31.2 wt. % SiO2) that may reflect secondary FeOenrichment. Secondary material is evident in some CC-microchondrules that possess one or more
crescent-shaped FeO-rich haloes and/or overgrowths along their exterior (e.g., Fig. 5.2b). In
some cases, the Fe-enriched microchondrules contain sharply bound nonconcentric FeO-rich
rinds (Fig. 5.1c). In the case of the MP-microchondrules, FeO > 10 wt. % may reflect the
presence of veins of Fe-rich material that has replaced mesostasis (e.g., c47-a2-03, Table 5.3,
Fig. 5.1d).
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Table 5.3 – Average bulk compositions (wt. %) of the microporphyritic (mp) and radial pyroxene
(rp) microchondrules. (n = 18).

Table 5 records bulk chondrule compositions of chondrules in NWA 5717 and
Semarkona. Individual phenocryst compositions from C47 (Fig. 5.1) as well as compositions of
pyroxene fragments in fine-grained rims are given in Table 6. Compositional ranges in
microchondrules, with the exception of glassy, Si-rich varietals, show a clear overlap with
respect to major elements that replicate the trend of the bulk compositions of their mm-sized
counterparts (Fig. 5.6). For example, the Mg# plotted against Fe-normalized Si for both
microchondrules and type I (Mg# > 90) and type II (Mg# < 90) chondrules from NWA 5717 and
Semarkona show a well-defined hybolic relationship (Fig 5.6). Here, the upper right of the curve
is dominated by mm-sized chondrules with high percentages of glassy mesostasis (i.e. Al- and
Si-rich

bulk

compositions)

along

with

glassy

microchondrules.

Pyroxene-normative

microchondrules and mm-sized type I chondrules with lower mesostasis content fill-out the
majority of the curve, with Fe-rich microchondrules plotting at the bottom. A complimentary
linear relationship is evident for Fe-normalized Mg and Si between both populations of
chondrules (Fig. 5.6). Here, however, the more Si-rich chondrules with high percentages of
mesostasis form a somewhat larger scatter than the more tightly constraints grouping towards the
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origin. Glassy microchondrules separate entirely from the linear trend of the other textural types.
Bulk elemental Ca and Al (wt. %) for all four microchondrule textural types, as well as bulk
compositions for type I and type II chondrules, are plotted in Figure 5.7. The trendline for
microchondrules (Ca/Al = 0.93) is comparable to the solar Ca/Al ratio (1.07 – Anders and
Grevesse, 1989; 0.98 – Lodders, 2009). Some microchondrules are composed of FeO-rich
material with compositions resembling fayalitic olivine (e.g., c35-I-02 in NWA 5717, Table 2,
Fig. 5.1f). The compositions of these microchondrules, however, are not stoichiometric and are
either not crystalline olivine or are fine-grained mixtures of olivine and other material.
To summarize our results on microchondrules, they represent a distinct population of
chondrules based on their unique size distribution, preferential petrographic setting in finegrained chondrule rims, and a predominantly cryptocrystalline texture, with most having a
composition resembling low-Ca pyroxene. Some microchondrules experienced varying degrees
of secondary Fe-enrichment. Microchondrules typically occur as individual inclusions, though
some occur in groups of microchondrules that seem to be densest within embayed chondrule
surfaces that are filled with rim material. Microchondrules occur outside of fine-grained
chondrules rims, as inclusions in metal/sulfide assemblages within interchondrule matrix, and
may also be porous, though such porous microchondrules are uncommon. With the exception of
glassy microchondrules, the microchondrules from UOCs have a composition that closely
resembles the bulk composition of mm-sized chondrules found in UOCs.
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Fig. 5.6 – Compositions of microchondrule textural types and bulk chondrules from NWA 5717
and Semarkona plotted as Mg# (atm. %) against Si/Fe as wt. %. The hyperbolic trend of bulk
chondrules Si/Fe reflects the presence of Si-rich glassy mesostasis and/or bulk composition for
Al-rich chondrules, which tend to have high bulk Si than both Type I and Type II chondrules.
Contrasting the upper curve, the lower curve corresponding to lower Si and lower Mg# (i.e.
higher Fe) reflects Type II chondrules. Red circle in indicates Fe-enriched cc-microchondrules.
Red arrows indicate two cryptocrystalline microchondrules that are wholly composed of fayalitic
material.
5.4. Discussion

5.4.1. Melt droplet origin for microchondrules

A first-order question that this study and previous studies of microchondrules from UOCs
(e.g., Krot et al., 1997) raises is whether the spherules that represent microchondrules really are a
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subset of chondrules rather than rounded fragments abraded from larger chondrules or other
objects. Our observations on the relative abundances of microchondrule textural types indicate
that the most prevalent texture among microchondrules is cryptocrystalline (~75%), which is a
far less common texture observed among mm-sized chondrules in UOCs (e.g., 3% in Semarkona
and Chainpur (LL3.4); Gooding and Keil, 1981). Additionally, the microporphyry varietal are
distinguishable from objects such as rounded lithic fragments on the basis of relative phenocryst
grain size. An example is in the rim of C47 (Fig. 5.1), where the microchondrules are spherules
that contain phenocrysts measuring up to a few microns. These are micron-size “microcrysts,”
such as in c47-05 (Fig. 5.1c) and similarly seen in other MP-microchondrules from C47 in NWA
5717 (e.g., c47-a2-03, Fig. 5.1d) and elsewhere, which are scaled down in size and are consistent
with the small diameters of the microchondrules. Compared to rounded chondrule fragments
found in the rim of C47 (Fig. 5.7), which have 10 – 50 µm phenocrysts, the microcrysts within
microchondrules are typically < 5 µm. RP-microchondrules also have distinct laths of pyroxene
as the main mineral component that are ≤ 1µm. An additional scaling factor of microchondrule
components is evident for the microchondrules that have micron-sized to submicron pores (e.g.
Fig 5.4b,d) that are absent from the phenocrysts of lithic fragments or mineral inclusions within
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Fig. 5.7 – BSE image of the C47 chondrule from NWA 5717 showing a highly irregular
chondrule surface of C47 as well as many silicate inclusion within the fine-grained rim. The
white arrow points to a founded chondrule fragment (avg. dia. 83 µm) that is composed of tensmicron-sized low-Ca pyroxene, some of which have zoned Ca-rich pyroxene along the edges of
phenocrysts, as well as micron-sized Fe metal blebs. The 23 µm CC-microchondrule (c47-73 in
Table 1, black arrow) provides a size comparison with larger rounded chondrule and lithic
fragments.
fine-grained rims. Thus, we infer that microchondrules formed independently as molten or partly
molten droplets distinct from other rim inclusions.

5.4.2. Precursor materials and the formation of microchondrules

I propose that microchondrules either formed from (1) the same precursor materials (i.e.
dust clumps) as the larger host chondrules, (2) are derived from partly molten surfaces of larger
chondrules through flash heating, or (3) formed from molten droplets splashed off the surfaces of
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the molten larger chondrules during chondrule-chondrule collisions. All three hypotheses are
supported by the overlap in average bulk compositions of major elements from the host
chondrules with the average bulk compositions for > 80% of microchondrules (Fig. 5.6). Many
CC- and all MP- and RP-microchondrules cluster with the type I chondrules (Mg# > 90) I
analyzed and form a trend that matches the hyperbolic curve of decreasing Mg content with
respect to a decreasing Si/Fe ratio, characteristic of the mm-sized chondrules (Fig. 5.6), though
glassy microchondrules do not conform to this trend. Despite low Mg# outliers in the data, I
conclude that the majority of microchondrules are closely related to the type I chondrules and
probably formed from melts of similar composition.

Fig. 5.8 – Element wt. % of Ca vs. Al plotted for microchondrule textural types and type I and
type II chondrules. Solar photosphere ratio is 1.07, after Anders and Grevesse (1989). Trendline
for microchondrule Ca/Al ratio is similar (micros = 0.93) after excluding the albitic glassy
microchondrule c25-01 (circled in red).
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The connection between microchondrules and their mm-sized counterparts is further
supported by the similar Ca/Al trend for microchondrules. With the exception of a glass-rich
microchondrule that appears to be albite-normative (e.g. c25-01 in NWA 5717; Table 5.4) there
is a correlation between Ca and Al for most microchondrules (Fig. 5.8). A similar trend in Ca
with Al is observed in both type I and type II chondrules and the microchondrules, suggesting
that microchondrules and their host chondrules share a common refractory precursor, which may
have been the main carrier of Ca and Al. After excluding the albitic microchondrule c25-01, the
average Ca/Al ratio for microchondrules is 0.93, which is close to the average Ca/Al ratio of the
solar photosphere (1.07, after Anders and Grevesse, 1989). Microchondrules are thus primitive
materials that retain a solar Ca/Al ratio much like their host chondrules.
Table 5.4 – Average bulk compositions (wt. %) of 4 glass-rich microchondrules.

One interpretation for the formation of microchondrules is that they were produced from the
rapid cooling of droplets that budded off of the partly molten surface of larger preexisting
chondrules (Krot and Rubin, 1996; Krot et al., 1997). In order to test this hypothesis, pyroxene
phenocrysts from the host chondrules and pyroxene fragments in the rim were analyzed and
compared to the bulk composition of microchondrules. Select pyroxene compositions from
NWA 5717 are provided in Table 5.5. Pyroxene mineral fragments show compositional overlap
with host chondrule pyroxene (Chapter 4, Fig. 4.9), as ~50 % of all pyroxene plot near pure
enstatite (En90.0-97.3) and >75 % of all pyroxene plot >En70. Low Ca-pyroxene (<Wo5) has highly
variable iron (Fs1.6-65.6). Several Ca-pyroxene phenocrysts from the host chondrules plot > Wo10,
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while ~15% of pyroxene fragments in the rims plot above Wo5. Figure 5.9 shows a plot of SiO2,
MgO and FeO for microchondrules, pyroxene phenocrysts in the host chondrules, and pryoxene

Fig. 5.9 – Normalized oxides for pyroxene phenocrysts and mineral fragments along with
microchondrules plotted on a quadrilateral with the top boundary capped at 50 wt.% FeO.
Sampling size (n) for microchondrules are itemized by textural type: cryptocrystalline = cc;
microporphyry = mp; radial pyroxene = rp; glassy = gl. Many microchondrules, with the
exception of glassy microchondrules, densely plot within the range of chondrule pyroxene, with
77% of all points analyzed < 15 wt. % FeO and ranging from ~ 30 – 50 wt. % MgO. Pyroxene
fragments from fine-grained rims also have a strong overlap with microchondrules, preferentially
cryptocrystalline and radial textural varieties.
mineral fragments in the fine-grained rims. Microchondrules and pyroxene fragments both plot
within the range of compositions of host chondrule pyroxene phenocrysts, which suggests that
the three populations share a common origin. In addition, ~80 % of pyroxene fragments overlap
the composition of ~80 % of microchondrules and are compositionally tightly grouped at <15 wt.
% FeO between ~ 30 – 50 wt. % MgO (Chapter 4, Fig.4.9). These analyses reflect low-Ca
pyroxene as the dominant phase within microchondrules, and support the hypothesis that
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microchondrules originated as melt droplets from the heated surfaces of the host chondrules,
which are generally dominated by pyroxene. The data also indicate that mineral fragments of
pyroxene that occur within the same petrographic setting as the majority of microchondrules (i.e.
as rim components) have a similar compositional spread. The source of the precursor material for
the microchondrules with low-Ca pyroxene are inferred to be the same for pyroxene fragments in
the rims, though the later escaped any substantial heating and were acquired during the accretion
of the fine-grained rims.
Some rare chondrules from OCs have been described as Na-, Al-, and glass-rich (> 50%
glass), as well as “glassy” (> 90% glass, c.f. Nehru et al., 1988, 2008; Krot and Rubin, 1994).
The suite of glass-rich chondrules studied by Nehru et al. (2008) and Krot and Rubin (1994)
exhibit a compositional overlap of major elements with our glass-rich chondrules. In particular,
alumina (12.9 – 23.9 wt. % Al2O3) calcia (0.26 – 14.5 wt. % CaO) and iron (1.1 – 8.6 wt. % FeO;
all three compositions from Krot and Rubin, 1994) abundances in glass-rich chondrules in type 3
UOCs are similar to those of the glass-rich microchondrules from our study (7.0 – 23.0 wt. %
Al2O3, 0.1 – 15.0 wt. % CaO, 0.7 – 7.6 wt. % FeO). The two glassy microchondrules embedded
in the metal nodules from Semarkona (metal-01, 02; Fig. 5.6) also show a compositional overlap
in calcium (14.2 – 15.0 wt. % CaO) with the glassy mesostasis (14.5 – 15.4 wt. % CaO) of some
chondrules. These similarities suggest that the glass-rich microchondrules formed from the same
precursors as the larger chondrules in their host chondrite and that some glass-rich
microchondrules could have formed from re-melted portions of chondrule mesostasis.

5.4.3. O-isotope compositions of specific rim inclusions in UOCs: Microchondrules and whole
chondrule inclusions
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In order to understand the isotopic reservoirs from which microchondrules and other
types of related inclusions originated, the oxygen isotopes were measured in 8 microchondrules
at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, in collaboration with the late Ian Hutcheon and Ben
Jacobsen (Jacobsen et al., 2015). The submicron and nano-scale size of much of the phenocrysts
of CC-microchondrules precludes accurate determination of O-isotope ratios for many
microchondrules. There are, however, enough MP-microchondrules that have phenocrysts ~2 – 5
µm that provide material form which isotopic composition can be accurately measured. Figure
5.10a shows the particular microchondrules and associated host chondrule phenocrysts form C47
in NWA 5717 selected for nanoSIMS analysis. Additionally, the phenocrysts of larger chondrule
inclusions from C3 in NWA 5717 were analyzed and compared to the host chondrule of the
chondrule-bearing S-rich rim (Fig. 5.10b). The groundmass of the FeO-rich silicate rim adjacent
to two of the chondrule rim inclusions of C3 and eight microchondrules in the rim of C47, have,
within uncertainty, the same Δ17O composition as their respective host chondrules (Fig. 5.11).
Two analyses of the fine-grained rim groundmass adjacent to chondrule C47 also have within
17
uncertainty the same Δ O composition as the surrounding microchondrules and host chondrule
phenocrysts (Fig. 5.11a). The common composition of O-isotopes suggests that chondrules,
microchondrules, and associated fine-grained rim in NWA 5717 formed from the same local
nebular precursor material. Microchrondrules and fine-grained rims appear to have formed
shortly after, or contemporaneously, with larger chondrules and prior to accretion on a parent
body, consistent with the suggestion fine-grained rims are representative of the formerly dusty
material that melted to form chondrules.
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(a)

(b)
(c)
Fig. 5.10 – BSE images of locations from NWA 5717 where O-Isotope compositions of
chondritic materials were determined. (a) C47, a type I POP with a highly embayed surface that
hosts permeating S-rim rim, large opaque nodules, and a microchondrule-bearing rim. Insets
reveal areas of nanoSIMS pits where material was extracted so isotopic analyses. (b) Several
microchondrules and an irregularly-shaped mineral fragment that were the nanoSIMS targets. (c)
C3, a type II RP chondrules with a S-rich rim that has embedded within 3 smaller secondary
chondrules, two of which were targets for nanoSIMS analyses.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 5.11 – Δ 17O (‰) for objects surrounded and including C47 (a) and C3 (b). Data for
Lithologies A and B taken from Bunch et al., 2010.
To summarize, our data support chondrule pyroxene as the most common precursor for
microchondrules since exterior portions of chondrules are predominantly composed of low-Ca
pyroxene. The heating of such pyroxene-rich surfaces could explain the dominant low-Ca
pyroxene composition observed in the majority of microchondrules. Heating would also provide
mobility of Si- and Al-rich feldspathic material residing in the interior of the chondrule.
Plastically deformed chondrule surfaces would then form protuberances of low-Ca pyroxene
with minor amounts of other material from farther within the chondrule interior into a localized
“microenvironment” immediately adjacent to the heated chondrule. Other materials that have
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been expelled from the hot chondrules besides pyroxene and feldspathic mesostasis would be FeNi-metal and minor amounts of olivine. I infer that microchondrules with forsteritic olivinenormative compositions were probably carried outside of the interior of the host chondrule by
mobile metal or mesostasis. Metal being expelled from the chondrule would surely interact with
pyroxene along the outer surface of the chondrule, thereby providing localized areas of
detachment from which micron-sized droplets would be introduced into a dusty
microenvironment. Thus, the primary source material for microchondrules is their type I
chondrule hosts. This does not, however, preclude the possibility that some microchondrules
formed from melting of dust aggregates (Krot and Rubin, 1996; Krot et al., 1997). Despite these
uncertainties and possibilities, it seems clear that not only did all chondritic material formed
form a common reservoir of precursors, but that the precursor material that seeded the mm-sized
chondrules also coated along chondrule surfaces to eventual form fine-grained rims. Such a
scenario does not preclude modification and secondary alteration on the parent body, though
such asteroidal processing would preferentially affect later-stage matrix material that accreted
after the emplacement and formation of microchondrule-bearing fine-grained rims around UOC
chondrules.

5.4.4. A model for microchondrule formation

Based on the discussion above microchondrules have been interpreted to form as small
melt droplets produced during thermally active periods in the early solar nebula by melting of
host chondrule surfaces and/or flash melting of dust around or near chondrules (Krot and Rubin,
1996; Krot et al., 1997). Strong compositional similarities between the phenocrysts located at the
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surfaces of host chondrules and microchondrules seem to support melting of the host chondrule
surfaces as a mechanism for microchondrule formation but does not preclude formation of some
microchondrules as forming from dust. In either case, formation of microchondrules is a local
event. Krot et al. (1997) suggested that the ablation of silicate liquid from the outermost portions
of chondrule surfaces would form droplets that became embedded within chondrule rims after
cooling. They describe “peninsulas” of the chondrule surface protruding outwards into the
surrounding fine-grained rim as representing incomplete detachments of molten chondrule. In
this scenario, microchondrules represent completely molten detachments of such peninsulas that
became incorporated into fine-grained rims shortly after the melting of chondrule surfaces.
Figure 5.12 illustrates a conceptual model for microchondrule formation within localized
regions of the nebula that expands upon the model of microchondrule formation posited by Krot
et al. (1997). Flash heating events result in melting of portions of the chondrule surfaces.
Subsequent detachment of molten silicates, primarily low-Ca pyroxene, from the heated
chondrule surface would introduce melt droplets into a microenvironment within the immediate
proximity of the heated chondrule. These droplets cool to form microchondrules. In other cases,
protuberances of partly molten chondrule surfaces are preserved as peninsulas surrounded by Fesilicate-rich fine-grained rims. Those glassy microchondrules embedded in metal-sulfide
assemblages in the matrix may represent feldspathic chondrule mesostasis that became entrained
as immiscible melt within metal in the process of being expelled from heated chondrules during
the microchondrule forming process. Further work on such metallic assemblages in UOCs is
required to ascertain the relationship with silicate inclusions, including microchondrules, within
complex metal assemblages. In some cases, microchondrules may have formed from the melting
of nearby dust clumps, which could result in olivine-normative compositions, or the vesicular
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Fig. 5.12 – An illustration of microchondrule formation within a nebular environment with a
high dust/chondrule ratio. The arrows indicate the order of events that produces microchondrules
within dusty microenvironments of the chondrule-forming region for OCs. (1) Precursor Type I
chondrules exist in a dusty pre-accretionary environment and are heated. (2) The outer surfaces
of Type I chondrules are melted within a microenvironment that also includes the melting of
clumped dust particles. (3) Molten droplets produced from the melting of chondrule surface and
dust clumps cool to form microchondrules (pink circles) are subsequently incorporated with
submicron dust and mineral fragments into assemblages of fine-grained rims that coat Type I
chondrules. (4) Microchondrules from other microenvironments (red circles) within the OCforming region migrate to other chondrules and become incorporated into fine-grained
rims of Type I chondrules.
texture observed in some microchondrules. Some migration of microchondrules among mmsized chondrules is also possible. Microchondrules accreted with dust along chondrule surfaces
to form fine-grained rims. Finally, sintering of the rim material results in the emplacement of
microchondrule-bearing fine-grained rims as distinct envelopes around mm-sized chondrules
observed in UOCs.
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Our model adds weight to the effective geochemical separation between the two types of
chondrules in primitive meteorites that extends beyond UOCs (e.g. Huang et al., 1996; Jones et
al., 2005; Lauretta et al., 2006; Schrader et al., 2013; Jacquet et al., 2015; Tenner et al., 2015;
among many others). In particular, the evolution of dust clumps from recycled chondrule debris
favors volatile loss and recondensation on dust grains that in turn guides the evolution of
chondrule composition. Preferential low degree heating of type I chondrule surfaces envisioned
for microchondrule production also provides a framework for the lessening of volatile loss in
type II chondrules while providing repetitive heating to coarsen grains. Porous microchondrules
possessing vesicular textures (Fig. 5.3; Dobrică and Brearley, 2012, 2014) are thus byproducts of
type I chondrule processing and record a discrete stage in chondrule recycling models (Ruzicka
2012; Ruzicka et al., 2012). Such models may allow for the formation of microchondrules during
the volatile loss and FeO reduction experienced by type I chondrules, yet our model omits any
substantial chondrule disruption. I therefore suggest that microchondrule formation took place
towards the closure of dust processing and chondrule formation.

5.4.5. Multiple heating events recorded in microchondrules and fine-grained rims

If microchondrules were derived from the outer surfaces of larger chondrules, this would
suggest cycles of thermal processing during chondrule formation. Multiple heating episodes
during the formation of OC chondrules is consistent with the existence of coarse-grained igneous
rims around chondrules (Krot and Wasson, 1995), which where produced either by the melting
of adhering dust to previously solidified chondrules (Wasson, 2010) or by the heating of finegrained accretionary rims (Rubin, 2010). The presence of unmelted relict grains in chondrules,
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which are derived from previous generations of chondrules (e.g., Nagahara, 1981; Rambaldi,
1981; Rambaldi and Wasson, 1982; Jones, 1990, 1992) suggests the melting of some chondrules
was incomplete (e.g., Nagahara, 1983; Jones, 1996; Rubin and Krot, 1996). Thus, the recycling
and multiple heating of chondrules probably occurred by repetitive flash heating of variable
intensities that controlled the evolution of chemical and isotopic compositions of type I and type
II chondrules in ordinary and carbonaceous chondrites (Ruzicka 2012; Ruzicka et al., 2012). Our
model of microchondrule formation would have lesser intensity (sub-solidus) heating events
acting upon type I chondrule surfaces to protrude preferentially low-Ca pyroxene away from
plastically deformed surfaces. Although the fine-grained rims around chondrules have sintered
textures suggesting low degrees (sub-solidus) of heating (e.g., Bigolski et al., 2012), higher
intensity heating could have led to melting of the outer edges of chondrules and/or nearby dust
clumps to form microchondrules. Thus, rims and microchondrules are records of the same
recurrent flash heating events that chondrules and other chondritic materials experienced prior to
chondrite accretion.
I propose that the abundance of microchondrules within different chondrite groups may
be an indication for the intensity of heating events and/or recycling of chondrule materials. Such
a gauge, however, does not preclude potentially deleterious effects of parent body aqueous
alteration. For example, CM2 chondrites containing chondrule rims that have experienced
considerable aqueous alteration (e.g., Metzler et al, 1992; Metzler and Bischoff, 1987, 1996) do
not contain microchondrules. Whether the absence of microchondrules in these rims is due to
CM2 chondrules forming in an environment with less heating and chondrule recycling or due to
the effects of parent body aqueous alteration remains equivocal.
Combined with the well-defined boundaries between rim and matrix material, the
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ubiquitous nature of microchondrules as inclusions of fine-grained rims around type I chondrules
implies that microchondrule formation occurred during a transitional stage in protoplanetary
disk, from the chondrule-forming epoch to the early-stage accretion of UOCs. Although the
parent body alteration of chondrules and fine-grained material is evident due to bleached
chondrules (c.f. Kurat, 1969; Christophe Michel-Levy, 1976; Grossman et al., 2000) and
alteration veins crosscutting matrix into chondrules in Semarkona (Hutchison et al., 1987), I
consider these to have formed after initial agglomeration of planetesimals. Veins would form
during low temperature alteration of water-carrying phases in rims and matrix, which would then
preferentially act along the outer surface of bleached chondrules as well as along ruptured planes
of fragmented chondrules after brecciation.

5.4.6. Microchondrules and mechanisms for chondrule formation

In this section I discuss the consistency of 3 chondrule-forming scenarios with our
observations of microchondrules in UOCs: 1) shockwaves; 2) current sheets; 3) planetesimal
impacts.

5.4.6.1. Shock waves

Following from the premise that the melting of precursor solids during transient energetic
events formed chondrules, nebular shock waves have remained a continuously debated, albeit
fairly-widely accepted, mechanism for the thermal processing of chondrules in the early Solar
System (Wood, 1963, 1984; Suess and Thompson, 1983; Hood and Horanyi, 1993; Hood and
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Kring, 1996; Scott et al., 1996; Desch et al., 2005). According to the shock wave model,
chondrules that are caught in the shock wave are heated by frictional forces caused by supersonic
drag, and are also heated by the hot shocked gas in which the chondrules are entrained.
Chondrules that are farther downstream from the shock are also heated when they absorb thermal
radiation emitted by hotter chondrules. Connolly and Love (1998) showed that smaller particles
have a different stopping distance than larger particles, thus concentrating dust, as opposed to
chondrules, in the front of the shock wave. Such a model would also predict that
microchondrules, on the same size order as dust particles, would also mix with dust within the
wave front.
I hypothesize that microchondrules formed as a spallation of molten droplets from the
indented surfaces of plastically deformed mm-sized chondrules. Temperatures in the range from
1200-1550ºC (c.f. Hewins and Radomsky, 1990; Connolly and Hewins, 1995; Lofgren and Le,
2000) with an upper limit set at 1557ºC for chondrules with enstatitic pyroxene (after
Greenwood and Hess, 1996) could result in reheating of chondrules to a plastic state. In this
model, the reheating of chondrule surfaces, coupled with drag, may result in the budding of melt
droplets to form microchondrules. The boiling off of volatiles during such an event would also
form the vesicles observed in microchondrules, while simultaneously lessening volatiles from the
type I chondrule precursors. Alternatively, collisions of these hot chondrules with chondrules
farther downstream of the shock wave could effectively eject melt droplets from the surface of
chondrules as spall (e.g., Dobrica and Brearley, 2014, 2015). Subsequent solidification of these
molten droplets formed microchondrules that, along with mineral fragments and dust clumps,
adhered to the surfaces of Type I chondrules to form the microchondrule-bearing fine-grained
rims. The majority of microchondrules having pyroxene-normative compositions is consistent
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with the low intensity heating (< 1550ºC) of chondrule surfaces that are predominantly
composed of pyroxene. Such heating would nominally melt portions of the outer surface of the
host chondrule in order to liberate plastically deformed spherules. Alternatively, a spray of
completely molten droplets may have been produced through the collision of hot chondrules
whose outer surfaces were at least partly melted. In either case, the chondrule would not be
completely destroyed in the process of microchondrule-formation. Thus, this hypothesis can
produce the bimodal distribution of chondrules in UOCs (Fig 5.5).

5.4.6.2. Current Sheets

Another mechanism that provides localized heating within the protoplanetary accretion
disk is current sheets. Hubbard et al. (2012) described how instabilities within an accretion disk
arising from the thermal ionization of alkali metals behave similarly to electrical shorts that focus
narrow current sheets into localized regions of the disk. In their model, an increase in
conductivity, which is proportional to the ionization fraction, concentrates the current into lowresistivity, high-temperature sheets that serve to locally increase Ohmic heating. Peak
temperatures 1650 – 2000 K (1377 – 1727ºC) can be reached when the instabilities described in
the short-circuit model are applied to global models of magnetorotational instabilities that drive
accretion in protoplanetary disks (McNally et al., 2013). This mechanism thus provides
localized, intermittent heating of silicates within a protoplanetary disk.
I propose that current sheets could effectively melt chondrule surfaces and/or coagulated
dust clumps to form micron-sized melt droplets to form the microchondrules. Rare melting of
chondrule mesostasis and chondrule olivine could release Al- Si-rich and forsteritic melt droplets
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that formed glassy microchondrules and forsteritic microchondrules, respectively. Repeated
heating via current sheets could also sinter fine-grained rims and could produce the FeOenrichments observed in some microchondrules.

5.4.6.3. Impacts

Thermal modeling of iron meteorites suggests that, due to the radioactive decay of the
short-lived 26Al (half-life = 0.72 Ma) planetesimals > 30 km accreted ~1 Ma after the formation
of CAIs (Hevey and Sanders, 2006; Sahijpal et al., 2007). The bulk of chondrules within OCs
date from 1.5–2.5 Myr after the formation of most CAIs based on
(Hutcheon and Hutchison, 1989; Kita and Ushikubo, 2012), while
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26

Al-26Mg isochrons

Pb-206Pb dating similarly

puts the age difference between chondrules and CAIs from 0 – 2 Myrs (Amelin et al. 2002, 2010;
Connelly et al., 2008). Thus, planetesimals were presumably present during the time of
chondrule formation.
Sanders (1996) and Sanders and Taylor (2005) suggested that chondrules, including those
found in OCs, could have been produced by the collision of molten undifferentiated
planetesimals. Additionally, isotopic evidence for differentiated planetesimals that ostensibly
predate many of the observed chondrules supports the injection of massive amounts of material
into the nebula during the chondrule-forming epoch (e.g. Ashpaug et al., 2011; Sanders and
Scott, 2011; Fedkin and Grossman, 2013). Computer-generated simulations that take into
account grazing impacts (i.e. planetesimal bodies colliding at 30º angles) between accreting
planetesimals also predict the unloading of the smaller projectile into “magmatic sheets
supported by the low pressure of the nebula” (Asphaug et al., 2011, p. 378). Chondrules are
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predicted to form as solidified melt droplets produced by such magmatic sheets. Additionally,
hypotheses describing grazing impacts allow for the production of planetesimal dust within 100
– 1000 km regions of space (Asphaug et al., 2010, 2011).
Recent investigations that lend support to the formation of impact-generated chondrules
have focused on the jetting of melted material during vertical accretionary impacts (Johnson et
al., 2014, 2015). Models that simulated protoplanetary impacts predict that impact velocities of
2.5-5.5 km s−1 among impacting bodies 10-1,000 km in size would melt droplets to size ranges
consistent with he observed size distribution of mm-sized chondrules. The model of Johnson et
al. (2015) also predicts that high ejection velocities may be achieved for droplet sizes that extend
to ~0.5 mm, though constrained to relatively small impactors (<10 km) at high velocity (>5 km
s–1). The abundance of such sub-millimeter droplets conceivably produced by high velocity,
albeit small impactors, is not well constrained by the authors’ model. Although a potentially
viable mechanism for producing the observed chondrule size distribution in unequilibrated
chondrites as well as predicting comparable cooling rates to those experimentally determined for
porphyritic textures (Lofregen and Russell, 1986; Desch et al., 2012), such simulations do not yet
predict the observed petrologic and compositional characteristics of microchondrules, nor the
distinction in highly incompatible elements observed between type I and type II chondrules (e.g.
Jacquet et al., 2015).
According to our interpretations, microchondrules formed from the reheating of the outer
surfaces of their host chondrules. It is unclear whether a single impact event can create the
multiple heating that is necessary for chondrule formation as well as the chondrule reheating
needed to form microchondrules and sintering of fine-grained rims to form the assemblages of
chondrules with microchondrule-bearing fine-grained rims observed in UOCs, that are specific to
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Type I chondrules. In order to reheat chondrule surfaces to form microchondrules, as well as to
recycle chondrules (e.g., Jones, 1996) multiple impacts would be required.
In summary, our observations are more consistent with localized heating afforded by
repetitive shock waves and/or focused current sheets that could melt chondrules surfaces and
surrounding dust clumps to form microchondrules. Impact scenarios seem like a less efficient
mechanism for reheating of chondrules to form chondrule-rim assemblages or to recycle
chondrules. Impact scenarios, particularly those involving solid impactor/target bodies of
comparably small size, however, seem viable candidates for chondrule precursor material, and
would also provide the concentrations of dust required to establish the ƒO2 fugacities necessary
for type I/type II formation conditions.

5.4.7. Secondary alteration of microchondrules

Some microchondrules possess haloes (or overgrowths) of fayalitic material, or are
composed entirely of fayalitic material (c47-05, Fig. 5.1c, c35-I-02, Fig. 5.1f). The later are
wholly composed of fayalitic material and apparently lack remaining primary magnesian
material. Although not stoichiometric, the composition of this FeO-rich material is close to that
of fayalitic olivine (Table 2). Despite their Fe-rich character, these microchondrules retain solar
Ca/Al (wt. %) ratios and form a trend that their host chondrules also follow (Fig. 5.8). The
microchondrules that appear to have FeO-rich haloes (Fig. 5.2b) are interpreted to have
experienced secondary alteration. In several altered microchondrules, the crescent-shaped haloes
also mark a distinctly sharp contact with the more magnesian portion of the altered portion of the
microchondrule. These CC-microchondrules have experienced Fe-enrichment to variable
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degrees. Fe-enrichment of microchondrules as a secondary process may have occurred under the
same conditions as during the formation of many type II chondrules, although the small size of
microchondrules would have quickened the process. The stark contrast between altered and
unaltered microchondrule material implies that Fe-enrichment initiated along a preferable surface
of the affected microchondrule. Such alteration differs from the kind that occurs as fluids evenly
cover the surface of inclusions in contact with fine-grained rim groundmass. This second type of
alteration would imprint a more diffuse zoning profile, as seen in mineral fragments. The CCmicrochondrules that are composed of only fayalitic material thus implies that the alteration
reached completion for some spherules, though not for all. While microchondrules may be zoned
due to low-temperature metamorphism (Rubin et al., 1982), the compositional contrast between
Fe-enriched microchondrules, their unaltered portions (i.e. magnesian primary material) and
wholly unaltered microchondrules within the same fine-grained rim implies a localized process
on the micron-scale. Finally, the absence of altered microchondrules in some rims, as well as
lack of partly altered microchondrules in the observed matrix, leads us to hypothesize that the
alteration process of Fe-enrichment in microchondrules was extremely localized and occurred
within a short period of time while type I chondrules were accreting fine-grained rims. Our
hypothesis, however, does not preclude parent body metamorphism or hydrothermal alteration of
matrix components, microchondrules,included, as a process postdating the Fe-enrichment of rim
microchondrules.
Mineralogical evidence in the form of phyllosilicates within microchondrule-bearing rims
(e.g., Bigolski et al., 2014) implies the presence of water or similar oxidizing agent that would
have promoted the alteration of primary silicates and metal grains. Since many microchondrules
have experienced various degrees of alteration, I suggest that the microchondrules and fine-
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grained rims accreted with ices as a potential oxidation agent, and the alteration of the
microchondrules is the result of heating of icy rim assemblages and oxidation of Fe from metal.
Our findings are consistent with models that predict enhanced water vapor in the inner
protoplanetary disk during early stages of disk evolution, during which time solids formed in the
outer disk were transported inwards (Ciesla and Cuzzi, 2006). The issue of preserving such
material within a chondrule-forming environment has been examined by recent studies on
chondrules and matrix from CR chondrites (e.g., Schrader et al., 2014; Tenner et al., 2015). If the
products of aqueous alteration were hydrated with 16O-depleted water formed in the outer Solar
System, such material should have ∆17O well above the terrestrial fractionation line (i.e. (∆17O >
0‰) assuming that ∆17O > 80‰ is representative of outer Solar System water (Sakamoto et al.,
2007)). Ices, or water vapor perhaps delivered to dusty regions by cometary materials, could
have effected the O-isotopes seen in CR chondrules, resulting in 16O-poor oxidized products that
formed type I chondrules (Tenner et al., 2015). On the other hand, Schrader et al (2014)
concluded that, based on a nearly terrestrial O-isotope composition of CR matrix (∆17O ~ 0.7‰),
water that migrated from the outer Solar System may not have been a major contributing isotopic
reservoir to the inner Solar System. This implies that there may have been a relatively
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enriched source of water in the inner Solar System.
Fayalitic CC-microchondrules may have also formed from the heating of FeO-rich dust
during the same formational events that produced magnesian microchondrules. Previous work on
agglomeratic olivine (AO) objects predicts that type II chondrules in ordinary chondrites formed
through the repetitive disruption and thermal processing of AO objects (e.g., Ruzicka et al.,
2012). Such dust-rich microenvironments could be related to those predicted during OC
chondrule recycling and AO object formation (Ruzicka et al., 2012). As a mechanism for
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microchondrule formation, the processing of FeO-rich dust would have to operate on a micronscale that discriminately emplaced annealed FeO-rich dust around MgO-rich droplets to form the
FeO haloes and rinds in altered microchondrules, as well as preserve the round shape of the
nascent FeO-rich microchondrules. Though a plausible model for type II chondrule formation
and the overall recycling of chondrules with other mm-scale chondritic components, the
alteration of microchondrules on a micron-scale seems less likely. On the other hand, the
presence of well-defined microchondrules within a sintered fine-grained rim suggests that
microchondrule formation is at least a possible intermediate stage during chondrule recycling in
dust-rich environments. Water liberated from phyllosilicates or an amorphous material during
this stage would alter microchondrules towards an Fe-enriched material.
The secondary alteration of microchondrules, assuming they initially formed from a FeOdeficient precursor melt, may not have occurred exclusively in an asteroidal environment. The
temperatures at which parent body alteration occurred in UOCs must be less than those
calculated for thermal metamorphism on LL4-6 chondrites (~600–900 ºC, McCoy et al., 1991;
Slater-Reynolds and McSween, 2005), and are therefore probably closer to the peak
metamorphic temperature inferred for Semarkona (< 220 ºC, Busemann et al., 2007). Although
parent body alteration of chondrules and fine-grained material is evident due to bleached
chondrules (c.f. Kurat, 1969; Christophe Michel-Levy, 1976; Grossman et al., 2000) and
alteration veins crosscutting matrix into chondrules in Semarkona (Hutchison et al., 1987), I
consider these to have formed after initial agglomeration of planetesimals since veins would
form during low temperature alteration of water-carrying phases in rims and matrix, which
would then preferentially act along the outer surface of bleached chondrules, as well as along
ruptured planes of fragmented chondrules after brecciation. Our hypothesis for microchondrule
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formation does not bring into question parent body alteration of fine-grained material, nor does it
not preclude any minor, localized alteration on planetesimals post-accretion (i.e. diffusion,
hydration, oxidation) that may form compositional zoning at the micron scale (Rubin et al., 1982.
The juxtaposition of unaltered, partly altered and nearly completely altered FeO-rich
microchondrule with relatively unaltered anhydrous mineral fragments (e.g., angular pyroxene
and olivine fragments, unaltered metal grains) serves as a defining characteristic of the
unequilibrated nature of the fine-grained rims, which contain material that were formed through
comparatively high-temperature events than those of low-temperature acquisition of angular
anhydrous silicates. I also observe microchondrules that extend the entire size range (~1-40 µm)
that have experienced variable FeO-enrichment. (Fig. 5.1c,f; Bigolski et al., 2012). I therefore
posit that thermally diverse objects became components of fine-grained rims prior to accretion
and alteration via asteroidal processes.

5.4.8. A hypothesis for type II chondrule formation

The relationship between Type I (Mg# > 90) and Type II (Mg# < 90) chondrules is
currently uncertain. Our observations indicate that while ~90% of Type I chondrules possess
fine-grained rims, far fewer Type II chondrules (~ 20%) possess rims and the rims around type II
chondrules completely lack microchondrules. This suggests differences in either the density of
dust, or the energetics of chondrule formation in the Type I and II chondrule-forming
environments. The large compositional overlap between microchondrules and their host
chondrules (Fig. 5.9) suggests a genetic relationship, although the lack of microchondrules in
Type II chondrule rims implies that Type II chondrules formed in a spatially or temporally
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distinct environment, or through a different process than Type I chondrules. The occurrence of
chondrule grains interpreted to be relicts from an earlier chondrule generation (e.g., Rambaldi,
1981; Nagahara, 1983) has been used to argue for multiple chondrule heating events (Jones and
Danielson, 1997; Ruzicka et al., 2008). A model for the melting of "volatile-rich rims" to make
type II chondrules from type I precursors was independently produced as a possibility by
Ruzicka et al. (2008) based on trace-element data for chondrule olivine. Similarly, the accretion
of forsteritic olivine and/or enstatite with ice (e.g., Connolly and Huss, 2010) and Fe-metal
grains could result in the oxidation of metal and FeO-enrichment of magnesian silicates. It can
also be inferred from the hypothesized presence of ices and/or ice-coated dust grains that
chondrule formation occurred during times of migrating snowlines, whether water ice or other
volatile ices, though oxidation of metal grains accreted to chondrule surfaces strongly implies the
presence of water ice. Assuming that such alteration of ice-coated dust grains occurred while
chondrules were still free-floating objects, the formation of fine-grained rims as part and parcel
with pre-accretionary alteration of chondrules surfaces implies that chondrule formation occurred
inside of the snowline, or that nascent chondrules could have migrated farther out from their
regional formation zone. Hence, the oxidation-dominant environment that fostered rim formation
postdates the reducing environment within which type I chondrules formed.
Here I present a new hypothesis for formation of type II chondrules. I propose that type I
chondrules and/or their precursors acquired FeO-rich silicate dust and ice either during or shortly
after exposure to flash heating events in the nebula. A similar heating mechanism must have also
produced the two distinct size populations of chondrules in UOCs: mm-sized chondrules (down
to ~0.1 mm) as well as the microchondrules (≤ 40 µm). I interpret this as evidence for multiple
heating events during the time when type I chondrules were actively acquiring dusty rims. I
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suggest that the chondrules acquired silicate, metal, and ices during accretion of dusty rims. The
remelting of these accretionary assemblages (type I chondrules and their FeO-rich, ice-bearing
rims) could result in the production of type II chondrules with relict magnesian phenocrysts and
is consistent with the differences in the oxygen isotope compositions of type I and II chondrules
in OCs (c.f. Ruzicka et al., 2007; Schrader et al., 2008; Connolly and Huss, 2010). Such
remelting would ultimately force the resorption of all rim inclusions (i.e. microchondrules and
mineral and lithic fragments) while oxidizing Fe-metal within the type I chondrule assemblages
and producing ferrous mineral phases (Schrader et al., 2008).
The following events during chondrule formation are hypothesized: 1) Formation of Type
I chondrules during early heating events of precursor material; 2) Type I chondrules pass through
dusty regions and acquire coatings of mixed fine-grained minerals and ice; 3) Heating of dusty
chondrule assemblages melts the chondrule surfaces as well as dusty coatings, which results in
microchondrule formation along with the oxidation of Fe and FeO-enrichment of
microchondrules. 4) Some of the original Type I chondrules are heated to the point of remelting
host chondrule and Fe-rich dusty coatings to produce FeO-rich melt and Type II chondrules as an
end product with O-isotopes affected by water ice signature (e.g., Kita et al., 2010; Schrader et
al., 2008). Type II chondrule formation would require a heating mechanism to raise peak
temperatures above the liquidus for Type I chondrules (> 1750ºC; Connolly and Hewins, 1996)
to completely or nearly melt assemblages of Type I chondrules coated with fine-grained rims.
Such a means for the emergence of Type II chondrules, however, requires robust theoretical
modeling and is currently speculative. Our model does require substantial dust within the
chondrule-forming environment. Ruzicka (2012) has invoked periodic melting of dispersed dust
in debris clouds produced by collision between chondritic planetesimals to predict the observed
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chondritic components. Ephemeral planetesimals may inject substantially higher dust into the
vicinity of hot type I chondrules or Al-rich chondrules that would accrete heated dust with would
liberate water vapor within a microenvironment of chondrules accreting dust while in a
plastically deformed state. The embayments along the surfaces of many host chondrules are
testament to plastic deformation during intermediate stages of chondrule recycling and dust
processing before final accretion onto the parent body.

5.5. Conclusions

1)

This study confirms that microchondrules are a ubiquitous type of chondrule in UOCs

(Rubin et al., 1982; Rubin, 1989; Krot and Rubin, 1994, 1996). They are a common component
of fine-grained rims on type I chondrules and less commonly associated with metal and sulfide in
the matrix. Thus far, microchondrules are not observed in the fine-grained rims associated with
type II chondrules, suggesting a different formation history for type I and type II chondrules.
2)

Chemical similarities, and in some cases textural similarities, between microchondrules,

and the larger host chondrules indicate that they are genetically related materials from the same
local chondrule-forming environment that formed from melt of similar composition. I suggest
that chondrules and their surrounding fine-grained (dusty) rim and microchondrules represent a
snapshot of the chondrule-forming environment that predates the final accretion of all chondritic
components.
3)

Some microchondrules formed through recurrent heating of the outer surfaces of larger

chondrules, which would form microchondrules as protuberances from chondrule surfaces. The
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flashing heating of dust within the immediate vicinity of heated chondrules may have also
contributed to the population of microchondrules observed in UOCs.
4)

The heating mechanisms for a pre-accretionary thermal alteration of chondrules that are

most consistent with our observations of microchondrules are shock waves and current sheets.
Planetesimal impacts, however, do not as of yet predict many of the features observed in UOCs.
Future testing of these chondrule-forming mechanisms must take into account the ubiquitous
presence of microchondrules within UOCs.
5)

A new hypothesis for type II chondrule formation is proposed. If low-temperature heating

sintered fine-grained rims, then the melting of ice grains that accreted with the dusty rims could
have facilitated the oxidation of Fe from metal in rims, producing the FeO-enrichment observed
in rim components, including the microchondrules. The heating of type I chondrules and their
FeO-rich rims to higher temperatures would result in formation of type II chondrules.
Additionally, the heating to below the temperature needed to fully melt and significantly
vaporize a type II precursor would make an AO object. Dust processing and chondrule recycling
are thus intimately linked during the transition to early-stage accretion of UOCs. The formation
of rims around type I chondrules would also have marked a transition form reducing-dominant
conditions to oxidizing-dominant conditions, which implies either inwards migration of the
snowline, or outwards transport of type I chondrules to beyond the snowline that afforded an
environment for ice-coated dust grains to adhere to chondrule surfaces.
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CHAPTER 6
A MICROANALYTICAL STUDY OF FINE-GRAINED RIMS
6.1. Introduction

Unequilibrated ordinary chondrites (UOCs) contain some of the most primitive Solar
System materials available for study, including a fine-grained component (i.e. matrix) that may
preserve original Solar System condensates, as well as presolar grains (e.g., Dodd and Van
Schmus, 1965; Dodd, 1976; Ashworth, 1977; Allen et al., 1980; Huss et al., 1981; Scott et al.,
1984; Alexander et al., 1989a,b; Huss and Lewis, 1995; Zinner, 1998; Huss et al., 2005; Leitner
et al., 2014; Scott and Krot, 2005; 2014). In addition to the fine-grained matrix, the coatings of
fine-grained Fe-rich silicate material that form rims around chondrules (fine-grained rims) also
contain primitive materials, including (in situ discovery of) presolar grains (e.g., Mostefaoui et
al., 2004; Tonotani et al., 2006; Leitner et al., 2014). More than 70 % of chondrules in UOCs
have such rims (Bigolski et al., 2012/Chapters 3, 4) so the material is fairly abundant.
Rim formation was a pre-accretionary process and many hypotheses for rim formation
have been proposed, including nebular condensation of rim material onto chondrule surfaces
(and/or direct-accretion of dust onto chondrule surfaces (Allen et al., 1980), gas-solid
condensation in the aftermath of impacts (Kurat, 1970), coatings of fine-grained regolith material
(Sears 1986), and hydrated dusty material within the upper surface of planetesimals (Alexander
et al., 1989a,b). Rims also show evidence of alteration including overprinting by FeO-rich
material (Bigolski et al., 2016/Chapters 4, 5). However, the micrometer to sub-micrometer grain
size of much of the rim material requires TEM analysis in order to fully characterize the rims.
Similar study of matrix is required in order to compare these different fine-grained components.
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The fine-grained (non-igneous) rims are a diverse population of chondritic components
that have been described in terms of accretionary features, essentially thought to represent
compacted nebular dust and other types of grains that adhered to chondrule surfaces, whereupon
inherited porosity was reduced after accretion onto respective chondritic parent bodies
(Ashworth, 1977; Allen et al., 1980; Wlotzka, 1983; Nagahara, 1984; Scott et al., 1984;
Alexander et al., 1989; Matsunami et al., 1990). Such petrologic context distinguishes these
chondritic components from fine-grained matrices, the later of which has higher porosity, as well
as a larger fraction of secondary material, such as hydrated phases (e.g., smectite-group and
serpentine subgroup minerals) and ferric phases (e.g., magnetite).
This chapter presents a comparative microanalytical study of the fine-grained materials
(rims and matrix) in UOCs. The work focuses on the fine-grained components in NWA 5717 and
Semarkona, the goals of which are to document and compare the nature of the submicron
component (i.e. the groundmass) of rims and matrices in order to determine the crystal structures
and compositions of their respective phases and decipher the nebular, accretionary and alteration
histories they record. Comparison with the fine-grained rims will warrant crucial distinctions
between fractions of fine-grained chondritic materials from within the least equilibrated UOCs
(petrologic grade <3.2), while also establishing precedence for future work on the fine-grained
material present in primitive meteorites from other chondritic groups.

6.2. Analytical techniques

Fe-silicate-rich fine-grained rims and adjoining fine-grained matrix were studied in thin
sections of NWA 5717 (AMNH-1) and Semarkona (AMNH 4128-5) using the JEOL JSM-6390
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LV/LGS scanning electron microscope (SEM) at Kingsborough-CUNY and the Hitachi S4700
Field Emission SEM at the American Museum of Natural History (AMNH). Bulk compositions
of rims and matrix material were obtained using a Cameca SX100 electron probe microanalyzer
(EPMA) at AMNH. Microprobe operating conditions were an accelerating voltage of 15 kV, a
beam current of 20 nÅ, and a dwell time of 20 s for all elements with the exception of Na and K,
which had 10 s dwell times. Using a focused ion beam (FIB), ultra-thin cross-sections of rim and
matrix material surrounding three chondrules from NWA 5717 and two chondrules from
Semarkona were prepared with a Quanta 3D dual-beam field-emission gun at the Johnsons Space
Center (JSC). Petrologic and geochemical analyses were carried out on a JEOL 200FX ATEM
and a JEOL 2500SE 200kV Field Emission Gun STEM equipped with a Noran thin-window
EDX spectrometer at JSC.

6.3. Results

The coarse-grained (>5 µm) inclusions in fine-grained rims have been previously
discussed as consisting of monomineralic fragments, polymineralic fragments of either
comminuted chondrules fragments or other lithic clasts, and microchondrules (Bigolski et al.,
2012; 2013b; 2014b; 2016 / Chapter 4, 5). The material that composes the groundmass of Fesilicate-rich rims is essentially mineral grains ≤1 µm, which are themselves embedded in a finergrained material down to ~5 nm. The general composition of rim groundmass vis-a-vis the
matrix represents a more ferroan material at the nanoscale (10 – 100 nm), which is reflected in
the bulk compositions of rims versus matrix (see Chapter 4).
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Two FIB sections were extracted from the fine-grained rims surrounding two different
type I chondrules in NWA 5717 (C39, C47), as well one FIB section extracted from a rim
surrounding a type II chondrule in NWA 5717 (C44) that samples the contact with rim material
and fine-grained matrix along the outer rim boundary (Fig. 6.1). It should be noted that one of
the two FIB sections extracted from the vicinity of C39 in NWA 5717 was sampled from within
a region that, upon later examination, had experienced extensive terrestrial weathering (Fig.
A.2.1). Comparative FIB sections were extracted from the matrix-rim boundaries of both type I
and type II chondrules from Semarkona (Fig. 6.2).
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Fig. 6.1 – Fe X-ray element map of NWA 5717 (a) and three locations (BSE) of FIB section
extractions: C39 (b); C47 (c); C44 (d). Note that only one of the 2 FIB sections from C39 were
examined to date (red circle).

Fig. 6.2 – Fe X-ray element map of NWA 5717 (a) and two locations of FIB section extractions:
C16 (b); C10 (c).
6.3.1. Mineralogy and composition of Fe-rich silicate rim groundmass

The submicron (groundmass) material in the rims is composed of crystalline and
amorphous particles (Fig. 6.3 – 6.7). In NWA 5717, much of the material in the rim groundmass
appears to be ferroan olivine grains, making up to 95 %. The smallest olivine detectable occurs
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as mottled growths (~10 – 25 nm) around larger grains of other silicate phases. There are also
tabular growths of fayalitic olivine, often elongated 20 nm-wide bars that may reach ~100 – 150
nm in length. Phyllosilicates are pervasive, yet a minor component within rim groundmass (~15
%). Thin coatings (5 – 10 nm) of phyllosilicates are found along the tabular olivine grain
boundaries. Some mottled olivine is intergrown with phyllosilicates 10 – 50 nm. Within the
finer-grained groundmass of olivine and phyllosilicates are embedded fragments of mafic
silicates (olivine, pyroxene), metal and sulfide grains, and rare amorphous inclusions (Fig. 6.3a).
Silicate fragments occur from ~100 nm up to ~2 µm, while all other inclusions range 100 – 500
nm. Such fragments as low-Ca pyroxene (Fig. 6.5b), in addition to sulfides and metal grains,
outline the contact between rim and matrix. The single amorphous grain discovered occurs as an
amoeboid inclusion within the finer-scale groundmass.
While the aforementioned growths of phyllosilicates occur in all FIB sections from NWA
5717, there are portions of certain rims that contain material rich in phyllosilicates and
amorphous material (Fig. 6.4b). Phyllosilicates from these areas occur as larger grains (~800 nm
x 300 nm) and have lattice spacings (8.2-9.5 Å) indicative of dehydrated smectite (Fig. 6.4c,d).
In addition to larger phyllosilicate grains, larger submicron grains of mafic silicates (>200 nm)
include ferroan and magnesian olivine, as well as enstatite and low-Ca pyroxene (Fig. 6.3a; 6.4a;
6.5a). Other minerals include minor Fe-sulfide (troilite and pentlandite) and Fe-Ni-metal, and
rare diopside and augite (Fig. 6.4a; 6.5a).
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Fig. 6.3 – Transmission electron microscope (TEM) bright field images of the FIB section
extracted from the rim of C47 in NWA 5717. (a) 20 µm-wide FIB section showing the
groundmass of the rim is composed of pyroxene, metal grains, and a single amorphous
inclusions, all of which are embedded within finer-grained ferroan olivine, phyllosilicates, and
amorphous material. (b) Close-up of area outlined by the red box in (a) that shows the mottled
ferroan olivine, within which are embedded pyroxene that show a range of compositions.
Pyroxene include enstatite, and low-Ca pyroxene. (c) Detail of finer-grained material from red
box in (b). The tabular olivine, which is ferroan, is associated with intergrown amorphous
material and phyllosilicates.
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Fig. 6.4 – TEM bright field images of a FIB section (C39b) extracted from the rim of C39 in
NWA 5717. (a) 20 µm-wide FIB section showing the groundmass rich in mottled ferroan
olivine, silicate fragments, and areas rich in phyllosilicates (red boxes, upper left). Silicate
fragments embedded within the mottled olivine include enstatite, olivine, and a single grain of
augite. Note that the lower right of the section samples fine-grained rim groundmass inundated
with overgrowths of secondary Fe-oxide. (b) Detail of areas outlined in red from (a). Here,
olivine shows wide-ranging composition and is embedded in finer-grained mottle olivine and
thick (~1.0 – 1.5 µm) accumulations of phyllosilicates (red boxes). (c) Details of phyllosilicaterich areas show the lattice spacings (red arrows) of phyllosilicates to range from ~8.2 – 9.4 Å,
suggestive of dehydrated saponite.
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Fig. 6.5 – TEM images of a FIB section extracted from the rim of C44 in NWA 5717. The FIB
section samples the contact of fine-grained rim and fine-grained matrix. (a) A dark field image of
the FIB section that reveals the rim (left of image) and matrix (right of image) and their
respective materials. (b) A bright field image of the contact between rim and matrix (red box, a),
which includes pyroxene outlining the rim groundmass. (c) A bright field image of the
rim/matrix contact that is inverted from the orientation of the dark field image in (a) (yellow
box) The field of view is 2 µm. (d) Element map of elements Fe-Ni-S (RGB) of the same field of
view from (c). The matrix in both (c) and (d) occurs in the upper portion of the image.

Fig. 6.6 – TEM images of a FIB section extracted from the rim of C16 in Semarkona. The FIB
section samples the contact of fine-grained rim and fine-grained matrix.
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Fig. 6.7 – TEM images of a FIB section extracted from the rim of C10 in Semarkona. The FIB
section samples the contact of fine-grained rim and fine-grained matrix. The contact (a) run
through the center of the FIB section. (b) Mineralogy within a 2 µm-wide region of the rim is
dominated by amorphous material with phyllosilicates (amorph + phyllos). Fayalitic gorundmass
(Fa-gr) is also present withinboth rim and matrix, as well as globules (globs) of metal-sulfidescontaining \ material. Fe-Ni-S RGB composite element map shows the more Fe-rich composition
of the rim groundmass relative to the matrix, as well as Fe-Ni metal grains and Fe-sulfide grains
that outline the rim/matrix contact.
The rims in Semarkona overlap in mineralogy with the larger grains (>100 nm), and they
also contain mineral grains common to NWA 5717, such as olivine and pyroxene (Fig. 6.6b). At
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smaller scales, fayalitic olivine is present, yet at lower abundances (~50 %) compared to the
groundmass of rims in NWA 5717. Relative to the rim groundmass in NWA 5717, the
phyllosilicates in the groundmass of Semarkona rims are more abundant (50 – 75 %), are
generally coarser-grained (~50 nm), are more often associated with amorphous material than in
NWA 5717 rims (the former of which are more pervasively distributed among the fayalitic
growths), and are serpentine-saponite mixtures (Fig. 6.6, 6.7). Lattice spacings of serpentine are
typically ~7 Å. Unlike in the rims of NWA 5717, the ferroan olivine lacks any tabular forms,
instead occurring as clumped growths among the more pervasive phyllosilicate grains.
Amorphous material also occurs interspersed among the finer-scale minerals, typically
associated with the serpentine-saponite mixtures. Inclusions of silicates include forsterite,
enstatite, and low-Ca pyroxene. The rim surrounding C16 in Semarkona has Fe-sulfides and
metal grains spread throughout the groundmass. Sulfide is prevalent as 20 – 40 nm grains within
this rim. Such material also outlines the rim contact with fine-grained matrix (Fig. 6.7b).
The groundmass of the Fe-silicate-rich fine-grained rims contains minerals of a wideranging composition (Table 6.1). Regarding silicates in fine-grained rims surrounding NWA
5717, compositions include olivine (Fo17-94), enstatite (En98-99), low-Ca pyroxene (En54-84 Wo3-7),
and rare Ca- rich pyroxene (En39-45 Wo27-31). Phyllosilicates in NWA 5717 rims are Fe-rich
saponite (FeO wt. % – 17.4-37.6). The amorphous material contains (in wt%) Na2O – 16.1, CaO
– 18.9 and is FeO-rich (24.1) with minor MgO (6.3). NWA 5717 rims also contain diopside
(En45 Fs28 Wo27) and augite (En39 Fs30 Wo31). An amorphous inclusion (C47; Fig. 6.3a) has the
following composition (in wt. %): Na2O – 12.05; K2O – 0.90; MgO – 3.83; CaO– 13.59; Al2O3 –
4.36; SiO2 – 31.41; FeO – 18.44. The compositions of silicate grains from Semarkona include
forsterite (Fo99) and low-Ca Fe-rich pyroxene (En44-53 Fs45-53 Wo1-3). Phyllosilicates from
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Semarkona rims are less Fe-rich (FeO wt. % – 16.1) than those from NWA 5717 rims.

Table 6.1 – Compositions of olivine, pyroxene, phyllosilicates and amorphous material (i.e.
mesostasis) from the rims of NWA 5717 and Semarkona.
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Compositions of mineral fragments in the fine-grained rim groundmass show a general
overlap of olivine and pyroxene grains in the rims with the bulk composition of chondrules from
both NWA 5717 and Semarkona (Table 6.3; Fig. 6.8). The olivine and pyroxene grains
themselves range from magnesian near-endmember compositions (Mg# ~99 – forsterite and
enstatite, respectively), to less magnesian compositions (lower Mg#, higher Si/Mg). At lower
Mg# values, both olivine and pyroxene overlap with the compositions of phyllosilicates,
especially with olivine. These phyllosilicates with overlapping compositions have a relatively
lower range of Si/Mg than other phyllosilicates that plot outside the range of olivine and
pyroxene grains (red circle, Fig. 6.8).

Fig. 6.8 – Data plots comparing the composition of chondrule phenocrysts determined by WDS
analysis via EMPA with the composition of rim mineral fragments determined by EDX analysis
via TEM. Note: Mg# is the atomic ratio of Mg to the sum of Mg and Fe of olivine and pyroxene
grains (in atomic %, Mg# = Mg / ((Mg + Fe)).
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Table 6.2 – Average compositions of phyllosilicates (wt%) in fine-grained rims with
parenthetical sampling size. Previously reported compositions of smectite in Semarkona and
Bishunpur are from (Alexander et al., 1989a).

6.3.2. Mineralogy of fine-grained chondrite matrix

There is generally a lower abundance of Fe-rich phases in the fine-grained matrix, as
such, a lower abundance of fayalitic groundmass, as well as larger ferroan olivine grains
compared to fine-grained rims. There is, by contrast, a considerably higher abundance of
amorphous material in the matrix. This material also has intergrown phyllosilicates distributed
amongst the amorphous-dominant groundmass. The matrix in NWA 5717 contains abundant
amorphous material interspersed with phyllosilicates. Silicate grains include olivine overgrown
with phyllosilicates and less commonly ferroan olivine. Forsteritic olivine (Fo87-92) is the
dominant mineral in the sampled matrix material.
The matrix from NWA 5717 (adjacent to the rim around C44; Fig. 6.5) also contains
round globules. These are GEMS-like inclusions within the matrix that are globules of
amorphous material within which are contained Fe-Ni-metal and Fe-sulfides. Such globules
range up to ~170 nm and do not occur in NWA 5717 rims (Fig. 6.5c). Within Semarkona, similar
yet smaller globules — up to 70 nm — occur in both the rim and adjacent matrix around C10
(type I chondrule)(Fig. 6.7 b,c), yet are not evident within the rim that surrounds C16 (type II
chondrule)(Fig. 6.6). With regard to Semarkona matrix adjacent to rims, bordering matrix near
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C10 contains globules up to ~150 nm, while C16 has the largest observed globules, up to ~260
nm.

6.4. Discussion

The mineralogy of the submicron groundmass of fine-grained rims is dominantly fayalitic
olivine and hydrated material (i.e. phyllosilicates). Fine-grained rims from both NWA 5717 and
Semarkona are discernible from matrix in the composite EDX elemental maps (RGB
corresponding to Fe-Ni-S) where the fine-grained rims are bright red relative to the matrix,
owing to their Fe-rich nature. While rims in NWA 5717 are characterized by presence of mottled
and/or tabular fayalitic material (C44 – NWA 5717; Fig. 6.5), the rim groundmass of Sem-C10
(c) represents a mixture of fayalitic material and amorphous material with interstitial
phyllosilicates (see Fig. 1 of the main text). Saponite is present in the rims of NWA 5717, a
higher abundance of the mineral, as well as more complex mineralogical occurrences of
saponite-serpentine intergrowths, is found within the rims of Semarkona. Such secondary
material in the rims from NWA 5717 is typically associated with fayalitic olivine, in addition to
amorphous enclaves (Fig. 6.3c, 6.4b-d). Contrasting NWA 5717, hydrated material in
Semarkona rims is often associated with amorphous material, possibly replacing it (Fig. 6.7b).
Element maps (of the FIB sections) collected across the boundary of fine-grained rims
and chondrite matrices adjacent to the chondrules show the presence of mineral grains outlining
the contact of rims and matrices, such as ferroan olivine and metal and sulfide grains (Fig. 6.5d,
6.7b). Such material also outlines the outer surfaces of rims in the micron scale (Chapter 4). For
NWA 5717, rim material in the submicron scale is notably marked by the absence of globules
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that happen to be abundant in adjacent matrix, the later of which is easily delineated from the rim
due to the presence of Fe-Ni-rich and Fe-sulfides within the globules. Once again, this contrasts
the rims of Semarkona, which possess similar, albeit it smaller, globules as does nearby matrix.
Globules in the matrices of both chondrites occur as inclusions within an amoeboid mass of
amorphous material. Fine-grained rims and matrix from both FIB sections also contain 0.5 – 2
µm inclusions of anhydrous minerals such as olivine and enstatite that appear as black spaces in
the Fe-Ni-S maps.
Rims are dominated by submicron fayalitic olivine that is absent in the chondrules and
compositionally different from the matrix olivine. Some rims contain hydrated minerals with
assemblages sharply different from their host chondrules and adjacent matrix. Compositionally,
NWA 5717 matrix is closest to solar composition for major elements, with rims representing
more Fe-rich compositions. Semarkona rim compositions reflect more Si- and Al-rich
compositions, which probably reflects the higher abundance of phyllosilicates (Fig. 6.9).
Although few grains were sampled, the olivine from Semarkona rims are quite magnesian,
reflecting a reducing environment of formation for the source of these minerals, while NWA
5717 olivine analyses run the full range of olivine compositions (orange field, Fig. 6.9).
Microanalytical observations reinforce the complex processes that formed fine-grained
rims. They experienced a complex history of modification of chondrule surfaces followed by
accretion of fine-grained rim components and finally alteration of those components, all prior to
final accretion with the matrix. The alteration products within rims imply the accretion of ices
mixed with dust onto chondrule surfaces. Heating of this icy-dust mixture led to oxidation of Fe
and the alteration assemblage in the rims, yielding a sintered rim texture. In the case of
Semarkona, higher degrees of hydration is evident within rims and indicates a separate pathway
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of processing than for other UOC rims, or that for Semarkona, higher abundances of ices
accreted with adhering dust and or parent body motification played a larger role in rim alteration
than in other chondrites.

Fig. 6.9 – Ternary plot of major element from EDX analyses of groundmass material from finegrained rims. Regions of mineral compositions from rims are as follows: orange region – olivine;
pink region – pyroxene; gold – smectite; gray – mesostasis.
Based on textural, petrologic and compositional data of rims and matrices, a nebular,
preaccretionary environment is favored as having formed the sintered fine-grained rims,
predominant around chondrules in UOCs. This pre-accretionary environment may be either: 1) a
nebular setting within the accretionary disk, or 2) an earlier stage of fluid-assisted alteration of
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fine-grained material within ephemeral planetesimals that were subsequently broken apart
through collisions. The breakup of such bodies would have dislodged and abraded rim-hosted
chondrules, producing fragmented clasts of broken rim material within matrix (Fig. 6.5a). The
conspicuous prevalence of bleached radial pyroxene and cryptocrystalline chondrules in many
UOCs imply an environment of considerable fluid permeating through an asteroidal
environment, which lends support to the release of water either from accreted of ices and/or
during the oxidation of organic material (Grossman et al., 2000). Yet breakup might be expected
to produce a larger percentage of broken, angular objects within chondrites such as NWA 5717. I
surmise the alteration environment of rims included heating of ice-dust assemblages adhered to
chondrules as evident in NWA 5717, as well as alteration of fine-grained material as evident in
Semarkona. The former is a pre-accretionary environment (either in the nebula or ephemeral
planetesimal) and the latter is an asteroidal environment, which possibly overprinted an early
alteration history.
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CHAPTER 7
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF FINE-GRAINED RIMS FROM UNEQUILIBRATED
ORDINARY CHONDRITES AND CM CHONDRITES
7.1. Introduction

Unequilibrated ordinary chondrites (UOCs) and carbonaceous chondrites (CCs) contain
fine-grained material (chondrule rims and matrix) that was later altered via thermal and aqueous
processing (e.g., Huss et al., 2005, and references therein; Scott and Krot, 2014, and references
therein). Fine-grained chondrule rims, which are also referred to as accretionary rims and/or dust
mantles, among many other terms, are common features in some groups of primitive meteorites
(e.g., UOC, CV3, CR3, CM2). Such features may also surround other components in some
chondrites (CAIs, chondrule and lithic fragments, mineral fragments and clasts). The view
among researchers is that rims preserve primary materials (e.g. mineral fragments and
microchondrules) and secondary materials (i.e. alteration products), and thus record a spectrum
of processes during the time when chondrules were free-floating objects in space to asteroidal
processes. It is evident that rims from different chondrite groups show different degrees of
thermal and aqueous alteration, which ultimately reflect the different environments from which
different chondrites and their constituent chondrules formed. Even within a single chondrite
group of common petrologic grade, rim characteristics are different for type I and type II
chondrules, for example, in UOCs and CM2s (Huang et al., 1993; Sears et al., 1993).
Rim thickness in CMs correlates with chondrule diameter (Metzler et al., 1992).
Analogous accretionary rims have been produced in laboratory experiments and used to model
post-accretionary compaction (Connolly and Hewins, 1995; Beitz et al., 2011). Rims have been
used to model sticking dynamics among 1 mm-sized particles coated with dusty rims (e.g., Zsom
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et al., 2010; Beitz et al., 2012). In this chapter, I aim to distinguish between the characteristics of
fine-grained materials in different primitive meteorites by comparing fine-grained rims in 4
UOCs (LL3.0 Semarkona, LL3.1 Watonga, LL3.15 Bishunpur, ungrouped 3.05 Northwest
Africa (NWA) 5717), with fine-grained rims in CM chondrites, which include Murchison,
Mighei, Boriskino and Yamato (Y) 791198, the latter of which is considered to represent a
primary accretionary rock and is relatively minimally altered compared to other CMs (Metzler et
al., 1992; Chizmadia and Brearley, 2008). A cursory comparison is also made with literature data
on fine-grained rims from other CCs — CR3s QUE 99177 and MET 00426 (Abreu and Brearley,
2010).

7.2. Properties of fine-grained rims in UOCs

The majority of chondrules in UOCs have non-igneous fine-grained rims that are
discernable in BSE images and Fe element maps (Fig. 7.1). due to their high average Z and sharp
contacts with their host chondrules and adjacent matrix. The 3 types of fine-grained rims found
around UOC objects, based primarily on their submicron groundmasses, include: 1) FeO-rich
silicate rims; 2) mixed-sulfide silicate rims; 3) sulfide-rich rims. Embedded within the
groundmass of each respective rim type are mineral fragments with wide-ranging element
compositions as inclusions (micron to tens-of-microns). These rims are not always continuous,
nor of uniform thickness, yet are distinct from matrix despite some petrologic similarities
(Chapters 4, 6).
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(b)
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(e)
Fig. 7.1 – Composite RGB (Fe-Ni-S) X-ray element maps of Semarkona (a), NWA 5717 (b),
Watonga-1 (c), Watonga-3 (d), and Bishunpur (e).
In UOCs, fine-grained rims occur around all types of chondrules and chondritic
components, which include, in relative order of abundance, type I and type II chondrules, Al-rich
chondrules, chondrule and lithic fragments, compound chondrules, and, rare amoeboid-olivine
aggregates (AOAs). The type of fine-grained rim most commonly present around type I
chondrules are continuous FeO-rich silicate rims, which have a sintered appearance. The main
component of these rims is a submicron groundmass of Fe-rich olivine as the predominant type
of material, with phyllosilicates and ferromagnesian amorphous material consisting of the minor
groundmass component. The olivine appears to be a mottled or tabular fayalitic varietal, while
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the phyllosilicates’ lattice spacings are inferred to represent dehydrated saponite (NWA 5717),
which can also be intergrown with serpentine (Semarkona). The groundmass supports micronsized anhydrous mineral fragments and is the dominant setting for microchondrules (dia. ≤
40µm).
By contrast, FeO-rich silicate rims around type II chondrules are more often
discontinuous, are less sintered and have less Fe-rich replacement of mineral inclusions. They
also do not contain microchondrules in any of the 76 rims analyzed (Table A.5). The fayalitic
component in the groundmass is pervasively mottled and shows no evidence for tabular
structure, unlike corresponding rims surrounding type I chondrules. Thus, the fine-grained rims
surrounding type II chondrules more closely resembling clastic, matrix material.
The other two types of fine-grained rims, mixed-sulfide silicate rims, and sulfide-rich
rims, can be found around both type I and type II chondrules, yet they are more common
surrounding type II chondrules. Additionally, sulfide-rich rims more often than not occur as an
inner rim to an outer fine-grained silicate rim. Type I chondrules seldom host singular sulfiderich rims without an outer silicate rim. Fine-grained rims also occur around compound
chondrules. Fine-grained rim material can be found as rims surrounding primary and secondary
chondrules. There are also complex chondrules that have outer igneous / coarse-grained rims that
are in turn rimmed by FeO-rich silicate rims. Such layering, with the non-igneous fine-grained
rims as the outermost layer, indicates that rim accretion/heating was a continuous process that
included accretion, followed by heating to form coarse-grained igneous rims, followed by further
accretion of the outermost layer(s).
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7.3. Properties of CM fine-grained rims

A group of CCs known to have abundant fine-grained rims are the CM chondrites (e.g.,
Metzler et al., 1992; Bischoff and Metzler, 1996). All objects (chondrules, fragments, CAIs, etc.)
in CMs have been reported to possess fine-grained rims, However, many members of the CM
group are impact breccias that do not necessarily preserve their primary texture and rim material,
such as Murchison and Mighei. The CMs that lack brecciation preserve a “primary accretion
assemblage” of chondrules, chondrule and mineral fragments that possess fine-grained rims
(Metzler et al., 1992). Such relatively unaltered, unbrecciated members of the CM group include
Y 791198 and Boriskino, which a precursory petrographic examination confirms (Fig. 7.2).

(a)
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(b)

(c)
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(d)
Fig. 7.2 – Composite RBG X-ray element maps of Y 791198 and Boriskino. Element maps
include, respectively, Mg-Ca-Al and and Si-Ca-Fe for Y 791198 (a, b) and Boriskino (c, d). A
portion of (d) only shows Ca.
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Fig. 7.3 – C1 from Y 791198. (a) Backscattered electron image, (b) Mg-Ca-Al element map, and
(c) Si-Ca-Fe element map of C1.
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The fine-grained rims observed in Y 791198 are not immediately recognizable in BSE or
SE images, unlike rims in UOCs. This is primarily due to their compositions, yet they are still
ubiquitous features that surround nearly all chondritic components, with exception of some
mineral fragments that are apparently not rimmed (Fig. 7.3). For the purposes of this
examination, only rims surrounding chondrules were analyzed. All rimmed object have
contiguous rims and partial fine-grained rims are not observed, unlike in UOCs in which
discontinuous rims are present. The thicknesses of CM rims vary, reaching maximum thickness
over depressions and embayments along the inner surface of each respective chondrule core (Fig.
7.3a). As such, CM chondrule rims are generally thicker (50 – 130 µm) than those in UOCs, with
many CM chondrules having irregular surfaces upon which rim thicknesses reach >100 µm
(Table 7.1). Some chondrules also have metallic inner rims that are either in direct contact with
an outer fine-grained rim, or separate the chondrule from a secondary igneous shell. Such
secondary features, including the metallic rim, can be fragmented and broken, yet still be
completely surrounded by the fine-grained rim (Fig. 7.3). CM rims are Fe-rich, Al- and Sbearing rims that have rather low compositional total (Table 7.2). Rather than recognizable by
their Fe-rich character, fine-grained rims in CMs are more discernable when viewed in
composite element maps containing Ca (Fig. 7.2, Fig. 7.3b,c). The rims contain virtually no Cabearing phases, are much finer-grained than the matrix, and are universally continuous around
every object. Matrix in Y 791198, however, contains ~40 – 50% Ca-rich phases that occur as 30
– 100 µm grains. Though Boriskino also contains such Ca-rich phases, they are a somewhat
more minor component (~10 – 15%) of the matrix. Unlike in Y 791198, however, some of the
Ca-rich matrix material in Boriskino is concentrated within nodules up to ~260 µm (Fig. 7.2 c,d).
This is presumably due to secondary alteration and redistribution of Ca.
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Table 7.1 - Average chondrule size and average fine-grained rim thickness for Y 791198 and
Boriskino.
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Table 7.2 – Bulk composition of fine-grained rims from Y 791198 and Boriskino.

Not surprisingly, fine-grained material in Y 791198 and Boriskino shows more extensive
hydration than in UOCs. Rims in these chondrites are predominantly composed of complex
phyllosilicates, including saponite, serpentine, cronstedite, and chlinochlore. Other phases
include sulfides (troilite, pentlandite, pyrrhotite, tochilinites), sulfates and phosphates. Primary
minerals are far less common, but include olivine and pyroxene with a wide-range in
composition. There are additional features that distinguish the chondrule rims in CMs from those
in UOCs. Amorphous material is rare in CM rims, Y 791198 and Boriskino included. To date, no
microchondrules have been found in the fine-grained rims or matrices of CMs. There is also no
distinction between the rims that surround type I and type II chondrules in CMs.
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7.4. Properties of CR fine-grained rims

Fine-grained rims and matrix in QUE 99177 and MET 00426 (CR3 chondrites) contain
abundant Fe-rich amorphous material, phyllosilicates and Fe-sulfides, but are less hydrated than
in Y 791198. In terms of hydration, CR rims could represent a medial part of a partially
hydrated, partially heated rim material, where UOC rims experienced slightly higher
temperatures to attain a sintered texture, while on the opposing side, CM rims experienced low
temperature hydration without accretion of dust onto heated chondrule surfaces.

7.5. Discussion

Fine-grained rims in both UOCs and CMs are sharply different suggesting differences in
the astrophysical settings for UOC and CM chondrule rim formation. These differences and their
implications are explored here. Comparative properties of UOC and CM chondrule rims are
summarized in Table 7.3.
In UOCs, although fine-grained rims can be found around any component, they are most
common around type I chondrules suggesting a spatial or temporal separation for type I and type
II chondrules in UOCs. This is not evident in CM chondrites. Rims in CMs are, by comparison,
equally present and texturally/compositionally similar around type I and type II chondrules as
well as CAIs and mineral and lithic fragments. Unlike in CMs, fine-grained rims in UOCS are
not nearly always continuous, nor of uniform thickness. Again, these observations suggest
differences in the formation environments for chondrule rims in CMs vs. UOCs, as well as
possible differences in their accretion settings.
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Table 7.3 – Summary of UOCs and CMs.

A distinguishing characteristic of fine-grained rims surrounding type I chondrules in
UOCs is the inclusion of up to dozens of microchondrules in a single rim as primary inclusons.
As of yet, no microchondrules have been observed in the rims around type II chondrules.
Microchondrules are porducts of heating and melting of the outer surfaces of chondrules and or
dust. They reflect the high degree of reheating and re-melting during UOC chondrule formation.
However, microchondrules have not been found in any CM chondrule rims. Additionally, CM
chondrule rims are not sintered like the rims in UOCs. This suggests a greater degree of reheating for chondrules in UOCs than those in CMs. Thus, the nature of rims intimately reflects
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the history of the host chondrule and the chondrule-forming region.
In UOC’s there are clasts of detached portions of Fe-rich silicate rims within the
interchondrule matrix that preserve the smooth, concave surface once in direct contact with the
former host chondrule. There are other chondrule fragments for which broken surfaces cross-cut
the interior chondrules and the outer fine-grained rim. This clearly supports chondrule rim
accretion and sintering prior to the final accretion of the parent body. That much rim material
also fills in chondrule divots and embayed surfaces along the interior chondrule core, coupled
with the presence of clusters of microchondrules and higher Fe-enriched inclusions, also
suggests that the rims formed at a time when chondrules were being re-heated, whereupon dust
adhering to the chondrule surface completely or partly melted to form microchondrules.
In the UOC rims, Fe-enrichment suggests oxidation of metal/silicate dust with an icy
component mixed in. During other instances, the oxidation event appears to have postdated the
formation of a sulfide-rich rim, the latter of which formed along a re-heated chondrule surface.
Corroded metal nodules along the surfaces of type I chondrules hosting fine-grained rims lends
confidence to the hypothesis that oxidation along chondrule surfaces was preceded by localized
sulfidation in some cases.
Contrasted with UOC fine-grained rims, the rims from CMs: are thicker, generally
coarser-grained with exceptions, occur around nearly 99% of all major chondritic components
(i.e. chondrules, chondrule and lithic fragments), are less delineated with surrounding matrix,
and have much lower bulk Fe and slightly higher S abundances. Fine-grained rims in the least
altered CMs also have relatively lower elemental totals in their defocused beam analyses. These
analyses were conducted using identical operating conditions as with those of UOC rims. (Water
content was not measured by electron probe.) Thus, CM rims are either more porous or more
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hydrated than UOC rims.

Fig. 7.4 – Bulk compositions of fine-grained rims and matrices from several chondrite groups.
Data are normalized to CI chondrites (Lodders, 2010) and to Si. Points for unequilibrated
ordinary chondrites (UOCs) and CMs are based on data provided herein, while other data are
from literature sources (see references).

There are no broken chondrule surfaces that cross cut chondrule/rim surfaces in CMs. For
these chondrules, even chondrule fragments are completely surrounded with fine-grained rims.
Metallic rims are present in CMs, yet they rarely occur as inner rims. Such paucity of inner rims
implies that sulfidation of metal along chondrule surfaces was uncommon. However, unlike in
UOC rims, the bulk composition of CM rims reflects relative S-enrichments, as opposed to the
Fe-rich character of the bulk composition of UOC rims (Fig. 7.4a,b). Other than S-rich bulk
compositions in CM rims relative to CM matrix, the two fine-grained components are nearly
compositionally identical in major and minor elements; there is a clear compositional distinction
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between UOC rims relative to UOC matrix.
Rims are thicker around larger chondrules in CMs, which is not evident for UOC rimmed
chondrules. Thickening of rims around CM chondrules is thought to involve the flattening and
foliation evident in the fine-grained rim-bearing petrofabrics of relatively unbrecciated CMs
(e.g., Hanna et al., 2016). Thicker rims in CMs, however, might be the result of dust accretion in
colder environments to allow for thicker coatings. While such rims are thought to have formed in
low-temperature environments, the rims in UOCs, particularly the FeO-rich silicate rims, lack
strong layering evident in the rims from CMs, which also, owing to their sintered texture of the
groundmass, were heated following accretion. CM chondrule surfaces apparently were not
reheated and do not display sintered rim textures.
The formation-temperatures for the FeO-rich rims in UOCs are considered to be higher
than the peak metamorphic temperature experienced by UOCs (e.g., ~320 ºC in Bishunpur;
Grossman and Brearley, 2006). The upper end of this temperature regime for which fine-grained
rims formed is considered to be below the temperature at which exsolution features in pyroxene
formed given extremely slow cooling rates (0.1 ºC/h; Weinbruch et al., 1998), which place an
upper temperature limit of ~1000 ºC (Hewins et al., 2005; Miyamoto et al., 2009). Given the
presence of inclusions such as Fe-sulfide, as well as hydrous-phases (e.g. phyllosilicates), this
upper limit temperature is probably much lower than 1000 ºC (e.g., Bigolski et al., 2013, 2014).
Rim formation temperatures are thus surmised to range from ~800 ºC as an upper limit to ~350 –
400 ºC as a lower limit, though more robust modeling is necessary to more precisely peg such a
range. Though the temperatures for microchondrule formation were likely higher.
Disaggregated rims are never found as clastic inclusions within the matrices of CMs, nor
are such rims ever discontinuous, both of which are documented in UOCs. CMs, do, however,
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have inner S-rich rims that reside between the host chondrule and the fine-grained rim, though
rarely are the former such rims continuous and often form nodules within embayed chondrule
surfaces or as thin 2 – 10 µm streamers similar to those seen in UOC chondrules. Fine-grained
rims from CMs may also have two layers, one slightly more Fe-rich and finer-grained, though
many rims lack such layering. Fe-rich layer may either occur as an inner or outer rim without
preferential emplacement.
The presence of carbonates indicates higher porosity of CM matrix relative to CM rims.
Such former pore spaces have been thoroughly hydrated and have experienced extensive
precipitation of secondary carbonates. Such material probably formed after initial hydration of
amorphous material in contact with mafic silicates (olivine and pyroxene) that composes much
of the fine-grained matrix material.

7.6. Conclusions and Implications

Fine-grained rims in UOCs and CM2 show sharp differences that reflect their pre- and
post-accretionary environments. The rims in UOCs show more variation, differ among type I and
II chondrules, do not surround all components and contain evidence (e.g., microchondrules and
sintered textures) of repeated cycles of heating, as well as active accretion of dust during thermal
events. Such re-heating is supported by relict grains (i.e. dusty olivine) grains in type I
chondrules, as well as magnesian relicts in type II chondrules. FeO-rich fine-grained rims could
possibly contribute to the more ferroan compositions of type II chondrules. Such recycling of
rimmed chondrules could have lead magnesian (i.e. type I) chondrule and FeO-rich rim
assemblages to be melted to crystallize a later generation of ferroan (i.e. type II) chondrules.
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Rimming in CM chondrites may have been a late stage sedimentation event that occurred
at lower temps than for UOCs. Higher degrees of alteration in Boriskino and Y 791198 finegrained rims may indicate greater abundances of ices accreted with the fine-grained materials in
CM chondrites. The lack of sintered textures, either within the submicron groundmass of CM
rims, or as lacking in Fe-enriched outer zones and haloes of mineral inclusions, strongly suggests
that secondary flash heating events were not as common in the CM chondrule formation zones,
at least not in the manner that chondrules from UOCs experienced. However, like the chondrule
rims in UOCs, rimming in CM chondrules most likely occurred in a pre-accretionary
environment. Hydrated mineral phases within the fine-grained rims around CM chondrules are of
a smaller grain size than similar phases found in the adjacent matrix. Such rims also completely
lack carbonate phases, which implies less pervasive hydration during the formation of rims than
the formation and alteration of CM matrix. Indeed, there is growing evidence that the matrices of
CM chondrites experience multiple stages of fluid-assisted mineral growth (e.g. Young et al.,
2003; Palguta et al., 2010; Alexander et al., 2015). Such dynamic fluid-flow may not have
affected fine-grained rims due to their earlier formed rim fabrics having much lower porosity
than the interstitial matrices within the CM parent body.
Along with the lack of sintered textures, the absence of microchondrules in the finegrained rims of CMs implies differences in the formational environments of chondrules in UOCs
and CMs. As previously discussed, assuming microchondrule formation occurred part and parcel
with the sintering and weathering of fine-grained rims and of (type I) chondrule core surfaces,
the lack of microchondrules in the fine-grained rims surrounding chondrules in CMs supports the
hypothesis that CM chondrules were not reheated, at least to the degree of partial melting of
and/or plastic deformation of chondrules while they were still free-floating objects. Although
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such a position presupposes that reheated chondrule surfaces are required for microchondrule
production, the suite of petrologic evidence supporting sintering processes in rims from UOCs is
hardly present at all in the rims from CMs. There is no Fe-enrichment, nor vesicular material
present along the rim/chondrule contact. Thicker portions of CM rims occur along strictly
ruptured surfaces, yet infill within rounded depressions (divots, embayments, etc.), as well as the
reaction texture commonly associated with fayalitic material reacting with pyroxene within the
chondrule core do not exist. Such accreted material could have been compacted and initially
hydrated within the ephemeral parent body that produced primary accretionary rocks fabrics
common to CMs. Further compaction resulting in porosity loss of fine-grained rims would have
also been aided by impact-induced brittle deformation of the primary accretionary rock (Hanna
et al., 2015). The absence of microchondrules in CM chondrule rims, however, does not preclude
the deleterious effects of typical hydration within a CM parent body environment;
microchondrules themselves may have been completely weathered from the rim material
surrounding CM chondrules.
In conclusion, chondrule rimming is apparently a nebula-wide process characteristic of
many chondrite groups, but not the same in all groups. It affected the OCs, which presumably
formed closer to the sun, as well as carbonaceous chondrites such as CMs and others (CRs,
CVs), which formed at greater heliocentric distances. The presence of fine-grained rimming
within a chondrite may be a reflection of the dust available in the environment of chondrule
formation as well as the energetics of the environment — degree of heating and reheating. It is
interesting to note that chondrules in some chondrite groups such as the E chondrites and the
CHs and CBs do not have rims. This could be an indication of a very different formational
environment for their chondrules, as has already been proposed for the CH and CB as well as E
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chondrites (i.e., collision as the chondrule-forming mechanism).
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CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSIONS
8.1. Fine-grained rims as pre-accretionary features

The chondrules and fine-grained material in UOCs represent agglomerations of nebular
materials that have been minimally altered on the parent body. Such accretionary materials,
including fine-grained components in the matrix and chondrule rims, are components that retain
many of their primary petrologic characteristics. When comparing the fractions of fine-grained
material, interchondrule fine-grained matrix is much more heterogeneous and of larger grain-size
than what is observed in rims. In the case of Semarkona, matrix also has higher porosity than the
fine-grained rims (Bigolski et al., 2012, 2013b). In addition, secondary processes evident in rims,
such as enrichment in FeO of silicate inclusions (e.g., mineral fragments, microchondrules),
distinguish it from matrix, the latter of which also has higher percentages of phyllosilicates
(Bigolski et al., 2013a). Thus, if rims and matrix were generated from the same nebular dust,
they must have had different secondary histories.
The diversity of fine-grained material throughout the sections, as described in this work,
is a testament to the complex histories recorded by these chondrites. Rim accretion and alteration
predate the final assemblage of chondritic components, matrix included, onto the parent body.
Such a chronology, however, does not preclude the possibility of formation and subsequent
break-up of an earlier generation of ephemeral planetesimals that may have facilitated hydrous
alteration and secondary imprints. Such a hypothesized interim stage, however, cannot fully
explain the coupling of microchondrules as ubiquitous inclusions within the fine-grained rims of
type I OC chondrules and the alteration textures and topographic depressions also ubiquitous
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along the contact of inner (host) chondrule core and FeO-rich silicate fine-grained rims. These
features require heating and re-melting of chondrule surfaces, not likely to have occurred in a
parent body setting.

8.2. Fine-grained rims and non-igneous features

Fine-grained rims are common and definitive features within UOCs of the least
equilibrated types. They can be continuous or discontinuous features that envelope chondrules,
as well as chondrule and lithic fragments and, in rare cases, AOAs. Fine-grained rims (avg. ~30
µm) are more common around type I and Al-rich chondrules than they are around type II
chondrules. Chondrule fragments can be completely rimmed. Partial fine-grained rims are also
associated with chondrule fragments with broken surfaces that crosscut both the chondrule core
and its fine-grained rim. Such fragments are interpreted as once whole, rimmed chondrules that
were fragmented through brittle deformation after rim formation. No mineral fragments in UOCs
are found to have fine-grained rims.
Fine-grained rims are divided into those that contain predominantly Fe-rich silicate and
those that contain predominantly Fe-sulfide material. There is, however, a continuum of rims that
are dominated by silicate material to those dominated by sulfides. Some rims, including Fesilicate-rich and sulfide-rich, exist as permeating varietals that form peninsulas and isthmuses
between divots and embayments along chondrule surfaces and outer portions of the rim. Fe-rich
silicate rims have a sintered texture, suggesting low degrees of heating. Fe-sulfide rims often
occur as inner rims, which suggests that their formation predates that of Fe-rich silicate rims.
Inner sulfide-rich rims formed under sulfidizing conditions. Oxidizing conditions prevailed
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during the formation of fine-grained rims, particularly the FeO-rich silicate groundmass of rims
and alteration of micrchondrules and other inclusions. Fe-enrichment of mineral inclusions at the
fine-scale was widespread, but did not affect many of the large inclusions such as the chondrule
and lithic fragments within the rims.
Based on presence of sulfide-rich rims, I infer that the elevated sulfur fugacity persisted
in the immediate environment of nascent chondrules. Reaction of Fe metal with a sulfur-rich gas
may have led to formation of the sulfide-rich rims. Such reactions would have also permeated
within metal-containing fractures within certain chondrules and produced Fe-sulfide along these
surfaces. The oxidizing conditions inferred for such rim formation involved either 1) the reaction
of reheated silicate surfaces with an oxidizing gas and Fe metal grains, or 2) the reaction of
reheated silicate surfaces with ice-coated dust grains and Fe metal, or a combination of the two
reactions.

8.3. Alteration of fine-grained material in UOCs

The least equilibrated ordinary chondrites are among several primitive meteorite groups
to preserve a diversity of unmelted fine-grained materials. Chondrules in Primitive carbonaceous
chondrites (CCs) including Mighei-types (CMs), Renazzo-types (CRs), and Vigarano-types
(CVs) also contain fine-grained rims. The preservation of fine-grained material, non-igneous
rims implies low-grade metamorphism for these chondrites and supports a highly unequilibrated
chondrite fabric. Additionally, the diversity of fine-grained material throughout the sections
studied here is a record of the complex histories recorded by these chondrites.
There are several aspects of fine-grained material in UOCs that relate to increasing
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petrologic grades, even among UOCs with petrologic grade <3.2. Bishunpur (LL3.15) has the
least amount of preserved fine-grained rims and also contains the least amount of continuous
chondrule rims (38%). The other UOCs of lower petrologic grade studied here contain 64 – 69 %
continuous chondrule rims. Bishunpur also contains the thinnest rims (avg. thickness 30 µm),
while one of the Watonga samples (Watonga-1) contains the thickest rims (45 µm). Bishunpur,
however, has the highest relative ratio of fine-grained rims to fine-grained matrix (2.59)
compared with NWA 5717 (2.21) and the others (1.19, Semarkona; 2.03, Watonga). Such modal
relationships in Bishunpur may be due to the higher metamorphic temperatures it experienced on
the parent body (~320 ºC; Busemann et al., 2007), which would have recrystallized interstitial
fine-grained matrix and fine-grained rims. Alternatively, that Bishunpur has high total matrix
(14.9%) may be in part be due to the occurrence of more cataclastic matrix in Bishunpur as a
comminuted portion of chondrules and chondrule fragments produced during low-velocity
impacts within the parent body (Nelson and Rubin, 2002). I infer from the coupling of high
matrix abundance with a nontrivial fraction of fine-grained rims in Bishunpur that rims were
structurally robust features surrounding chondrules prior to the emplacement of rimmed
chondrules within the parent body. Some fine-grained rims, however, did not escape disruption
and dislodging due to low-velocity impacts, from which coarser-grained mineral fragments and
ruptured chondrules may have also formed. Thus, observations of rims in Bishunpur are
consistent with higher degrees of impact and brecciation for this meteorite.
Semarkona, despite being assigned the lowest petrologic grade, has experienced the
highest degrees of aqueous alteration from the perspective of the fine-grained material, including
rims and matrix, relatively to other UOCs. More pervasive hydration as evident in Semarkona
most likely occurred in the parent body, compared to rims in other UOCs (like NWA 5717 and
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Watonga), which appear to record pre-accretionary, as has been proposed for CM chondrites.

8.4. Microchondrules as records of reheated chondrule surfaces

This study shows that microchondrules are a ubiquitous type of chondrule in UOCs
(Rubin et al., 1982; Rubin, 1989; Krot and Rubin, 1994, 1996). They are a common component
of fine-grained rims on type I chondrules and less commonly associated with metal and sulfide in
the matrix. Thus far, microchondrules are not observed in the fine-grained rims associated with
type II chondrules, suggesting a different formation history for type I and type II chondrules.
Chemical similarities, and in some cases textural similarities, between microchondrules,
and the larger host chondrules indicate that they are genetically related materials from the same
local chondrule-forming environment that formed from melt of similar composition. I infer that
chondrules and their surrounding fine-grained (dusty) rims and microchondrules represent a
snapshot of the chondrule-forming environment that predates the final accretion of all chondritic
components.
Some microchondrules formed through recurrent heating of the outer surfaces of larger
chondrules, which would form microchondrules as protuberances from chondrule surfaces. The
flash heating of dust within the immediate vicinity of heated chondrules may have also
contributed to the population of microchondrules observed in UOCs. The heating mechanisms
for a pre-accretionary thermal alteration of chondrules that are most consistent with our
observations of microchondrules are shock waves and current sheets. Planetesimal impacts,
however, do not as of yet predict many of the features observed in UOCs. Future testing of these
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chondrule-forming mechanisms must take into account the ubiquitous presence of rims and
microchondrules within UOCs.
I propose a new hypothesis for type II chondrule formation. If low-temperature heating
sintered fine-grained rims, then the melting of ice grains that accreted with the dusty rims could
have facilitated the oxidation of Fe from metal in rims, producing the FeO-enrichment observed
in rim components, including the microchondrules. The heating of some type I chondrules and
their FeO-rich rims to melting temperatures would result in formation of type II chondrules.
Additionally, the heating to below the temperature needed to fully melt and significantly
vaporize a type II precursor may result in objects called agglomeratic olivine (AO) chondrules.
Dust processing and chondrule recycling are thus intimately linked during the transition to earlystage accretion of UOCs. The formation of rims around type I chondrules may also mark a
transition from reducing-dominant conditions to more oxidizing-dominant conditions, which
implies either inwards migration of the snowline, or outwards transport of type I chondrules to
beyond the snowline.

8.5. NWA 5717 as an ungrouped UOC

NWA 5717 is an interesting exception to the other UOCs studied because it was
described as having two distinct (light and dark) lithologies. Based on bulk chemical analysis
alone, the notion of this stone containing a dual lithology is contentious. The dark lithology A is
moderately enriched in siderophiles and slightly enriched in moderately volatiles relative to the
light lithology B. Both lithologies, however, contain the same proportions of FeO-poor and FeOrich silicates, especially as estimated by the near equal abundances of type I and type II
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chondrules. When more closely examining the dark and light patches within the section under
transmitted light, the presumed dark and light lithologies appear to be an artifact of staining,
most likely a terrestrially derived overprint of weathering (Fig. 3.15). If there were a dual
lithology, it is expected that the representative clasts of dark and light rocks would be delineated
by chondrules representative of each of the lithologies. Instead, clearly visible are regions of the
meteorite that are stained with a dark overprint that cross cuts numerous intact chondrules, where
roughly half of the chondrule is unstained and the other half is darkened (Fig. 3.15b). Although
the weathering products typical of a hot desert an environment (e.g., Fe-oxide-rich veins, Casulfate growths, oxidized metal grains) are present in relatively minor to trace amounts, the dark
staining superimposed over the fabric of the entire stone is not surprising. Such staining,
however, does not adulterate compositional data, which do not show any bias as a consequence
of any such overprint. The staining may therefore be the result of siderophilic carrier phases such
as Fe-sulfides being preferentially sampled in dark portions of the sample. Even mild staining
would also mobilize and partly concentrate moderately volatile elements within these regions as
well. In addition to the bulk composition of NWA 5717, which clearly reflects that of LL
bordering on L chondrites, the very low metal content, broad ranging ferroan silicate
compositions and large chondrule size all strongly suggest characteristic of an LL chondrite. The
stone remains ungrouped, however, due to the well-constrained grouping of H chondritic Oisotope compositions. Such a discord among the bulk properties NWA 5717 is perplexing,
though may be an indicative of the primitive nature of the chondrite. That both dark and light
sampled regions contain well-grouped H chondrite data points (Fig. 3.12a) supports a single
lithology. The wide-ranging olivine compositions for grains from different petrologic settings not
only supports the unequilibrated nature of NWA 5717, but also implies that the relative
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proportions of such petrologically contextualized grains controls the O-isotope compositions visà-vis overall olivine (and probably pyroxene) compositions for more highly metamorphosed
members of each OC chemical group (Fig. 3.12b). The relatively high abundance of FeO-rich
silicates in LL and L chondrites compared with H chondrites may control the bulk characteristics
observed in the more metamorphosed (Type 4-6) chondrites. The fayalitic nature of the finegrained rim groundmass would also potentially contribute to the isotopic and geochemical
characteristics of metamorphosed LL and L chondrites.

8.6. Fine-grained rims from CM chondrites

Fine-grained rims in UOCs differ from chondrule rims in CM chondrites. In particular,
the CM chondrites that preserve a primary accretionary rock fabric show higher degrees of
hydration while lacking the sintered textures and evidence of reheating of chondrule surfaces. In
addition, the rims in CM chondrites more or less uniformly coat all objects. Such distinct
petrologic features of rims within CMs imply a late stage sedimentation event that directly
preceded accretion of dust at lower temperatures than the rims in UOCs. Higher degrees of
alteration in CM fine-grained rims may also indicate greater abundances of ices accreted with the
fine-grained materials in CM chondrites.

8.7. Chondrule-forming environments recorded in UOC and CM chondrule rims

Type I chondrules in UOCs and their ubiquitous fine-grained rims strongly suggests that
their formation environment had 1) a dust-rich region, as well as 2) residual heating along
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chondrule surfaces along which dust adhered to and reacted with the reheated chondrule
surfaces. The rims record sulfidation as well as oxidation and hydration prior to final accretion.
Metal expelled from chondrules along conduits of chondrule mesostasis may have experienced
sulfidation along the cooling chondrule surface.
Sulfidation of metal also occurred along inner chondrule surfaces within CMs, and
generally demarcate an inner, primary chondrule, from an outer, secondary igneous shell. Finegrained rims, however, consistently coat the outer surfaces of chondrules and contain no coarsegrained sulfide.
The environment of CM rim formation was at relatively lower temperatures during the
accretion of dust. CM chondrule rims may have accreted higher amounts of ice, as free-floating
grains or as coatings around mineral grains, whereupon low-velocity collisions between
aggregates may have led to compaction and partial aqueous alteration. Further hydration
occurred shortly after parent body accretion, leading to perhaps multiple generations of
secondary mineral growth in CM chondrites and their rims.
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Fig. A.1 – X-ray element maps for Semarkona (LL3.00), Northwest Africa (NWA) 5717
(Ung.3.05), Watonga (LL3.1), and Bishunpur (LL3.15). Mg-Ca-Al maps (Semarkona – a; NWA
5717 – c; Watonga – e, g; Bishunpur – j) provide identification of chondrule phenocrysts and
mesostasis, while Fe-Ni-S maps (Semarkona – b; NWA 5717 – d; Watonga – f, h; Bishunpur –
k) provide identification of Fe-rich fine-grained rims, sulfide-rich rims, and opaque minerals.
BSE maps (only shown for Bishunpur, i) reveal Fe-rich rims (medium to bright gray, bright
white) surrounding many magnesian (dark) chondrules. Mg-Ca-Al and Fe-Ni-S X-ray element
maps (j, k) further establish silicate and chondrule rim petrology, respectively.
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Table A.1 – Chondrules analyzed from Semarkona (LL3.00) and their respective properties.
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Table A.2 – Chondrules analyzed from NWA 5717 (Ung3.05) and their respective properties.
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Table A.3 – Chondrules analyzed from Watonga (LL3.1) and their respective properties.
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Table A.4 – Chondrules analyzed from Bishunpur (LL3.15) and their respective properties.
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Table A.5 – Chondrule size and fine-grained rim abundance based on chondrule type from the 4
chondrites analyzed. Percentages are based on total chondrules documented, with normalized
percentages all forced to 100%.
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Table A.6 – Chondrule textural types.

Fig. A.2 – Chondrule textural type frequency for the 4 chondrites analyzed.
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Table A.7 – Set-up parameters used for each element and type of material quantitatively
analyzed using the Cameca SX100 EMPA at AMNH. Primary standards, along with their
assigned crystals and spectrometers, are outlined for analyses of elemental and oxide wt% for
silicates, including silicate-dominant mixtures (i.e. fine-grained rims and matrices) and for
metals and sulfides. Crystals: thallium acid pthalate – TAP; (litle)pentaerythritol – (L)PET;
(little)lithium flouride – (L)LiF. Standards: San Carlos olivine – SCol; anorthite – An; Wake –
Wakefield diopside; McKee jadite – JdMcKee; albite – Ab; chromite – chrom; rhodonite – Rhod;
Rockport fayalite – Rkfay; Ni-diopside – Ni-diop; berlinite – berl; Staunton troilite – Staunt.

Table A.8 – Elemental detection limits (Det. Lim.) and standard deviations (Std. Dev.) for
silicate EMPA analyses, including those for microchondrules, and for all analyses using a defocused beam (spot size >1 µm).
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Table A.9 – Elemental detection limits (Det. Lim.) and standard deviations (Std. Dev.) for metal
and sulfide EMPA analyses.

Fig. A.3 – Schematic illustration showing how average fine-grained rim thicknesses and average
chondrule sizes were determined. All measurements were done only after the thin-section was
properly oriented with respect to element maps in two-dimensional space for consistent
navigation. For rim thicknesses, depending on the completeness of the fine-grained rim, multiple
measurements were averaged as a representative rim thickness. Thickness measurements were
performed as supplementary pairs in 60º increments around each chondrule core, starting with 1’
at the top (i.e. 0º) and 1’’ at the bottom (i.e. 180º). In this way, continuous rims yield 5 or 6
thickness measurements (~80 – 100 % of the chondrule), while discontinuous rims yield at least
3 thickness measurements (~50 – 70% of the chondrule). For chondrule sizes, the maximum and
minimum measured diameters were averaged as a representative chondrule size.
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